Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Steve and Marsha Bertram <windyridge@frontier.com>
Tuesday, August 28, 2018 10:23 PM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
Comment on DATCP Permanent Rule

Please accept my comments as to the movement restriction and the additional fencing requirement that is
being proposed.
Not allowing the deer farmers to move deer from one farm to another no matter what the county is labeled is
like telling a beef farmer he cannot haul his cows to market, like telling the chicken farmer to throw out any
eggs that are laid, like telling the Amish they can't use the horse for crop work or like telling the pig farmer he
can only pet the pigs. There would be no purpose to farming. No farmer could afford to feed livestock unless
he can sell them to try to make a profit in order to feed the next group of young livestock. That's the whole
concept of farming and how farm families pass on work ethics to their children.
The cervid farmers have been under the toughest regulations of all livestock industries but yet a certain
minute group of people are trying to use their status and media connections to persuade the public and lawmakers to add the "last straw to break the farmers' backs." Deer farmers and deer organizations are the ones
that are funding the ground-breaking science that has been arising lately. The proposed rules would cut the
scientific progress off at the knees.
A second fence did NOT stop us from getting CWD. We live and began deer farming in Iowa County back in
1997. In 2002 CWD was discovered in Iowa County within the wild deer. We double fenced in 2005 (12 years
before getting CWD) and hadn't brought any new deer into our herd since 2008 (9 years as a closed herd). We
were TB accredited and Brucellosis certified since 2003. All those years we tested for CWD 100% of any deer
dying over 1 year of age. So how did our deer contract it from the wild? Is it because we live next to Highway
151 where deer are hit by traffic, left to bloat and carried off by the eagles, right over our pens as they fly to
the back valley? Or was it carried in by the raccoon that have feasted at night at our deer feeders, leaving
their markings on the deer's face or undersides as they fought for the deer for food and pooped in the
feeders? I can think of more scenarios that might have caused it. NOTHING in our experience proves that the
double fence stops CWD. What it stops is the hopes and dreams for the farmers and their families that cannot
afford to put up even a lowest-cost/highest-maintenance electric fence let alone have the room for a lowestmaintenance/highest-cost double fence.
If there were science to back up the reasoning or proof that a double fence would stop CWD, the deer farmers
would insist one be put up to protect their deer. But the science just doesn't show it - it's an expensive bandaid to the finger-pointing opposition.
It would be more beneficial for the government to join us and donate dollars towards science efforts rather
than depopulating a livestock industry that is already regulated with a program that works and detects CWD at
its earliest stages.
By the way, has any law maker ever questioned a deer farmer about how their farmed deer react when a wild deer is
within say 25 feet of the fence? I can tell you one thing, they don't lick each other's noses like you're led to
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believe. Ours literally would stomp, snort and run to the furthest end of the pen as if they were alerting each other
there was a coyote nearby.
Marsha Bertram
Windy Ridge Whitetails
Mineral Point, WI

(608) 341-9520
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Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Amy <amy.casetta@qualheim.net>
Wednesday, August 29, 2018 7:34 AM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
cindy@reindeergames-wi.com
ATCP 10 Animal Disease and Movement

Dear Sir,
My name is Amy Casetta from Qualheims True Value in Shawano, Wisconsin. I am writing you about the Department of
Ag's emergency rule ATCP 10.
We have worked with Jeff and Cindy Phillips for 13 years. We have an event named "Reindeer Games" at our True Value
store in Shawano. Thirteen years ago, we were looking for something for a Christmas event that would be unique,
something that no one in the area has ever done. Then, I heard about Reindeer Games in Wisconsin. Our customers
were amazed at the event. Many have never seen reindeer. The event continues to grow every year. Last year, we had
over 250 children here.
At the event, we have Jeff and Cindy's reindeer set up in front of our store, for families to see and ask questions. They
may have a "snapshot" taken with the reindeer and Santa's elf, if they wish. The event brings in hundreds of families in
our area and has become "a family tradition" for Christmas. When the reindeer come off the truck, the sighs and
"awh's" from the crowd give me "tingles". We are creating memories for all these families and we don't want this to
end!!!
Jeff and Cindy have been compliant with all the rules set forth. Please help us to keep this tradition going. Don't let this
be an end to something "great" for parents, grandparents and children to share at the most magical time of the
year ... Christmas!
Sincerely, Amy Casetta from Qualheims True Value
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Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

L Clark < lclark@dietaryprosinc.com>
Wednesday, August 29, 2018 9:14 AM
JOEL ESPE
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP; Becker, Kelly - LEGIS; Jerome Donohoe; roxanne lotts; ray
hanson; Brian Wolf; Bruce Krueger; Corey Siegler; Longsine, Tyler - LEGIS; Rep.Edming LEGIS; Sen.Petrowski - LEGIS; Sen.Moulton - LEGIS; Sen. Tom Tiffany; Rep.Quinn - LEGIS
Re: Permanent Rule Public Comment

Well said.
I agree whole heartedly with each and every statement in this correspondence from Mr. Espe.
For many years, I have know him to be reputable in all respects. He does not promulgate
misinformation or exaggerate business or political issues in any way.
His facts and assertions are able to be corroborated by 3rd parties.
Please accept his letter for further analysis, and fact check with reliable sources in order to be as
confident as I am, in these statements.
On behalf of myself, and Mr. Karl Schreiner, who has maintained a successful whitetail herd for over
25 years, we respect the commitment of DATCP toward promoting Wisconsin Trade and Agriculture,
we ask sincerely, that you protect the hundreds of families from this atrocious attack on our industry,
and our way of life. Many small businesses are at imminent risk here, I see no recovery available,
should this situation not be reversed from it's current course.
With dwindling hope of fairness and science based decisions, I give you my kindest regards.

Lisa Clark
Haymarsh Whitetails
Athens, Wisconsin
715,409.6972
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On Wed, Aug 29, 2018 at 8:50 AM, JOEL ESPE <hawkshillelkranch@gmail.com> wrote:
Mr. Girard, I hope you will share my comments with the entire DATCP Board. To begin with: The economic
impact will be devastating to the cervid indush·y in Wisconsin. The cost of building and maintaining the
double fence will cripple the cervid farmers especially with the limited time line to construct. Last year I was
forced to double fence at my own expense because the DNR claimed but had no proof that a CWD positive
deer was found within 5 miles ofmy farm. (no photos, chain of custody, and or gps locations.) This can be
verified from the minutes of the infomml hearing I had with DATCP including Atty Didinsky (sp?)I was not
allowed to ship any animals for sale, slaughter or to hunting preserves until the project was completed and
inspected. In addition to missing out on the selling season and lost revenue, My costs exceded $20,000 in just
material. This is an unfunded mandate and entire cost of fencing materials and labor paid for by the DNR to
protected our healthy animals from the diseased wild deer.
The double fence has proven to not prevent the spread of CWD, closed herd that have been double fenced for
many years have still been hit with CWD, whether from contaminated hay, birds, raccoons, possums or
contaminated mineral blocks.
This rule pushed by the DNR assumes that farmers will do their own labor and therefore there is no cost. Bad
assumption as not all farmers have the equipment, physical ability, much less the money to complete this
project. Will existing hunting preserves be grandfathered in if they have less than the required 80 acres left
after building a double fence inside of their current fence?
90 days is given to fulfill the fencing project, this is unrealistic in most of the farms unless they are very small
and do not require movement of trees and other natural obstacles. It took the DNR over 3 years to single fence
the Sand Hill Preserve.
The provision that "FRD from CWD affected counties may not, under any circumstances, be moved to nonCWD counties." This contradicts what we have heard for the past few years from DATCP's Top veterinarian
that moving animals to hunting preserves is a very low threat as no animal leaves there alive. This
economically will put more fmmers out of business by eliminating their established sales markets. I will be
impacted financially if not allowed to sell breeding stock or shooter bulls to clients in non CWD counties.
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The carcass removal provision for hunters of wild whitetail deer as no penalty or fine for violators, will be
unenforceable and actually leave more contaminated deer parts (spinal column, obex, and lymph nodes on the
landscape to spread CWD than ever before. No provision for pick up of those parts from taxidermists which
means they still will be left on the landscape. Meat processors will send those parts to rendering companies
who will grind them up for fertilizer and and eventually spread prions in the soil.
The expiration date change for farm raised deer registration change from March 15th to August 31st provides
another economic hardship on cervid farmers who raise 15 or less animals. The current expiration date would
not include fawns or calves born after the March 15th deadline. The current rule charges $350. per year to raise
over 15 head, and half that amount for farmers with 15 or less animals. The new rule would include all
newborns for that year and double the fee for small farmers. If DATCP has a good reason for changing the
dates other than added fees on farmers, then they should exempt all newborns under 1 year of age, otherwise it
is a coverup for more money from farmers.
The new proposed rule includes, "Upon request, farm-raised deer keepers must provide transportation to
department staff to inspect the enhanced fencing." Does that include transportation to and from Madison or
other facilities? Does that only cover transportation on the farm? Are bicycles sufficient for the fence
inspectors use? A lot ofloopholes in that statement. Skateboards?
To the DATCP Board, I have never missed any of these meeting until very recently. My wife was recently
diagnosed with cancer and we have been busy with chemotherapy and radiation treatments. Cancer does not
discriminate based on occupation, age, sex or ancestry. We know what we are up against and will fight it every
step of the way. In some ways this is easier than dealing with the latest (Emergency/Permanent Rule).
Over the years, more and more fees, restrictions and requirements are placed on this select number of farmers
in Wisconsin. Each time we give up a few more freedoms and incur all the expenses. Since CWD first came to
Wisconsin in 1999 game farmers have been blamed and penalized for something they did not do. Dr. Beth
Williams was the key note speaker at the first CWD Symposium in Madison Wisconsin sponsored by DATCP,
DNR and the University of Wisconsin. She stated that CWD was originated and spread by Colorado Division
of Wildlife Research Facilities at Fort Collins, Meeker, Colorado State Univ. and Sylbal Wyoming. This was
also presented at the International CWD Symposium held in Utah years later. Inspite of the this, our DNR has
successfully blamed the deer farmers for a disease their counter parts in Colorado originated.
You have been pressured to push forward more rules and regulations that lacks any science or research to back
it up. This Emergency/Permanent rule will not eradicate,control,or manage CWD in any way. Can you justify
in good conscience putting 416 hard working farm families out of business, destroying their investments and
income in fa1ming based the DNR's most recent grasping for straws to solve their growing problems which
they have failed miserably at every turn.
Many ofus were encouraged by DATCP years ago to go into farming elk and deer to supplement and diversify
and save the family farms when other markets were failing. We believed in you then, this isn't the time to turn
your backs on us now. you will have to live with your vote for the rest of your lives
Respectfully submitted
8/29/2018
Joel K. Espe
Hawks Hill Elk Ranch
W4840 Pierce Road
Monticello, WI 53570
608 558 8445
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Call me if you have any questions on any of this
Thanks, Joel
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Wildwood Wildlife Park
10094- Hwy 70 West
Mi11ocqoa, WI 54-54-8

Jody a11d 17oa11e 17oiMaszek
Park Ow11er/17irector

Ph<me (715) 356-5588
E-Mail 11atore@wildwoodwildlifepark.co1M
Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection
ATTN: DATCP Board Members
DATCP Board Member
PO Box 891 J
Madison, WI 53 708-8911
August 28, 2018
Dear DATCP Board Members; Miranda Leis, Andy Diercks, Dennis Badtke, Dean Strauss, Nicole Hansen,
Paul Palmby, Greg Zwald, Kurt Hallstrand, Paul Bauer, Dr. Darlene Konkol

For the past five years I have been engaged in legislative hearings in regard to more restrictive animal rules. At
every hearing the following exemption is discussed:
EXEMPTIONS. l. An entity that is an accredited member of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA)
I have asked several of the DATCP Board members many times why the exemption was in place and not one
person could give me a reason why.
Given the current statutory recognition by Kansas, Texas, Nevada, Arizona, Arkm1sas, Ohio, Oregon, Nebraska,
Connecticut, Illinois, South Carolina (Beaufort Co.) and Maine, which uses its written standards, it would make
sense for the current DA TCP rulemaking to include an exemption for facilities accredited by the Zoological
Association of America (ZAA) as well. The second-largest zoological accrediting association in the nation has
equivalent standards for animal care and a better safety record than the currently exempted older association.
As upgrades to Admin. Code Chapter ATCP IO (Animal Disease and Movement) are considered in this rulemaking, parity with the Association of Zoos and Aqum'iums on preferential exemptions as listed in Agriculture
Trade and Consumer Protecting (ATCPl 0) is clearly warranted as state-of.the-art regulation.
We are a privately owned zoological park and have been accredited with the Zoological Association of America
(ZAA) since 2008. As you can see I do not fit into any of the exempt categories, which literally tlu·eatens to run
my family business out of business.
Wildwood Wildlife Park has been a cornerstone for the community for over 60 years. Tourism plays a critical
role in our community and Wildwood Wildlife Park is the # 1 attraction in the Northwoods. Our park draws by
itself over 169,000 tourists annually from local and surrounding communities, Wisconsin, Minnesota, lllinois,
Michigan, Iowa and many other states. Lodging, restaurants, retail shops, grocery stores, and gas stations arc all
beneficiaries of this zoologically inspired tourism. Wildwood Wildlife Park also positively impacts the
education industry by providing a learning environment for over 18,000 elementary, middle, and high school
students and teachers. Wildwood Wildlife Park also provides valuable internship programs for university
undergraduates.

Wildwood Wildlife Park continues to offer zoo memberships with over 4,000 zoo members that come back to
the community endless times throughout the season, bringing additional revenue to the area.
Wildwood Wildlife Park hosted an annual Halloween Zoo Boo event for one day that brings over 5,000 people
into the area during late fall which is very helpful to the community since the tourism season is winding down.
We always hear from the surrounding restaurants thanking us for giving them one last shot of tourist revenue
before winter.
Wildwood Wildlife Park employees 40-45 people consisting of college graduates in Zoology/Biology/Animal
Science (Zookeepers) Commercial Construction (Builders) and many seasonal employees.
Every year Wildwood Wildlife Park tourism attendance has grown 2-3%, which in turn brings more people into
the area spending more money keeping the revenue at home!
Wildwood Wildlife Park continues to grow and expand the park. In the past five years 15 new building/exhibits
were completed. These projects have a major economic impact on construction plumbing/electricians, concrete,
landscaping, painters, excavators, and fencing. We have 26 family-owned and operated businesses that we
network with for all our zoo projects. The DATCP rule making would impact not just our business but also a
huge number of businesses in our community.

];:X:bw.~t
,fua~iiliQ"l0t1;tt
Judy and Duane Domaszek

Comments in red below in Of! osition to roposed permanent rules being_pro_posed

NOTICE OF SOLICITATION OF PUBLIC COMMENT
Concerning permanent rule-making related to Animal Disease and Movement and Animal Markets, Truckers
and Dealers
The Wisconsin Depa1tment of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection (DATCP) seeks
a. input from the public concerning the anticipated economic impact of the pending rule
b. relating to Wis. Adm in. Code Chapters A TCP 10 (Animal Disease and Movement) and
c. Chapter 12 (Animal Markets, Truckers and Dealers),
including perspectives on how this rule may affect

d. businesses,
e. local governmental units, and
f. individuals.
All comments will be considered when DATCP prepares an economic impact analysis for this rule, as required
by Wis. Stat.§ 227.137.
The text of the documents pertinent to this rule are attached, namely:
g. The hearing draft of the permanent rule (which has yet to be approved by the DATCP Board),
h. an initial regulatory flexibility analysis, and
1.
the approved statement of scope.
You may also obtain free copies of these documents by contacting DATCP at the address below.
Comments may be sent to the address or e-mail below. DATCP requests that comments be communicated within
60 days (by August 29, 2018).
DATCP contact for document requests, submission of comments, and questions:
Alexander Girard
DATCP
Office of the Secretary
P.O. Box 8911
Madison, WI 53708-891 l
AlexanderC. Girard@wisconsin.gov
(608) 224-5114 2

DATCP Docket No. 17-R-02 Hearing Draft Rule, Clearinghouse Rule No. June 29, 2018
PROPOSED ORDER OF THE STATE OF WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
TRADE AND CONSUMER PROTECTION ADOPTING RULES
The Wisconsin department of agriculture, trade and consumer protection proposes the following 1 permanent ru le to
repeal th e following ATCP 10.20 (1) (b), 10.20 (2) (b), 10.21 (2) (b) 5., 10.22 (10), 10.31 (2) 2 (a) 3., 10.36 (4) (a)
and (b) and Note, and (e) and Note, 10.40 (1) (a) l. and 2., 10.40 (1) (c) 3 Note, 10.40 (1 ) (d) (intro.), 10.40 (l) (d) 2.
Note and (g), 10.40 (2)(e), 10.40 (3)(c), 10.40 (4) 4(b) 3. and (d), 10.40 (5), 10.40 (7)(b) 2 Note, 10.40 (8), 10.41
(4), 10.45 (2) (c), 10.46 (Im), 5 10.46 (7) (a) I. c. Note, 10.47 (4m) Note, 10.53 (4) (b) l. and 2., 10.53 (7) (a) 4.,
10.53 (7) (b) 6 Note, 10.54 (1) (d) and (e), 10.55 (3) (d) Note, 10.56 (3) (d) 2. Note, 10.56 (4) (c) and Note, 7 10.73
(3) Note, 10.87 (l)(c) l. and 2., 10.90, 12.05 (l)(a) Note, 12.05 (l)(b) 2. Note, 12.05 (2) 8 (b) 2. first Note; to
renumber ATCP 10.20 (l)(a), I 0.20 (2)(a), 10.52 (7); to renumber and 9 amend ATCP 10.31 (l)(a), 10.56 (1),
I 0.89 (2) (title) (intro.) and (a) to (c) and (4) (title) 10 (intro.); to consolidate, renumber and amend ATCP 10.40 (2)
(a) and (b) (intro.), 10.40 (3) (a) 11 and (b) (intro.); to amend ATCP 10.01 (60) to (62), (90), and (105) (d) and Note,
10.03 (3), 12 10.04 (1) (title), 10.04 (1) (e), 10.05 (1) (intro.) and (2) (a) 3., 10.055 (3) Note, 10.06 (1) (b) Note 13
and (c) 10., 10.06 (3) (a) Note, (4) (a), and (6) (a), (b) and (c) Note, 10.07 (4) (a) 1., 10.08 (2) (b) 14 Note, (r) Note,
and (s) Note, 10.21 (2) (a) (intro.) and 1., 10.22 (I) (b) 1., 10.22 (6) (c) (intro.) 15 and (d) (intro.), 10.26 (4), 10.291
(title), and (I) (intro.), 10.291 (2) (intro.) and (a) 2., 10.291 (2) 16 (c) Note, 10.291 (3), (4) (a) and (5), 10.30 (1 ) (a)
3. and (b) 3., 10.30 (2)(b) 3., 10.31 (l) (intro.), 17 10.3 1 (1) (b), 10.32 (2)(title), and (a), 10.35 (l)(b) 3. and 4.,
10.36 (4) (intro.), 10.36 (5) (b) 18 (intro .), 10.40 (title) and (1) (title), (intro.) and (a), 10.40 (I) (b) and (c), 10.40 (I)
(d) 1., 10.40 19 (2) (b) 4. Note, 10.40 (2) (c) (intro.), 10.40 (7) (a) and (b) (intro.) and 1., 10.41 (1), 10.41 (5) (a) 20
and (d) 1., 10.41 (7), 10.42 (1) (a) 1. and 2. , 10.46 (1) (a), (d) and (f), 10.46 (2) (c) Note, (3), (4) 21 (b) (intro .) and 1.
and (c), 10.46 (5) (a), (b) 2. (intro.) and a., (c) 1., (d), and (e), 10.46 (6) (intro.), 22 (e) and (f), 10.46 (7) (a) 1. (intro.)
and b., 10.46 (7) (a) 2. and 3., 10.46 (7) (b), (c) and (d), 10.46 23 (10) (a) 1. and 6., (am) 1., (b) 6. Note, and (c) 2.,
10.46 (11) (c) and (d) I., 10.46 (12) (d) and 24 Note, (13) (b) and (14) (b), 10.47 (2) (a) and (b), (3) (b) 5., (4) (intro.)
and (4m), 10.47 (8) (a), 25 10.51 (2)(c), 10.52 (lm)(a) 2. and (b) 3., 10.52 (2), 10.52 (3)(c)(intro), 1. and Im. and
2. a. and 26 b. and (d), 10.52 (4) (b), 10.52 (7m) and (8) (a) 3., 10.53 (I) Note, 10.53 (2) (d) 4. and (f), 10.53 27 (4)
(a) and (b) (intro.), 10.53 (4) (g) Note and (h), 10.53 (5) (a) 4. and (b) 2., 10.53 (Sm) (b) 28 Note, 10.53 (7) (a) 4.,
10.53 (8) (d) Note, 10.53 (11) (c) 1., 10.54 (1) (am) and (c) (intro.), 10.54 29 (2) (a) and (b) (intro.), 10.55 (1) Note,
and (3) (d), 10.55 (3) (e) I., 10.56 (I) (a) 2. (intro.) and 3., 30 10.56 (2) (c) and (3) (b), 10.56 (4) (b), 10.61 (Sm) (b)
and (c), 10.61 (6) (intro.), 10.61 (6m) (b) 316. and 7., 10.61 (7) (f), 10.61 (10) (a) 5., (c) 5., and (13) (b), 10.62 (1)
(a) 3., (2) (e) and Note, 32 10.63 (1) (b) and Note, 10.64 (1) and Note, and (3) (a), 10.645 (intro.) and (2) Note, 10.65
(1), 33 3, 10.65 (4) (a) (intro.), and 4. and (b) (intro.), 3. and Note, and (c) (intro.), 2. and Note, and (d) 3. 34 Note
(intro.), 10.655 (1) (intro.), 10.68 (2) and (2m), 10.73 (2) to (3), 10.76 (2) (b), (c) (intro.) 35 and (d), 10.80 (3) (a) and
(b), 10.82 (3) (a) Note and (b), 10.84 (4) (b) 4., 10.86 (3) (b), 10.87 (1) 36 (a) and (c), 10.87 (2) (b) 2., 3. and 5.,
10.89 (3), 10.91 (2), 10.92 (3), (4), (5) (intro.) and (b), 37 (11), and (13), Ch. ATCP 12 second Note, 12.01 (25),
12.02 (8) (g), 12.02 (11) (c), 12.03 (2) (d), 38 12.04 (9) (a), 12.05 (1) (b) 1., 12.05 (2) (a) and (b), 12.05 (5) (a) and
(b), 12.06 (Im) (f) and (h), 39 12.06 (2), 12.08 (4), (5) (intro.) and (b), (6), (8) and (26);
1. to repeal and recreate ATCP 10.11 , 4010.13, 10.28, 10.40 (1) (d) 2., 10.42 (I) (b), 10.46 ( 11) (d) 2., 10.48,
I 0.50, 10.58, 10.61 (7) (b), 41 Ch. ATCP 10, Appendices A and B; and
2. to create ATCP JO.O J (30m), (112m), 10.025, 10.03 42 (7), 10.04 (1) (am), 10.045 (3), 10.052, 10.055 (5)
and (6), 10.07 (4) (a) 5. and (bn), 10.07 (5), 43 10.14 (2)(a) 3., 10.21 (2)(c) Note, 10.291 (2) (a) 3., 10.31 (1)
(a) 1.and2., 10.31 (3)(c)Note,4410.32(2)(b)3 ., 10.40(2)(b), 10.40(3)(b), 10.46(1)(g), 10.46(4m),
10.46 (7) (ab), (ac) and 45 (ad), 10.46 (10) (cm), 10.46 (11) (e) and (f), 10.46 (12) (a) 3., 10.47 (8) (c), 10.49
(3) (a) 3., 4610.52 (Im) (c) and (d), 10.52 (7) (b), 10.53 (7) (a) 8., 10.53 (7) (c) and Note, 10.53 (8) (d),
10.54 47 (3), 10.56 (1) and Note, 10.56 (I) (d) Note, 10.56 (3) (e), 10.56 (4) (c) and Note, 10.61 (6) (d) 48
Note, 10.74 (3) (a) 3., 10.80 (I) (d) to (f) and Note, 10.80 (2m) and (2n), 10.89 (I) (a) 3. and (2) 49 (b) and
(4) (b), ATCP 10.92 (19), (20), and Note, 12.01 (14), 12.02 (~ (k), (L), and (m), 12.03 SO (9) U) and (k),
12.06 (Im) U) and (k), 12.08 (28), relating to animal disease movement and 51 animal markets, dealers
and truckers. 52 53 Ani ma l disease movements are controlled and not allowed b) CV! form as current.

3. Analysis Prepared by the Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection

Chapter ATCP 10 specifies requirements relating to animal diseases and movement and ch. ATCP 12
specifies requirements for animal truckers, markets, and dealers.
For the most part, this proposed rule will modify current animal health rules to provide for clarity and
consistency.
This proposed rule will also require farm-raised deer herds to be
a. enclosed by enhanced fencing and
b. will ban movement of any farm-raised deer located in a county designated by the Department of
Natural Resources as being affected by chronic wasting disease
c. unless that deer is moved directly to a slaughter establishment,
d. other herds within CWD affected counties,
e. or out of state.
Statutes Interpreted
Statutes interpreted: Wis. Stat.§§ 93.0~ 93.07, 93.15, 95.20, 95.22, 95.38, 95.42, 95.43, 95.45, 95.55, 95.57,
95.60, 95.68, 95.69, 95. 71 and 95. 715.
An) statute Inter retations arc suggestive and needs legislative review.

Statut01y Authority 4
Statutory authority: Wis. Stat.§§ 93.06 (lf), (ln), and (1 p), 93.07 (1), (2) and (10), 93.15 (1) to (3), 95.20, 95.22
(1) and (2), 95.38 (3), 95.42, 95.43 (1) and (2), 95.45 (4) (c), and (5), 95.55 (2), (3) and (6); 95.57 (1) and (2), 95.60
(3), (4) (c), (4s), (5), and (Sm), 95.68 (2m) and (8), 95.69 (2m) and (8), 95.71 (8), and 95.715 (2), and (3).

Explanation of Statut01y Authority
The Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection (DATCP) has broad authority to romulgate
rules for the proper enforcement of its programs under Wis. Stat.§§ 93.07 (1) and (10).
Proper enforcement of programs are ill-fated actions in rule promulgation without the science to backup the
nroposed rule making for disease identification, mitigation or the otential spread of CWD disease process.
DA TCP has broad authority under Wis. Stat. § 95.20 to prohibit or regulate the imp01ting of animal s into this state
or the movement of animals if there are reasonable grounds to believe it is necessary to revent the introduction or
spread of disease in this state.
Will DATCP Stop last group of elk from Kentucky to Wisconsin with the CWD concern being portraid
against cervid farmers about CWD? Seems the DNR gets a pass because of these elk being wildlife bu~
Wisconsin ,,ild deer haH more CWD positive free to roam on the landscape. At least make DNR to rectal
biopsie the elk before entrx into State upon a clean bill of health. DNR does this practice with the ir whitetail
deer study.
DATCP has specific rulemaking authority on reporting animal diseases under Wis. Stat.§ 95.22 (2),
a. ce1tificates of veterinary inspection under Wis. Stat.§ 95.45 (4) (c),
b. regulation of the farm-raised deer industry under Wis. Stat. § 95.55 (6),
c. regulation of fish farms under Wis. Stat. § 95.60 (3) and (4s),
d. regulation of animal markets under Wis. Stat. § 95 .68 (8),
e. regulation of animal dealers under Wis. Stat. § 95.69 (8),
f. regulation of animal truckers under Wis. Stat.§ 95.71 (8), and
g. regulation of feed lots under Wis. Stat.§ 95.715 (2) (d).

h.
DATCP makes and enforces these rules through its Division of Animal Health (Division)

Related Statutes and Rules
The Depaitment of Natural Resources (ONR) has statutes and rules that are closely related to some of the program
areas in DATCP. Wis. Admin. Code § NR 16.45 establishes fencing requirements and harvest plan requirements for
keepers of farm-raised deer that are white-tailed deer.
Wis. Stat. § 29.87 establishes guidelines by which the DNR may dispose of escaped farm-raised deer. Wis. Stat. §
29.735 establishes requirements for impo1tation of fish other than health re uirements, and Wis. Stat. § 29.736
establishes requirements for the stocking of fish into waters of the state, other than health requirements.
WHAT ARE THESE health requirements??

Plain Language Analysis
Wis. Admin. Code ch. ATCP 10 specifies requirements relating to animal diseases and movement, and Wis.
Admin. Code ch. ATCP 12 specifies requirements for animal trucker~ markets and dealers. This proposed
rule makes the following modifications:
Definitions
Some definitions have been updated to reflect appropriate terminology. 5

County or counties affected by chronic wasting disease. The proposed rule creates this definition as any county
designated by the department of natural resources as being affected by chronic wasting disease
WHY does DATCP follow a wildlife agency regarding animal health when the USDA MOU gives DA TCP
oversight over wildlife agencies (DNR) under animal health program of the state. DATCP should restrict any
CWD zone as a 10 mile radius for DNR to manage as sti ulatcd in the state statutes
Equine infectious anemia test (EIA) . Current rule requires the EIA test to be conducted in a laboratory approved by
the department or the federal bureau. The proposed rule requires an ETA test to be conducted in a laboratory
approved by the depa1tment and the federal bureau.
Feed lot. The proposed rule creates this definition as a facility at which feeder cattle are assembled for feeding prior
to slaughter.
Farm-raised deer keeper. The proposed rule adds "Farm-raised deer keeper" to the current definition of
"Kee er of farm-raised deer" as both terms are used throughout ch. ATCP 10.
Livestock. The proposed rule clarifies that the term a plies to South American camelids (llama, al aca,
vicuna, and guanaco) and not all camelids.

Slaughtering establishment. Current rule specifies that a slaughtering establishment must be licensed by the
department or subject to inspection by the USDA, which is not accurate. The proposed rule specifies that a facility
must be both licensed and inspected and the licensing and inspection may be by either by the department or USDA.
The proposed definition also encompasses an approved intermediate livestock handling facility if the latter is
affiliated with a slaughtering establishment.
Tuberculosis test. Cun-ent rule specifies the tests that may be used for Tuberculosis. The proposed rule specifies that
a post axillary Tuberculosis test may be used for all camelids (not just South American camelids) but not for exotic
ruminants.

The proposed rule replaces the definition term "Axillary tuberculosis test" with "Post axillary tuberculosis
test" to accurately define the test to be used when testing camelids for Tuberculosis.
The ro osed rule
designated by the department of natural resources under ch. NR 10 or
other disease area affecting wild cervid designated by the department of natural resources or the department.
WILD deer "control" area by definition is not a definition of an affected area. Semantics of meaning as to
DNR by statutes can only manage CWD in the wild population and does not "control" cwd in any part of the
tate. DATCP has many farms in counties that are certified CWD free but by alto," ing this affected definition
to prevail shows that DNR is controlling CWD inside of the cenid farm for '"hich DNR has no animal health
oversight of farm raised deer inside of the fenced area of the farm. Restrict CWD affected areas of the state to
the 10 mile rule as is as it is lenty big for DNR to manage something vs. a whole county much less 54.
Medical Separation
Currently, medical separation provisions are listed under farm-raised deer and fish farms, respectively, as these are
the species for which medical separation is most requested.
Current rule requires fencing and facilities to be adequate to maintain separation of animals at all times. Current
medical separation inspection fees are $200 for farm-raised deer and $400 for fish farms. The $400 fee more
accurately reflects the cost involved with these inspections. No comparisons / justification on rice increase
The proposed rule creates a new section relating to medical separation of anv species.
The proposed rule reflects the federal requirement that fencing and facilities must maintain at least 30 feet of
separation at all times for bovine animals and farm-raised deer.
Medical separation fees are $400 for each day 01:._portion of a day needed to complete the inspection. Also, see
medical separation requirements for !Federally Approved Livestock Marketing Facilities below.
Both the current and proposed rule specify that no inspection is required for the renewal of an existing medically
separated premises if the department has previously inspected the premises for medical separation and there have
been no changes in registration, licensure, certification, ownership or use of premises.
Disease Reporting
Appendices A and B list diseases that must be repmted to the depaitment within one day or 10 days, respectively.
The proposed rule updates the diseases listed in these appendices.
The proposed rule requires:
a. that a person who repotts a disease listed under either of the appendices must include the official individual
identification of the animal tested.
b. If the animal has no official individual identification, the person collecting the test sample must apply such
identification to livestock (other than fish), or another appropriate identifier for other non-livestock animals.
c. Identification must be applied prior to collecting the test sample.
The proposed rule specifies that if the state veterinarian determines that a new disease is reportable because it
presents a threat to animals or humans in the state, he or she may issue an order to make the disease
reportable within one or ten days.
The proposed rule requires that test samples for Brucellosis, Johne's disease, pseudorabies, Tuberculosis,
chronic wasting disease, and viral hemorrhagic septicemia, be submitted to a laboratory approved by the
department.

Wisconsin Certified Veterinarians
Current rule specifies requirements for a veterinarian to automatically become a Wisconsin certified veterinarian.
It also specifies reasons for decertification. The proposed rule requires Wisconsin certified veterinarians to follow
accreditation standards under 9 CFR 160-162 or risk suspension or revocation of Wisconsin ce1tification.
The proposed language clarifies the depatiment's authority, thereby allowing the department to take swift action if a
veterinarian does not follow accreditation standards.
This authority is not new, but will allow the department to be more responsive when action is needed.

Brucellosis Testing and Control
Current rule specifies Brucellosis testing and control requirements under bovine, farm-raised deer, and swine
po1tions of the rule. The proposed rule creates a new, general section relating to Brucellosis testing and control
that applies to all animals and deletes the Brucellosis provisions currently under bovine, farm-raised deer and
swine. Elk from Kentucki ? Whitetail from rehab or other DNR oversight? Dogs? From human e societies

Tuberculosis Testing and Control
Current rule lists most of the provisions relating to Tuberculosis testing and control in a general Tuberculosis testing
and control section as it pertains to all animals.
Current rule also lists Tuberculosis requirements under bovine and farm-raised deer portions of the rule.
The proposed rule will consolidate all the Tuberculosis testing and control requirements into the general
Tuberculosis testing and control section.

Certificate of Veterinary Inspection (CVI)
Current rule requires the number, species, breed, sex and age of animals included in a shipment to be listed on the
CVI.
The proposed rule requires that the purpose of movement also be listed on the CVI.
Current rule requires the veterinarian that signed the CVI for impo1ted animals to file copies with the department and
the chief livestock health official in the state of origin within 7 days after movement.
The proposed rule reflects federal requirements by requiring the veterinarian to file copies with the chief livestock
health official in the state of origin within 7 calendar days of issuance, and requiring the chief livestock health
official (rather than the veterinarian) to file the certificate with the department within 7 calendar days of receipt.

If the state of origin does not have a chief livestock health official that submits ce1tificates of veterinary inspection
for a particular species, the veterinarian who signs the certificate must file copies with the department within 7
calendar days after issuance.
Current rule requires a Wisconsin certified veterinarian that issues a CVI for export or intrastate movement of
Wisconsin animals to file copies with the department within 7 days after the expo1t or intrastate movement.
If the animals are being exported, the veterinarian must also file a copy of the CVI with the chief livestock health
official of the state of destination. The proposed rule reflects federal requirements by reguiring the veterinarian to
file copies with the department within 7 calendar days after issuance. If the animals are being exported, the
depa1tment (rather than the veterinarian) must file a copy of the CVI with the chief livestock health official of the
state of destination within 7 calendar days of issuance.

Federally Approved Livestock Marketing Facilities
Current rule requires federally approved livestock marketing faci lities to meet ce1tain requirements in order to
qualify as such a market. The proposed rule also requires these faci lities to:
D Be licensed as a Class A animal market.
D Be medically separated.
D Test animals for specified diseases prior to import.

Intermediate Livestock Handling Facility Certification
Current rule specifies requirements to be approved as an intermediate livestock hand ling faci lity under bovine
imports. The proposed rule moves these requirements to the general import section as these faci lities may handle a
variety of imported species, including bovine. The proposed rule also specifies that the department will grant or
deny an intermediate livestock handling facility certificate within 60 days after a complete apf!lication is filed
and charge a nonrefundable fee of $140 for the certificate.
·
The certificate will expire June 30, annually. The proposed rule specifies the reasons for which a certificate may be
denied, suspended or revoked, allows the de artment to make cettificates conditional , and requires that animals
imported to a certified handling facility be tested for diseases specified under the rule f!rior to import.

Tuberculosis-Free Herd Certification
Current rule allows a herd of bovine, farm-raised deer, and goats to be cettifi ed as tuberculosis-free.
The proposed rule clarifies that all commingled species must be of comparable tuberculosis status or risk suspension
or revocation of certification.

Johne's Disease Certified Veterinarians
Current rule requires that veterinarians rece1tify for Johne's risk assessment or management plans (RAMPs) and
Johne's vaccination every fi ve years and pay an initial and renewal fee of $50.
he pro osed rule eliminates the renewal requirement and the fee for initial certification.

Bovine Identification
Current rule specifies slaughter identification requirements under ch. A TCP IO that differ slightly from the
requirements under ch. A TCP 12. The proposed rule w i11 make the provisions the same, including deleting the
requirement of where a back tag must be placed.

Swine Slaughter Identification
Current rule requires a slaughtering establishment operator to apply, if the swine doesn't already have it, an official
back tag, premi ses identification number ear tag or other a pproved slaughter identification if the animal does not
already have offi cial identification. Information regarding the animal's identification, date of receipt, name and
address of the person from whom the animal was received, and the swine's class must be recorded.
The proposed rule will require a slaughtering establishment to apply identification to swine only if the animal does
not pass the inspection process completed by state or federal inspectors or if the animal is tested for d isease at the
facility. Information must be recorded only if the animal is required to have identification applied.
Current rule requires that slaughtering establishments record the date identification was applied to the swine, if
applicable, or a note that the swine already had identification upon arrival. The proposed rule no longer requires this
information to be recorded.

Bovine Animal and Goat Imports
Current rule specifies bovine and goat import requirements. Except bovine animals and goats going d irectly to
slaughter, no person may import a bovine animal or goat originating from a tuberculosis modified accredited state or
a modified accredited zone in a state which has split multiple tuberculosis statuses (as determined by USDA) unless
that person meets cettain requirements.
One of those requirements is to obtain an import permit which will require the owner of a bovine an imal or goat
imported from a tuberculosis modified accredited state to have the animals tested for tuberculosis. The proposed rule
clarifies that this provision pett ains to owners of bovine animals and goats imported from a modified accredited zone
as well.

Swine Disease Testing
Diseases to be tested. Current rule requires that swine be tested for Porcine Reproductive and Respiratory Syndrome
(PRRS) and the Swine Enteric Coronavirus Disease (SECD) within 90 days prior to movement into or within
Wisconsin.
The proposed rule requires swine to be tested for Porcine Epidemic Diarrhea virus (PEDv) rather than SECD.
Testing for SECD includes testing for the Porcine Deltacoronavirus (PDCo V), Transmissible Gastroenteritis (TGE),
and PEDv. At the time the rule requirements were originally developed, the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) required reporting of PEDv and PDCoV. However, recently, the USDA discontinued the required repo1ting
of these diseases. Although no longer required to be reported, PEDv remains a devastating disease in swine, causing
diarrhea and vomiting, and death of 50- 100 percent of infected piglets. Thus, the proposed rule will require that
swine continue to be tested for PEDv. While harmful, PDCoV and TGE are not nearly as damaging and testing for
these diseases will no longer be required.
Number ofswine tested. Current rule specifies requirements when testing swine for PRRS and SECD. Again, except
for PEDv, swine will no longer be tested for the diseases that fall under SECD. Cu1Tently:
D Herds with less than 150 swine must have one pooled sample of swine collected and tested. The number of swine
to be pooled for samples is determined by the owner in consultation with the herd veterinarian.
D Herds with 150 or more swine must have three pooled samples of at least five swine collected and tested.
The proposed rule maintains the testing requirements for herds with less than 150 swine, but changes the
requirements for testing herds with 150 or more swine as follows:
D Herds with 150 to 299 swine must have two pooled samples of swine collected and tested.
D Herds w ith 300 or more swine must have three pooled samples of swine collected and tested.
D The number of swine to be pooled for samples in either scenario must be determined by the owner in consultation
with the herd veterinarian.

Imports. Current rule requires that swine impo1ted to Wisconsin, with some exceptions, test negative for PRRS and
the SECD within 90 days prior to import. Swine that test positive or that are not tested may be impo1ted to
Wisconsin with an impo1t permit. Upon arrival to Wisconsin, the swine impo1ted and/or swine at the premises will
be quarantined until a herd plan is developed by a Wisconsin ce1tified, accredited, licensed veterinarian and
approved by the depa1tment.
The roposed rule:
D Allows the herd plan to be developed by an accredited veterinarian in another state but the plan must still be
approved by the depa1tment.
D Exempts swine imported to a licensed animal market from having to test for PRRS and PEDv (formerly SECD)
prior to import if all swine on the market premises the day of sale are shipped directly to slaughter. However, under
this scenario, the swine must sti ll be accompanied by a CVI unless going to a federally approved livestock market.
D Clarifies that swine imported directly to a federally approved livestock marketing facility do not have to get an
import pe1mit if there is a negative PRRS and PEDv (formerly SECD) test from the swine's herd of origin conducted
within 90 days prior to movement.

Movement within Wisconsin.
For intrastate movement, current rule requires that documentation of negative PRRS and SECD test repo1ts be made
avai lable to the depa1tment upon request. The proposed rule requires test repo1ts of PRRS and PEDv to be made
avai lable at the time of sale as well as to the department upon request.
Current rule provides PRRS and SECD testing exemptions for swine moving intrastate. The proposed rule adds an
exemption for commercial swine moving directly to an animal market if all the swine on the market premises the day
of the sale are shipped directly to slaughter.
Current rule requires the exhibitor of commercial exhibition swine that originate from Wisconsin and return to
Wisconsin after an exhibition in another state to notify the depaitment before returning to Wisconsin. The proposed

rule exempts exhibitors from providing this notification if the out-of-state exhibition organizer requires all
participating swine to have originated from herds that have tested negative for PRRS and PEDv (formerly SECD)
within 90 days prior to the event.

Equine Infectious Anemia (EIA)
Current rule requires, with some exceptions, EIA testing when purchasing, selling or transfetTing ownership of any
equine animal. EIA testing is not required when:
D An equine animal is consigned to an animal dealer or market or sold to an animal market operator for sale directly
to slaughter, or
D The dealer/market has the animal tested for EIA within 10 days after the animal is received/purchased.
The provisions relating to markets are unclear and the usage of the term consigned for animal dealers (and markets)
vs sold for market operators is confusing. Also, markets are required to remove animals from the premises within 4
days of receipt (unless awaiting test results). Thus, it is not permissible for markets to wait 10 days to test an animal.
The eroposed rule will clarify that EIA testing is not re uired when an equine animal is consigned or sold as follows:
D To an animal dealer provided the animal dealer ships the animal directly to slaughter or has the animal tested for
EIA within 10 days after its consignment or sale to the dealer or arrival at the premises. Until the negative EIA test
results are obtained, the dealer may not consign, sell, or move the animal from the premises or allow the animal to
commingle with other animals.
D To an animal market provided that the animal market operator ships the animal directly to slaughter or has the
animal tested for EIA within 4 days after it arrives at the premises. Until the negative EIA test results are obtained,
an equine animal may not leave the premises or be commingled with any other animal.

Equine Animal Imports
Current rule specifies equine impo1t requirements. With some exceptions, no person may import an equine animal
unless the animal has tested negative on an equine infectious anemia test (EIA) conducted within a certain
t imeframe.
One of those exceptions is to obtain an impo1t permit which wi ll allow the animal to be impo1ted if samples are
collected from the animal prior to import and the animal is confined to the premises and not commingled upon
impott until negative test resu lts are received. The proposed rule deletes this exception.

roultry and Farm-Raised Game Birds
Enrollment reguirements.
Current rule requires poultry and eggs used for breeding, hatching, or exhibition to originate from a certified flock or
be individually tested for ce1tain diseases. A ce1tified flock includes a flock enro lled in the national poultry
improvement plan (NPIP), a Wisconsin tested flock, or a Wisconsin assoc iate fl ock.
The proposed rule will no longer require persons to enroll their flock in a Wisconsin tested flock or Wisconsin
associate flock with the depa1tment.
Instead, a flock owner must provide documentation of being a Wisconsin tested flock or Wisconsin associate flock
by completing a department approved form that requires certain information to be listed. This new form will include
the same information as the application currently used to apply for flock ce1tification from the department. The
Wisconsin tested flock form will be valid for one year from the date the disease testing was conducted. The
Wisconsin associate flock form will be valid as long as all birds or eggs introduced to the flock are acquired directly
from a Wisconsin tested fl ock, a Wisconsin associate flock, or a flock enrolled in the National Poultry Im rovement
Plan.
The proposed rule requires that poultry and eggs exhibited at fairs or poultry shows (rather than those used for
breeding, hatching and exh ibitions) to either: reside in a flock that is certified under NPIP; have a completed, valid

Wisconsin tested flock form or Wisconsin associate flock form; or be an ind ividual sexually mature bird tested for
certain diseases.
Current rule requires a person who sells poultry or eggs from ce1tified flocks (or individually tested birds) to provide
a copy of the flock ce1tification (or individual bird test) to the buyer and to report the sale to the department.
The roposed rule requires these persons to provide a copy of a current NPIP flock certification, a Wisconsin
tested flock form, a Wisconsin associate flock form, or individual bird tests to the buyer and to maintain poultry sale
information (rather than report the information to the depa,tment). Sale information must be maintained for at least 3
years and be made available to the depa1tment for inspection and copying upon request.
Current rule provides an alternative method for youth exhibiting poultry at county fairs. The proposed rule deletes
this provision as it is rarely, if ever, used .

National Poultry Improvement Plan (NPIP).
Cun-ent rule specifies that the depa1tment may ce1tify a flock as U.S. pullorum typhoid clean or Mycoplasma
gallisepticum clean, or both, according to standards set forth in the national poultry improvement plan.
The ro_posed rule deletes this provision as it is already described under the NPIP standards and does not need to be
repeated in the rule.
Current rule establishes fees to be paid for enrollment in the program and is ambiguous as to when the $40 fee or the
$80 fee applies. The proposed rule clarifies that the $40 fee applies to a flock consisting of not more than 200
breeders and the $80 fee applies to a flock consisting of more than 200 but not more than 1,000 breeders.
The ro_posed rule specifies that the department may, rather than shall, inspect enrolled flocks and take other actions
as appropriate, based on plan requirements.

Poultry Imports.
Current rule requires that live poultry, eggs used for hatching, farm-raised game birds, and farm-raised game bird
eggs used for hatching that are imported to Wisconsin be accompanied by a federal bureau form VS 9-3 or a valid
ce1tificate of veterinary inspection. These documents must ce1tify that the birds/eggs originate from flocks meeting
specified requirements or a plan that the depa1tment determines to be equivalent to Wisconsin requirements.
The proposed rule requires a person who impo1ts poultry to keep the federal bureau form VS 9-3 or ce1tificate of
veterinarian inspection (whichever is applicable) for at least three years and to make them available to the
depaitment for inspection and copying upon request.
The eroposed rule re laces the tenn originate from with are directly imported from to clarify that the document
accompanying the birds/eggs must ce1tify the most recent location from which the birds were impotted and not the
original location from which the birds were purchased. Also, the proposed rule eliminates the equivalent plan as
determined by the department as it has never been used.
Current rule prohibits the import of turkey poults from hatcheries that hatch eggs other than turkey eggs. It also
prohibits the impo1t of statted poultry, other than turkey poults, from hatcheries that hatch turkey eggs. The proposed
rule eliminates this prohibition as it cannot be justified based on disease risk.

Farm-raised deer herd registration. The current rule specifies that no person may keep farm-raised deer at any
location in this state unless the department has issued a current annual farm-raised deer herd registration certificate
authorizing the person to keep farm-raised deer at that location.
There is an exception for persons who own less than 50% of a farm-raised deer or group of farm-raised deer, if
ce1tain requirements are met.
The ro osed rule eliminates this exem tion, as it is not being used.
The
are not required to obtain a farm-raised deer herd registratio

License fees for that registration year only will increase proportionally to reflect the longer period of time
for which the registration is effective. The regular registration fee will apply to initial applicants who apply for a
2020-2021 registration after August 31, 2020, as that license will be effective for the standard 12 months.
o exrlanation of extra costs
When applying for a farm-raised deer herd registration ce1tificate, an applicant must include a breakdown by species,
age, and sex of the farm-raised deer in the herd. The proposed rule requires only the breakdown of species of deer to
be included on the application while eliminating the breakdown by age and sex.

Prohibitions.

Chronic Wasting Disease Testing (CWD).

The current rule requires farm-raised deer to be tested for CWD.
In most cases, 25 percent of deer sent to a slaughtering establishment must be tested for CWD.
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Current rule requires a person who is qualified to collect a CWD test sample to label the test sample with the
animal's official individual identification, or if the official individual identification is not available, with the back
tag, official slau hter identification, or carcass ta .
The

The current rule requires a person who is ualified to collect a CWD test sam le to submit a CWD sam le to a
veterinarian within 2 business da s. The

Current rule allows the department to disqualify a person from collecting CWD test samples, including a
veterinarian. The proposed rule clarifies that if a veterinarian is disqualified from taking CWD test samples, he or
she will not be allowed to accept or submit CWD test samples.
Farm-Raised Deer Identification.

The current rule specifies farm-raised deer identification requirements under the " Fann-raised deer; chronic
wastin disease herd status program" section of the rule.
The
moves the identification requirements to the "Farm-raised deer; identification" section of the rule
as it is a more logical area to look for identification requirements.
The cross-references relating to farm-raised de.e r identification requirements throughout the rule have been changed
to reference its new location.
The
farm-rai sed deer in herds enrolled in the chronic wasting disease herd status program to
have two individual identifications. be an official individual identification, and the identification
must be either an official individual identification or individual identification unique to the herd.
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a. a person may not apply an official individual identification to any animal that already has an official
individual identification, : an " 840" tag may be applied to an animal that has a national uniform
ear tagging system ear tag;
b. a brucellosis vaccination tag may be applied when vaccinating an animal for brucellosis (although this would
not apply to farm-raised deer); or
c. an official individual identification may be applied as approved by the department.
--
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. Thus, whenever a farm-raised deer is
.
.
required to have two individual identifications, one must be an official individual identification, and the second must
be an individual identification unique to the herd or an official individual identification that meets one of the
following:
D It was applied prior to the effective date of this rule.
D An "840" tag was applied to an animal that has a national uniform ear tagging system ear tag.
D An official individual identification as approved by the depa1tment.
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A person who applies additional official individual identification specified above must keep a record of the existing
and newly applied official identification numbers.
CWD Herd Status Program Suspension.
artment to sus end enrollment in the CWD herd status

The
that no live farm-raised deer may be moved from a herd while a suspension is in effect.
The proposed rule includes that language as part of the official rule, rather than a note.
Certificates of Veterinary Inspection for Farm-Raised Deer.
t
'
' that farm-raised deer may not be impo1ted to or moved within Wisconsin (with some
The
exceptions) without a certificate of veterinary inspection (CVl). The CVI must include the official individual
identification of the farm-raised deer.
.
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The
farm-raised deer to be enclosed by enhanced fencing if the Oepa1tment of Natural
Resources (DNR) notifies the depa1tment that at least two or more wild deer tested positive for CWD and were
found or killed within five miles of the farm-raised deer herd.
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, provisions requiring enhanced
fencing for farm-raised deer herds located within 5 miles of two or more wild deer that have tested positive for CWD
will be removed.
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The current rule, in Wis. Admin. Code§ 10.58, describes the meaning of enhanced fencing and requires enhanced
fencing in only ce1tain circumstances.
The proposed rule now requires that all farm-raised deer herds install enhanced fencing.
TOO EXPENSIVE FOR THE INDIVIDUAL FARMER. No scientific basis ~rovidcd by DATCP or DNR as
to this ru le "controlling" CWD. UNFUNDED MANDATE!
The current rule specifies one of the following systems, or a combination of any of the following systems:
1. A double fence that meets all of the following requirements:
D Each fence is at least 8 feet high at every point.
D The 2 fences are at least 8 feet but not more than 16 feet apatt at every point.
2. A solid barrier that is at least 8 feet high at every point.The proposed rule requires that all farm-raised deer
herds be enclosed by enhanced fencing that meets either the requirements listed in I. or 2. above, or have:
3. At least three strands of electrifi ed wire on the inside or the outside of the entire length of the erimeter
fence, including gates, at heights ranging from 6 inches to 48 inches from the ground.
The proposed rule requires that enhanced fencing be completed within 90 days of the effective date of the
·u le, or other timeline as approved by the department.
Upon request, farm-raised deer keepers must rovide trans ortation to department staff to inspect the
enhanced fencing.
Does this also mean room and board is coming down the road after providing trans_portation?
Movement.
The current rule specifies strict movement requirements.
To move farm-raised deer, the herds in which they are located
a. must be enrolled in the CWD herd status program with at least five years of status,
b. must have tuberculosis certification, and

c. must have two individual identifications applied to each FRO.
The CWD herd status _program requires that all farm-raised deer in the herd that are at least 12 months old be
tested for CWD upon death.
The proposed rule will ban movement of any FRD located in a county designated by the Department of
Natural Resources as being affected by chronic wasting disease unless that deer is moved directly to a
slaughter establishment, other herds within CWD affected counties, or out of state.
These deer must continue to meet specific movement and record keeping requirements.
Farm-raised deer may not move from a location in a county affected by chronic wasting disease to a location
in a non-CWD affected county.
For a herd with multiple locations in both CWD affected counties and non-CWD affected counties, no FRD
in the part of the herd located in the CWD affected county may be moved to a location in a non-CWD
affected county. FRD from CWD affected counties may not, under any circumstances, be moved to nonCWD-affected counties.

Fish Farms
Current rule refers to the federal bureau when identifying fish or fish eggs of a species susceptible to viral
hemorrhagic septicemia. The depattment is now responsible for identifying these species of fish or fish eggs. The
proposed rule reflects this change and includes a note as to how to find the list of susceptible species.
To apply for a fish farm registration, current rule requires a fish farm operator to submit an application to the
department on a form provided by the department. The ro osed rule, in accordance withs. 29.733 (lh), Stats.,
requires a person applying for an initial fish farm registration ce1tificate to first contact the Wisconsin Depa1tment of
Natural Resources to determine whether a natural waterbody permit must be obtained.
Current rule requires that, in most cases, fish impmted to Wisconsin be accompanied by a health cettificate and
requires fish imported for ce1tain purposes be accompanied by an impo1t permit. Current rule implies that health

certificates only have to be kept as records if they accompany an import permit. The proposed rule clarifies that all
health ce11ificates and impo11 permits must be kept as records.
Current rule requires a person impo1ting fish to a registered fish farm (unless the fish are imp011ed from another fish
farm) to have an import permit issued by the depa1tment. The proposed rule requires an impmt permit for this
situation on ly when fish or fish eggs harvested from the w ild are imported to a registered fi sh farm.
Current rule requires that a valid health ce1tificate must accompany fish that are found to be susceptible to viral
hemorrhagic septicemia (VHS) and that are moved from a type 3 fish farm to any other location in this state. The
proposed ru le allows movement of VHS susceptible fish between type 3 fish farms without a health ce,tificate.

Dog and Cat Im~orts
Current rule prohibits the impmt of a dog or cat unless the an imal has a cu1Tent rabies vaccination. The ro osed rule
also _erohibits the following:
D Brucella Canis Requirement. No person may impo1t a sexually intact dog for breeding and no dog seller or dog
facility operator licensed under ch. ATCP 16 may impo1t a sexually intact dog without obtaining a negative test for
Brucella canis completed within 30 days prior to the impo1t using a test method approved by the department. If the
dog is less than six weeks old, it must be accompanied by its dam and the dam must have documentation meeting the
requirement under this subdivision.
D Heaitworm Test Requirement. No dog seller or dog facility operator licensed under ch. ATCP 16 may import a
dog without obtaining a negative heartworm test completed within 6 months of the impmt using a test approved by
the depa1tment. If the dog is less than six weeks old, it must be accompanied by its dam and the dam must have
documentation meeting the requirement under this subdivision.
The proposed rule requires that the ce1tificate of veterinary inspection (CVI) that accompanies any impo1ted dog
must document the Brucella canis and heartworm information, if applicable, w ith a negative Brucella canis test
and/or a negative heartworm test.
The proposed rule also requires the CVI of any imported dog to include a statement that the dog has no known prior
positive hea1tworm test or if the dog had a prior positive heaitworm test, the dog received appropriate treatment
protocol as recommended by the American Hea1tworm Society and list the treatment dates.
Current rule specifies that a CVI is not necessary when a dog is imported for treatment or returning home from
treatment if certain requirements are met. The proposed rule specifies that cats do not need a CVI for these purposes
either.

Fairs and Exhibitions
Current rule specifies requirements relating to organizers of fairs and exhibitions. It also specifies requirements for a
licensed veterinarian that more properly shou ld be the responsibility of the organizer.
The proposed rule makes it clear that the organizer of a fair or exhibition (rather than a veterinarian) must ensure that
all exhibitors comply with rule requirements, including:
D Movement and exhibition of animals, including documentation to show compliance with import requirements,
disease testing and other health requirements of ch. ATCP I 0.
D Exhibitor information and the official ID (or if not applicable, the identification) of the animals exhibited.
Current rule requires an exhibitor to provide appropriate and reliable documentation to show that the animals were
lawfully impo1ted or moved to the fair or exhibition, if requested by the organizer of the fair or exhibition. The
proposed rule requires the exhibitor to provide this information regardless of whether it is requested by the organizer.
Current rule requires an exhibitor to identify the animals exhibited. The proposed rule requires the exhibitor to
provide official individual identification, ifrequired, of the animal exhibited.

Enforcement
Current rule allows the depa1tment to issue an order quarantining animals for certain purposes. The proposed rule
creates an additional purpose to "protect the health of animals located in this state and of humans residing in this

state, relating to the importation, movement, and care of animals and their products, the disinfection of suspected
localities and a1ticles, and the disposition of animals, as the depa1tment determines are necessary."
Current rule requires proof of service by staff whenever a q_uarantine is issued to a person having custody or control
of the quarantined animals. Proof of service must be an affidavit or ceitified mail return receipt. The proposed rule
requires a certificate of personal service or certified mail return receipt (instead of an affidavit) as proof of serv ice.
The proposed rule allows the department to issue an emergency quarantine order that will affect a particular
geographical location, county_., counties or the entire state in the event of a national, state, or regional animal
disease outbreak. As with current quarantines, persons adversely affected by this quarantine may request a
hearing to review the quarantine order.
Current rule allows the depa1tment to issue a temporary animal hold order if there is reason to believe the animal has
been illegally moved or exposed to a disease.
The proposed rule deletes the section relating to animal hold orders as they are rarely used and quarantines
may be issued for the same purpose.
Current rule specifies prohibited conduct. The proposed rule adds that no person may:
D Misrepresent to any person the age of any animal.
D Falsify, remove, alter, or tamper with any official identification or official back tag, regardless of how current rule
may be interpreted to allow such action .
D Fail or refuse to permit reasonable access by the department to a premises to review certain records, documents
and any other records required under this chapter.
D Prevent the depa1tment from taking records off site for copying if deemed necessary for efficiency.
D Apply official individual identification to any animal that already has an official individual identification except
under ce1tain specified circumstances.
Current rule also prohibits the commingling of different livestock species other than different species of fish, poultry,
camelids, or ratites during transit. The proposed rule also allows the comm ingling of sheep and goats or different
s ecies of South American camelids (rather than camel ids).
Current rule prohibits the commingling of bovine animals and farm-raised deer unless all the animals go to slaughter
at some point. The proposed rule will allow bovine animals and farm-raised deer to be on the same premises and not
be sent to slaughter, if certain conditions are met. See "Prohibitions" under "Farm-Raised Deer Herd Registration"
for more information.

Animal Truckers, Markets and Dealers
Current rule lists requirements relating to animal truckers, markets, and dealers under both ch. A TCP l O and ch.
ATCP 12. The proposed rule deletes some of the duplicated requirements from ch. A TCP 10 and includes a note to
clarify that animal trucker, market and dealer requirements are under ch. ATCP 12.
Current rule requires animal market operators to remove animals from the animal market within 4 days after they
enter the market. However, some markets have personal livestock on the market premises which do not have to be
moved.
The proposed rule requires that animal markets clearly separate market animals from any other livestock on the
premises and clarifies that market animals must be removed from the market within 4 days after entry.
Current rule requires animals markets and dealers to comply with ce1tain requirements. The proposed rule adds
compliance with federal traceability requirements when moving cattle interstate or releasing cattle for interstate
movement. This requirement is not new but will allow the department to be more responsive when action is needed.
Current rule specifies requirements for moving and testing swine for Porcine Reproductive and Respiratory
Syndrome (PRRS) and the Porcine Epidemic Diarrhea virus (PEDv) under ch. ATCP 10. The proposed rule modifies
ch. ATCP 12 to require animal market operators and dealers to notify potential buyers of any swine that test positive
for PRRS or the PEDv before selling those swine. Market operators and dealers must also keep records of PRRS and
PEDv test results and herd plan numbers, when those swine are required to have them.
Current rule exempts a licensed meat establishment that buys livestock solely for slaughter at the meat establishment
from getting an animal dealer license. The proposed rule changes term ''licensed meat establishment" to
"s laughtering establishment'' as that is the correct terminology to be used.
Current rule prohibits animal market operators from delivering livestock or wild animals to an unlicensed animal
trucker if the operator knows or has reason to know the animal trucker is unlicensed. The proposed rule also
prohibits animal market operators from delivering to an unlicensed animal dealer.
Current rule prohibits animal truckers from causing or permitting different species of animals to be commingled on
the same animal transpo1t vehicle or enclosure. The proposed rule allows the commingling of different species of
animals if the animals are of comparable size and do not pose a known disease threat to the other species.
Current rule lists general prohibitions for animal truckers, markets and dealers. The proposed rule prohibits a person
from refusing to permit access to a premises or vehicle to an authorized agent of the depaitment.
Current rule requires an animal trucker that receives any bovine or swine for sale or shipment to slaughter to
immediately identify the animals with an official back tag and record the back tag number if the animal is not
already identified. The proposed rule exempts an animal trucker from this requirement if the trucker I) picks up
bovine animals/swine from a farm premises and takes the bovine animal/swine directly to a slaughtering
establishment and 2) the bovine animals/swine are not commingled with animals picked up from other farms.
Current rule requires an animal dealer or market operator that receives swine to immediately record the official
individual identification of that swine or to apply such identification if the swine does not already have it. The
proposed rule exempts market swine from having to be identified with official individual identification unless
shipment to slaughter does not occur. Market swine is defined as either a barrow which is a castrated boar, or a gilt
which is a female that has not reproduced, that are sold to go directly to a slaughtering establishment.
Current rule requires an animal dealer or market operator that receives farm-raised deer to identify the deer with an
official individual identification if it doesn't already have it. The proposed rule deletes this requirement as current
rule requires any farm-ra ised deer that is moved to have two individual identifications (one of which must be official
identification) before it may be moved. Thus, the animal dealer or market operator should never have to apply
identification.
Current rule requires animal market operators, dealers or truckers to keep a copy of any certificate of veterinary
inspection that accompanied the animal. The proposed rule clarifies the CVI must be kept if it was required to
accompany the animal.

Summary of, and comparison with, existing or proposed federal statutes and regulations
The USDA administers federal regulations related to the interstate movement of animals, particularly with respect to
certain major diseases. States regulate intrastate movement and impo1ts into the state.
Federal CWD Herd Certification Program (HCP) requirements include official individual identification of animals,
regular inventories, and CWD testing of cervids over 12 months of age that die. Interstate movement of cervids will
be dependent on a state's participation in the program, maintaining compliance with program requirements, and
having achieved herd ce1tification status.
Federal traceability requirements establish minimum national official identification and documentation for the
traceability of livestock moving interstate. These regulations specify approved forms of official identification and
documentation for each species.

Comparison with Rules in Adjacent States
Surrounding state animal health programs are comparable to those in Wisconsin. Programs for historically
impottant diseases, such as tuberculosis, brucellosis and CWD in other Midwest states, are similar to Wisconsin, as
all are based on well-established federal standards.
States may apply to become an Approved State HCP if they meet (or exceed) national program requirements.
Cervid owners can enroll and participate in their Approved State CWD HCP. Interstate movement of animals
is dependent on a state's participation in the program, maintaining compliance with program requirements,
and having achieved herd certification status. Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan and Minnesota have
approved CWD HCPs by the USDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS). Therefore, all are
implementing the federal requirements and thus are similar to current Wisconsin rules.
To meet federal CWD HCP requirements for farm-raised deer to move interstate, a state program must meet
approved forms of official identification. Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan and Minnesota programs are
approved as meeting the federal traceability identification requirements in order to move livestock interstate.
Therefore, all are implementing the federal requirements, and all should have similar state rules.
No other state bans the movement of farm-raised deer from a CWD affected county. Indiana?

Summary of Factual Data and Analytical Methodologies
For the most part, this proposed rule makes minor, technical changes based on the Division's review and use
of the rule and does not depend on any complex analysis of data.

However, changes relating to movement of farm-raised deer and re uiring enhanced fenc ing to separate them from
wild deer are based on attempting to stop the spread of chronic wasting disease (CWD) in Wisconsin.
Fence all wild deer? Test all wild deer hunter harvested?
Since its discovery in Wisconsin in 2002 ( 1999 , 53 counties either have experienced a positive test for CWD or are
within ten miles of a positive testing event. While the pathways for the transmission of CWD remain unclear,
Wisconsin has made effo1ts to slow the progression of the disease by restricting baiting and feeding and by re uiring
additional fencing that restricts contact between wild deer and ca tive populations. No scientific evidence of
transmission?
These effo1ts have not prevented the spread of CWD. Farms yes, quarantined or de-populated? Wildlife spread?
The progression of CWD threatens the welfare of Wisconsin's unique hunting culture as well as the multi-billion
dollar hunting industry within the state. CWD also threatens caeti:ve deer herds maintained by Wisconsin's deer
farms. At the hands of hunter~ who should be mandated to test all harvested dee, each Har

Analysis and Supporting Documents Used lo Determine Effect on Small Business or in Preparation ofan
Economic Impact Analysis
The majority of these proposed rule changes are to make the requirements throughout the rule consistent.
The most significant rule changes (and fisca l impact) relate to farm-raised deer keepers (FRDKs) enrolled in the
Wisconsin CWD HCP. The department heard from several keepers at the DATCP Board meeting on May 24, 2018.
What was effect? Movement? Other?
Effect on Small Business
The majority of these rule modifications serve to re-organize the contents, to reflect federal requirements, or to
make purely technical changes that have no fiscal effect. The rule modifications that may have an economic impact
on small business and the entities that may be affected are as follows:

Animal Health Licensees (Medical Separation)
Upon the effective date of this rule, any person licensed by the division of animal health who wishes to have medical
separation of species on their premises will pay $400 for each day or portion of a day needed to complete the
inspection by the depa1tment. Most medical separation inspections are completed within one day. However, the time
needed to complete an inspection may vary depending on the number of acres and terrain to be inspected. It is
unknown how many entities licensed by the division will request medical separation of their premises.
Currently there are 31 farm-raised deer herds and 3 fish farms that are medically separated. No inspection is required
for renewal of an existing license if the department has previously inspected the premises and there have been no
changes. Thus, there will be no fisca l effect to licensees whose premises are cun-ently medically separated.

Owners of Intermediate Livestock Handling Facilities
Upon the effective date of this rule, an entity that imports any livestock (not just bovine), may request certification to
become an intermediate livestock handling facility and pay an annual fee of $140. Currently, the department has
approved one intermediate livestock handling facility in Wisconsin.
This facility will be charged $140 annua lly for ce1tification as the review process for certification is extensive and
there is continuous review of permits and monitoring of the facility throughout the year.

Johne's Disease Certified Veterinarians
Upon the effective date of this rule, veterinarians will no longer be required to rece1tify, after having been initially
ce1tified, for Johne's risk assessment or management plans (RAMPs) and Johne's vaccination. These veterinarians
will no longer have to pay an initial fee of $50 for these ce1tifications. This proposal is anticipated to affect
approximately 460 veterinarians.

Swine Disease Testing
Upon the effective date of this rule, swine owners an.d veterinarians will continue to be required to test swine for
Porcine Reproductive and Respiratory Syndrome (PRRS) and Porcine Epidemic Diarrhea virus (PEDv) within 90
days prior to movement. However, swine will no longer have to be tested for other diseases that fall under the Swine
Enteric Coronavirus Disease (SECD) which includes the Porcine Delta Corona virus (PDCoV) and Transmissible
Gastroenteritis (TGE).

Testing costs will likely be less as currently a multiplex test must be used to screen for PEDv, PDCoV, and TGE.
The proposed rule will require only a test for PEDv so a multiplex test will no longer be necessary. The cost
difference between requiring the use of a multiplex vs a single PEDv test is unknown. Also, costs relating to the
development of herd plans for swine that test positive for PDCoV will decline. The costs associated with developing
a herd plan will vary greatly depending on the location of the swine herd within the state, the type of farm operation,
the number of swine in the herd, the amount of time it takes to write the plan, and veterinarian fees. Thus these costs
are indete1minate.
Since the time that the rule became effective on February 1, 2018, 32 herd plans have been developed by
veterinarians. Of that total, 16 plans were developed because of PRRS positive swine and 6 plans were developed
because swine were not tested or were anticipating movement. The 10 remaining herd plans were developed because
of SECD positive cases. All were due to weak positives for PDCoV. Thus far, the department has not received notice
of a positive PEDv herd.
The pigs that have tested positive for PD Co V were not ill and had not shown clinical signs, according to the private
practitioners that were involved. It has been found that birds carry their own Delta Corona viruses that can
interfere/cross-react with the swine tests. There is not a cost effective or reasonable test that would enable producers
to differentiate between the avian and porcine viruses. While destructive, PDCoV is not as devastating as PEDv.
Poultry Producers
Upon the effective date of this rule, only poultry and eggs exhibited at fairs or poultry shows (rather than those used
for breeding, hatching and exhibitions-egg swap meets) must be acquired directly from a certified flock (namely a
flock enrolled in the national poultry improvement plan, a Wisconsin tested flock, or a Wisconsin associate flock) or
be an individual bird tested for certain diseases.
The antigen used to conduct individual bird testing costs $200. One bottle of antigen can test up to 1,000 birds. The
cost is the same whether testing one bird or 1,000 birds. The proposed rule will reduce or eliminate testing costs for
hundreds of poult1y producers that attend swap meets or breed or hatch birds.
Farm-Raised Deer Keepers
Farm-Raised Deer Herd Registration. For the 2020-2021 registration year only, a farm-raised herd registration
will be effective from March 16, 2020 through August 31, 2021.
License fees for that registration year will increase to $124.34, $237.74 or $475.48, as appropriate, to reflect the
longer period of time for which the registration is effective (17.5 rather than 12 months).
The fees will return to $85, $162.50 or $325, respectively, annually thereafter as the license will be issued for 12
months.
Farm-Raised Deer and Bovine Animals on the Same Premises. Upon the effective date of this rule, there will be
options to allow farm-raised deer and bovine animals to be kept on the same premises without having to send them
all to slaughter. Any costs associated with these options are voluntary as the owner of the premises may choose not
to keep these two species on the same premises and the owner that chooses to keep both species on the premises may
send all to slaughter. For those who choose to move these animals to a place other than slaughter, the rule provides
the following options:
D The herds of both species are medically separated. Costs related to medical separation are discussed above.
D The herds of both species are certified by the depaitment as accredited Tuberculosis-free. Tuberculosis-free
certification costs include:
o For farm-raised deer, there will be no additional cost as currently deer must meet Tuberculosis testing
requirements (in addition to other requirements) prior to movement.
o For a herd of bovine animals, $100 for a 2-year Tuberculosis-free certification. All animals in the herd must be
tested for Tuberculosis every 2 years. The cost to conduct a whole-herd test will vary depending on a veterinarian's
fee, location of the herd, and the number of animals to be tested. Department staff contacted 4 veterinarians in
different areas of the state regarding fees charged to conduct Tuberculosis testing. Fees varied greatly in amount and
structure. For instance, one clinic charges $140 per hour regardless of the number of animals to be tested, another

charges a $32 trip fee and $4 per head of cattle, while other providers varied on the amount charged per trip and the
amount charged per head.
D The herds of both species meet the testing requirements to become a Tuberculosis-qualified herd and the animal to
be moved has been classified negative to an official Tuberculosis test that was conducted prior to the date of
movement (90 days for farm-raised deer and 60 days for bovine animals).
Herds do not have to be certified as Tuberculosis-qualified but they must meet testing requirements to become a
Tuberculosis-qualified herd. Whole herd testing is effective for 365 days. An individual Tuberculosis test must be
conducted for the animal that is leaving the herd unless the herd test was conducted prior to the date of movement
(within 90 days for farm-raised deer, and 60 days for bovine). Tuberculosis-qualified costs include:
o For farm-raised deer, there will be no additional cost as currently deer must meet Tuberculosis testing
requirements (in addition to other requirements) prior to movement.
o For a herd of bovine animals, all animals in the herd must be tested. The cost to conduct a whole-herd test will
vary depending on a veterinarian's fee, location of the herd, and the number of animals to be tested. The cost for a
Tuberculosis test to be conducted for an individual bovine animal will also vary depending on when
the whole-herd test was conducted, the veterinarian's fee and location of the herd. As indicated above, costs for
Tuberculosis testing can vaiy widely.

Enhanced Fencing.
Currently, the depa1tment has registered approximately 370 locations as having farm-raised dee r. Some of these 370
locations are already enclosed with enhanced fencing.
Of that total, approximately 244 have white-tailed deer and 120 have other species of cervid.
Locations w ith white-tailed deer have approximately 30,300 acres.
a. Fencing costs will vary depending on the acreage and terrain of the land to be fenced, labor costs, and
type of fence to be installed.
b. Fencing materials included 8' tall woven wire high tensile fence (2096-6) 20 horizontal wires with ve1tical
stay wires 6" apa1t and 96" tall. Set post was 6" x 12' treated wood post, and corner braces post were 6" x
12' treated wood post w ith a 5" x 12' treated wood post as a brace and 12 Yi ga. brace wire. Line post was
spaced 20' apart and were 4" x 12' treated wood posts. There were 4 gate openings 14' wide and 1-14' pipe
frame gate and wire over the pipe for each opening.
c. Labor costs will presumably be less if the owner installs the fence. Using fencing materials provided by
Kencove.com, the depa1tment estimates fencing costs to be as follows per one square acre:
I. A second fence would cost approximately $1,556 per square acre ($1.85 per foot}, not including labor, gates
or shipping and handling, calculated and using materials as follows:
D Using Fastlock Deer Fence, 20 horizontal lines, 96 inch height, 6 inch vertical spacing, 12. 5 guage high tensile
w ire, 330' roll ($363.50 per ro ll) and 5" x 12' tapered pine wood post ($ 15.15 per post).
D One squa re acre would require 836 feet of fencing or 2.53 rolls offence ($91 9.65) + 42 posts (20 ft s acing) (42 x
$ 15. 15 = $636.30) for a total of $ 1,556 per square acre.
2. Three strands of electric fence would cost approximately $75.96, or $350 per square acre ($.09 or $.41 per foot),
not including labor, insulators, electric power unit, electricity, or shipping and handling, calculated using materials as
follows:
D Using 14 gauge Y4 mile (1 ,320 feet) electric fence wire ($31.99 per roll) and 5 ' steel T posts ($5 .95 per post).
D One square acre would require 836 feet of electric fencing x 3 strands ($31.99 x 3 = $99 .97) + 42 posts (20 ft
spacing) (42 x $5 .95 = $250) for a total of $350. If the electric wire is attached directly to the existing fence posts, T
posts would not have to be purchased and the total cost would be $75.96 per square acre.

Movement. As of 2018, there a re 53, out of 72, counties that are designated by the DNR as CWD affected. These
counties include 288 FRD herd locations with a total of approximately 14,500 FRO. The proposed rule wi ll ban
movement of any FRD located in a county designated by the Department of Natural Resources as being affected by

chronic wasting disease unless that deer is moved dire,ctly to a slaughter establishment, other herds within CWD
affected counties, or out of state, 27

The proposed rule allows farm-raised deer to be moved directly to a slaughtering establishment (meeting current
movement requirements). Allowing farm-raised deer in a CWD-affected county to move (meeting current movement
requirements) to another herd within a CWD-affected county will allow a hunting ranch to re-stock from their own
breeding farm. Otherwise, keepers would pay more and move deer greater distances by either importing FRD from
out of state or receiving FRD from a non-affected county. Also, allowing farm-raised deer in a CWD-affected county
to move (meeting current movement requirements) out-of-state will allow FRD keepers to sell their deer in another
venue.
Licensed and Unlicensed Dog Breeders, Licensed Dog Sellers and Licensed Dog Facility Operators
Upon the effective date of this rule, no person may import a sexually intact dog for breeding and no licensed dog
seller or dog facility operator may import a sexually intact dog without obtaining a negative test for Bruce Ila canis
on a test approved by the department and completed within 30 days of import.
There will be no cost to the dog breeder or licensed dog breeder, seller or dog facility operator if the Brucella canis
test is done before the animal is imported to Wisconsin. Otherwise, the importer will have veterinarian costs
associated with testing the imported dog. According to inquiries by Department staff to 3 veterinarians in different
areas of the state, fees charged for a Brucella canis test ranged from $35 to $92. The total number of imported dogs
that are subject to this requirement is unknown,
Upon the effective date of this rule, no licensed dog seller or dog facility operator may import a dog without
obtaining a negative heartworm test approved by the department completed within 6 months of import.
There will be no cost to the licensed dog seller or dog facility operator if the heartworm test is done before the
animal is imported to Wisconsin. Otherwise, the importer will have veterinarian costs associated with testing the
imported dog. According to inquiries by Department staff to 3 veterinarians in different areas of the state, fees
charged for heartworm test ranged from $16 to $45.75. The total number of dogs imported by a licensed dog sellers
or dog facility operators is unknown.
Upon the effective date of this rule, the CVI of any dog imported to Wisconsin must have a statement that the dog
has no known prior positive heartworm test or if the dog had a prior positive heartworm test, the dog received
appropriate treatment protocol as recommended by the American Heartworm Society and the treatment dates must
be listed.
These statements are not expected to increase costs to persons importing dogs as a CVI must accompany all
imported dogs and the statement does not require the dog to be tested for heartworm prior to import.
Fairs and Exhibitions 28

[64 pages of the submitted comment have been omitted as the pages were printouts of the
documentation published as part of the department’s Notice of solicitation for public comment,
without any highlighting or annotation by the commenter.]

Markor, Kelly A· DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Suanne Ebert <dsjj@nconnect.net>
Sunday, August 26, 2018 7:51 AM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
Comments on Permanent rule from Hillcrest Whitetails

Mr. Girard:
My name is Dean Ebert from Hartford Wisconsin. We own and operate Hillcrest Whitetails.
the proposed permanent rule for double fencing of all game farms.

I am sending this email to comment on

We have been enrolled in the CWD program for 16 years. (Since 2002) For the past 16 years we have Cwd tested all our animals that
have died according to state standards, we have double ear tagged, we have kept census reports, we have TB tested our entire heard
5 times according to state standard, we have had mandatory fence inspections, vet checks, vet transfer paperwork for animals to and
from our farm. We have complied 100% to operate. The cost of all this has been a burden but we do it knowing what the purpose was
and to comply to move our animals. We are a small farm with under 15 animals annually on 2 acres. We sell our mature bucks to a
preserve in fairchild Wisconsin. If we sell 3 or more bucks we pay for our annual expenses and operate another year. Like most
farms some years are profitable some aren't.
I am opposed to double fencing for several reasons. The cost on our small farm is around $7000-$8000 for material, custom labor
would be another $7000. Our business can't afford it .......... especially if we happen to get a CWD positive inspite of double fencing
which has happened on different farms throughout the state. DOUBLE FENCING DOES NOT STOP CWD! Why would I invest
$15,000 when I know we can still get CWD and be forced to depopulate our herd? The prions can be moved by birds, can be moved
with feed or possibly running water. Double fenced farms still can get CWD. I feel we test 100% of our animals, if we get a positive we
are done farming I get that. Now you want us to spend money on a feel good policy that doesn't protect my farm. Research
Dr.Nicholas Haley proves that prions from an infected carcass contain a million fold more infectivity than saliva or urine from a CWD
deer. The science proves that this is a fruitless process to worry about nose to nose contact. Again we test 100% already. We
responsibly dispose of our carcasses on farm now. Require the public to do the same with the 350,000 deer that are shot every deer
season in WI. My family hunts, we never throw a carcass from a hunted deer in a line fence, we dispose of it properly.
This rule has the serious potential to close our farm and many others. CWD is a political issue. I say NO to more regulations. Thank
you for reading my concern.
Dean Ebert
Hillcrest Whitetails
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Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

JOEL ESPE <hawkshillelkranch@gmail.com>
Wednesday, August 29, 2018 8:51 AM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP; Becker, Kelly - LEGIS; Jerome Donohoe; roxanne lotts; ray
hanson; L Clark; Brian Wolf; Bruce Krueger; Corey Siegler; JOEL ESPE

Subject:

Permanent Rule Public Comment

Mr. Girard, I hope you will share my comments with the entire DATCP Board. To begin with: The economic
impact will be devastating to the cervid industry in Wisconsin. The cost of building and maintaining the double
fence will cripple the cervid fanners especially with the limited time line to construct. Last year I was forced to
double fence at my own expense because the DNR claimed but had no proof that a CWD positive deer was
found within 5 miles ofmy farm. (no photos, chain of custody, and or gps locations.) This can be verified from
the minutes of the informal hearing I had with DA TCP including Atty Didinsky (sp?)I was not allowed to ship
any animals for sale, slaughter or to hunting preserves until the project was completed and inspected. In
addition to missing out on the selling season and lost revenue, My costs exceded $20,000 in just material. This
is an unfunded mandate and entire cost of fencing materials and labor paid for by the DNR to protected our
healthy animals from the diseased wild deer.
The double fence has proven to not prevent the spread of CWD, closed herd that have been double fenced for
many years have still been hit with CWD, whether from contaminated hay, birds, raccoons, possums or
contaminated mineral blocks.
This rule pushed by the DNR assumes that farmers will do their own labor and therefore there is no cost. Bad
assumption as not all farmers have the equipment, physical ability, much less the money to complete this
project. Will existing hunting preserves be grandfathered in if they have less than the required 80 acres left after
building a double fence inside of their current fence?
90 days is given to fulfill the fencing project, this is unrealistic in most of the fa1ms unless they are very small
and do not require movement of trees and other natural obstacles. It took the DNR over 3 years to single fence
the Sand Hill Preserve.
The provision that "FRD from CWD affected counties may not, under any circumstances, be moved to nonCWD counties." This contradicts what we have heard for the past few years from DATCP's Top veterinarian
that moving animals to hunting preserves is a very low threat as no animal leaves there alive. This
economically will put more farmers out of business by eliminating their established sales markets. I will be
impacted financially if not allowed to sell breeding stock or shooter bulls to clients in non CWD counties.
The carcass removal provision for hunters of wild whitetail deer as no penalty or fine for violators, will be
unenforceable and actually leave more contaminated deer parts (spinal column, obex, and lymph nodes on the
landscape to spread CWD than ever before. No provision for pick up of those parts from taxidermists which
means they still will be left on the landscape. Meat processors will send those parts to rendering companies who
will grind them up for fertilizer and and eventually spread prions in the soil.
The expiration date change for farm raised deer registration change from March 15th to August 31st provides
another economic hardship on cervid farmers who raise 15 or less animals. The current expiration date would
not include fawns or calves born after the March 15th deadline. The current rule charges $350. per year to raise
over 15 head, and half that amount for farmers with 15 or less animals. The new rule would include all
newborns for that year and double the fee for small farmers. If DATCP has a good reason for changing the
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dates other than added fees on farmers, then they should exempt all newborns under I year of age, otherwise it
is a coverup for more money from farmers.
The new proposed rule includes, "Upon request, farm-raised deer keepers must provide transportation to
department staff to inspect the enhanced fencing." Does that include transportation to and from Madison or
other facilities? Does that only cover transpmiation on the farm? Are bicycles sufficient for the fence
inspectors use? A lot of loopholes in that statement. Skateboards?
To the DA TCP Board, I have never missed any of these meeting until very recently. My wife was recently
diagnosed with cancer and we have been busy with chemotherapy and radiation treatments. Cancer does not
discriminate based on occupation, age, sex or ancestry. We know what we are up against and will fight it every
step of the way. In some ways this is easier than dealing with the latest (Emergency/Permanent Rule).
Over the years, more and more fees, restrictions and requirements are placed on this select number of farmers
in Wisconsin. Each time we give up a few more freedoms and incur all the expenses. Since CWD first came to
Wisconsin in 1999 game farmers have been blamed and penalized for something they did not do. Dr. Beth
Williams was the key note speaker at the first CWD Symposium in Madison Wisconsin sponsored by DA TCP,
DNR and the University of Wisconsin. She stated that CWD was originated and spread by Colorado Division
of Wildlife Research Facilities at Fort Collins, Meeker, Colorado State Univ. and Sylbal Wyoming. This was
also presented at the International CWD Symposium held in Utah years later. Inspite of the this, our DNR has
successfully blamed the deer farmers for a disease their counter paiis in Colorado originated.
You have been pressured to push forward more rules and regulations that lacks any science or research to back
it up. This Emergency/Pe1manent rule will not eradicate,control,or manage CWD in any way. Can you justify
in good conscience putting 416 hard working farm families out of business, destroying their investments and
income in farming based the DNR's most recent grasping for straws to solve their growing problems which they
have failed miserably at every turn.
Many ofus were encouraged by DA TCP years ago to go into farming elk and deer to supplement and diversify
and save the family fa1ms when other markets were failing. We believed in you then, this isn't the time to turn
your backs on us now. you will have to live with your vote for the rest of your lives
Respectfully submitted
8/29/2018
Joel K. Espe
Hawks Hill Elk Ranch
W4840 Pierce Road
Monticello, WI 53570
608 558 8445
Call me if you have any questions on any of this
Thanks, Joel
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8/28/18
DATCP
Office of the Secretary
PO Box 8911
Madison, WI 53708
RE: Wis. Adm in. Code Chapters ATCP 10 and Chapter 12
To Whom it May Concern:
I am respectfully submitting my comments concerning the permeant rule-making related to Animal
disease and movement and animal markets.
I own and operate a cervid (elk) farm, Hemlock Hills Trophy Ranch, LLC, near Medford WI. I have been in
operation for 10 years and still struggle to pay the bills as I attempt to grow my business to be
profitable. The current rules we now must abide by are onerous enough and already make it extremely
difficult to operate; the addition of new unfunded mandates will make it almost impossible for me to
survive. My comments and concerns are as follows:
1) Enhanced Fencing- Regardless of the type, this will be a huge economic impact on our farm.
Double fencing or solid fence is not even an option for us as I cannot afford the cost and would
be forced to shut down. My rough guess for either of these options would be $50,000+. For the
electric option, I am not even sure the cost of this since the specifications are so vague. My
initial guess would be $10,000 or more. In addition to the financial costs, this does not include
the time to comply. 90 days is not even close to the timeframe one would need to prepare.
Even before fencing could be constructed, I would need to do extensive brush mowing and
logging on several sides of my pen. Then there is the additional maintenance to keep electric
fence functional. I also have no clue how the gates would work with 3 strands of electric fence
and would add significant logistical difficulties especially in winter. All this would maybe be
realistic and worth doing if it would actually have even the slightest impact on the spread of
CWD. There is not even a single shred of scientific proof or historical (case) data that would
indicate this would be effective. It is a complete waste of time and money for myself and the
state. As a matter of fact, in my case with elk, there is a 0% chance of any nose-to-nose
contact. Elk and deer do not like each other and will not touch noses. Besides this, saliva is one
of the least effective ways to transmit CWD. There is a way greater chance of transmittal thru
predators, soil, etc. Finally, I will NOT be providing any transportation for department staff to
2)

inspect fencing. Am I supposed to provide meals and lodging too?
Movement- If a farm is in the CWD program they should be able to move animals; period. Again
is there any proof or scientific evidence that moving an animal from an affected county spreads
CWD? Putting any additional restrictions could severely impact the ability to move to other
states as other states may see your additional rules negatively and not issue permits.

In summary, if the new rules are put in place, I would have to seriously consider getting out of the
business as it is just too costly and cumbersome. We are already considering relocating to another
(more cervid farmer friendly) state.
Sincerely,
Rick Ewert
Hemlock Hills Trophy Ranch, LLC
W4155 Center Ave
Medford, WI 54451
715-560-1328

Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

gflees@charter.net
Wednesday, August 29, 2018 11 :54 AM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
Comments in regards to additional rules regarding deer farms

My family has been raising deer in Wisconsin since 1977. It has been a very rewarding experience to say the least. The
number of lives we have positively impacted with our business is incredible. I grew up as a child on a deer farm and my
kids have done the same. It was a great way to grow up. Unfortunately our family business in now under attack
because of a disease that runs freely all throughout our state. The new rules will cause financial devestation to our
family business and many other family businesses. As a deer farming family we have always accepted and adapted to
the new regulations. However these regulations have now gone too far without science to back them up.
CWD is a Wisconsin problem, not a deer farming problem. The major risk to the wild herd in Wisconsin is the wild herd
itself. When there are roughly 100,000 deer in a 4 county cwd hot zone and 30-40% of those deer are testing positive
that means you could easily have 30,000+ CWD positive deer running freely on the WI landscape at all times. I recently
heard of a study where it has shown that radiocollared whitetails travelled as far as 80 miles from their home
range. With this being the case we obviously cannot be nai've enough to think that CWD is not spreading every single
year from the thousands of positive deer running around the wild of wisconsin. Instead of recognizing this as the
biggest threat the fakenews media and those with political agendas blame game farms. We realize that game farms also
have cwd. The disease doesn't care what side of the fence a deer lives. The difference is that the risk posed to the wild
deer from less than 100 positive animals contained behind fences in Wisconsin is extremely minimal. In fact it would be
easy to argue that the cwd in the wild is infinitely more risky to the other wild deer across the state than the low number
of positive animals behind fences.
Not only do living wild deer pose a risk but the carcass movement of the hunted animals all across the landscape poses a
much bigger risk than deerfarmers do. Unfortunately the cat is long out of the bag on this one. We all know carcasses
have littered our landscapes from CWD areas for the last 50 years. They have been spread throughout the state of WI
and the country.
What about all the feed products being shipped from the CWD endemic areas? Are these being restricted? We all have
seen the research about CWD being brought up in plants. What about a farmer who rakes his hay and kicks up dirt from
the 4 county hot zone. This dirt is shipped with the alfalfa hay to who knows where. Easy to argue that this poses a
bigger risk to wild deer everywhere than deer contained behind a fence.
Deer farmers are constantly being attacked by the fake news. Just the mention by our government of how we need to
stop CWD in WI so we must put on all these new regulations on deer farms implies that deer farms are the
problem. Everybody who is being honest knows that is not the case! Our former State Vet Dr. McGraw knew that deer
farms were not the problem. Deer farms are more a victim of CWD in Wisconsin than the problem. CWD hit one of my
farms and Dr. McGraw told me at that time that every case of CWD in a deer farm has a wild connection to it. Meaning
CWD is being transmitted from the wild population to our deer farms. Please show me where CWD has been
transmitted from a deer farm to the wild. I don't believe that there has ever been a case that we know of. Deerfarmers
also find the diseases quickly when it appears on our farms because we test 100%. In the wild they are lucky if they test
1% of the animals so it is obvious where it is going to be found first.
A few things about the double fence. Unfortunately in numerous cases it has already proven not to work. If it would
work I am sure you would have very little resistance to it from deer farmers. Reality is it is a huge cost that is not going
to do much if any good at all. There a a number of closed herd double fenced deer farms that have gotten CWD
already. Where did it come from? Likely source is the wild deer! Did the double fence work? Obviously not!
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In regards to the double fence. If we are trying to keep deer from having contact with other deer why do the fences
need to be at least 8 feet apart? You could have them 6 inches apart and it would be impossible for deer to have
contact with each other. Why is the maximum 16 feet apart? I already double fenced my breeding farms and I built the
fences much further than that. The reason I double fenced was because other states required it for allowing interstate
movement of deer. The reason I put the 2nd fence up further than 16 feet is it allowed me to utilize this additional land
plus wolves are a big problem in this state and in our area and by putting up the fence further from my pens I kept the
wolves further away from my deer. A 16 foot maximum is ridiculous and like an 8 foot minimum it does not make sense
in all cases. Many of our already double fenced facilities do not conform to those standards. Those minimum and
maximum distances need to be eliminated.
Forcing double fencing on these large hunting preserves is going to force some of these preserves out of business. It
may have a negative affect. Instead of putting up the 2nd fence the farmer may go out of business and take down the
original fence which could cause a different set of issues. In all the years of having deer I have yet to see deer having
contact thru a single fence. I realize I am not watching 24 hours a day but I have had used a ton of cameras to monitor
our fencelines in our preserves. If double fencing is forced on deer farmers the fence should be allowed to be as close as
1 foot from the other fence. If we are forced to put it 8 feet away it will force additional costs of excavating on us as
well. There also should not be a maximum distance at all! I would also argue that there should not be any requirement
for double fencing of these large preserves as deer inside the preserves have so much land to use that they are rarely if
ever are using the fenceline. I also believe that if the state is going to all of a sudden add all these additional fencing
regulations on deer farms that have proven not be effective the state should pay for the entire cost of constructing
these fences. Forcing people to waste money they don't have to waste on something that isn't effective isn't right.
Electric fence is a cheaper option but it is not realistic in many cases either. Electric fence would only work on the
outside. I would fear what would happen when bucks would get tangled in it if it was on the inside. I would also bet
that you could expect that to happen on a regular basis in a smaller pen situation. The problem with putting it on the
outside is that in many cases our fences are already on the property line and we can't just go putting fences our our
neighbors land. We would be forced to move entire fence lines in order to put in an electric fence. Wire at 6" off the
ground is also not an option in WI. The bottom strand would not be operating all winter long with the snow. Electric
fence especially at 6" off the ground would be a maintenance nightmare all year round.
Deer farmers are working hard at coming up with solutions. CWD affects our daily thoughts 365 days a year. CWD has
devestated our bank accounts and our businesses already. The deerfarmers are constantly being blasted by media
cowards who spread fake news to fit their anti-deerfarming agendas. Deer farmers get blasted by various hunting
groups because these groups are believing all the fake news that is being spread. Deerfarmers are not the problem! We
know it and DATCP knows it and I am sure the DNR knows it too. Deer farmers like myself and many others in the state
of WI are spending our money on CWD research. Deer farms have been providing research opportunities to many of
the best CWD researchers in the country. Because of the work that is being done between these researchers and our
deer farms we believe we are very close to developing the only thing out there that can beat CWD. This is an animal
that is resistant to getting CWD. This is very similar to how the sheep industry got rid of a similar disease of scrapies in
sheep. With the number of WI deer farmers planning to breed for the CWD resistant genetics it will only be a matter of
a few short years and the most CWD resistant whitetails in the world will be living in our breed pens and preserves. It
might be a few years down the road but if the state truly wants to try beat CWD maybe the state leaders should look for
opportunities work closely with our deer farms. If we are able to prove this cwd resistance works maybe deer farmers
could help the state develop a program to greatly increase the CWD resistance in the wild populations. If someone out
there has a better idea I would love to hear it! Right now nobody has a solution to CWD. Everything that is being
proposed in these emergency rules is not going to make CWD go away. In fact we all know it is just going to continue to
get worse in time. Unless ......... maybe the state starts working with deer farmers on the solution! I would be willing to
bet anybody out there that the solution to CWD will be found on a deer farm.
If you got rid of every deer farm in WI it would not change the CWD wild situation in the state one bit. If the state of WI
truly wants to be a leader in the fight against CWD it should embrace the deerfarms of WI and begin working with deer
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farmers to come up with the solution to CWD. WI deer farmers in the end will be a much bigger part of the solution to
CWD than we ever were a part of the problem. I urge DATCP and the DNR to reject forcing additional rules on our game
farms. We already have a very strict program that is working well to find the disease. I also would urge DATCP to get
behind the deer farmers and support us against this fake news media and overregulation. By forcing this regulation on
deer farmers nothing is being solved. The only thing that is being accomplished is that those in government are
supporting blaming of deer farms for CWD in Wisconsin.
Thanks for your consideration of my comments
Greg Flees
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Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

woodsmeadow@centurytel.net
Saturday, August 25, 2018 5:25 PM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
FRO Permenate Rule

August 25, 2018

Regarding: DATCP Rule ATCP 10.58 Enhanced Fencing
In reviewing this proposed rule, I am opposed to enhanced fencing for FRD herds that do not move deer or have not had
a positive CWD animal on their preserve. Also my concern is who has actual rule making authority over FRD Whitetail
fencing, DNR or DACTP.

Our deer are on a 520+ acre hunting preserve licensed by DATCP. We have 4.3 miles of 8ft high tensile wire, which
exceeds DNR fencing rule NR 16 standards. We have been CWD testing our animals since the program started in 2003
never having a positive deer.
The enhanced fencing rule offers no protection from my deer getting CWD from the deer/elk and environment outside
our fence. If a person is going to invest the capital and time into our farm you have to look at some kind of payback or
justification. Other than staying in business for another year or two until another political rule moves through there can
be no other reason to double fence. The economic return in doing the additional fencing does not justify expense. Even
though the 3-wire electric fence is much less expensive than the 8ft tensile, there would still be a significant expense
incurred.
High Tensile 8ft materials and labor would cost us over $128,000.00 alone, not including the land preparation cost. It
would take two winters to accomplish the project, so we are in violation before we even begin without even putting the
enhanced fenced if the permeate rule follows the emergency rule language.
Electric fencing would require 14 miles of wire, insulators, and additional posts. Power would have to be brought in, and
significant labor cost incurred to install. Also putting it in the inside will cause problems with our bucks when they are
hard If any of you have had electric fences the maintenance once installed is constant if you want to keep it operational
it would be very labor intensive and to what end.
My Est. cost:

Materials: 14 miles - 14ga wire - $128.00/mile = $1,792.00 (high Tensil smooth wire 3x cost)
Additional Posts $1,230.00 / Tension Springs 20 sets of 3 (8.75 per) $525,00
Insulators 3 per post @ $3.50 (4600) (15ft post spacing)= $16,100.00
Electrical = Trenching and electrical service hook up and electric fencer
$9,800.00
Labor@ $22.75 per hr. Est. 240hrs per employee= $10,920.00(land prep, installing)
Total Est. Cost $40365.00
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The 90-day period to complete could not be met. Plus, the electric fence according to DNR and USDA damage people
will have minimal effect on whitetails and no effect in the winter. I have personal experience with this through the
damage abatement program in dealing with the Jackson County Elk herd and our farms. So why would a person want to
invest capital into a fence that has proven not to be effective? The only reason to force a rule like this one on nonmovement zoo's, petting farms and hunting preserves with acreage would be to prevent nose to nose contact correct? I
do not see any sign of deer in, or outside our fence having this type of contact, very easily observed during winter with
snow, and doesn't occur.
At this moment I cannot justify doing the enhanced fencing for reasons stated above. Please have an exit plan for the
farms that don't comply. This is the questions I have for these new rules on healthy deer herds.
1) How long after the 90 days or what is decided before we are declared non-compliant?
2) Once non-compliant how long before action is taken to de-populate my healthy deer, we cannot be asked to kill heathy
does with fawns in spring or summer, the love for my deer won't allow to do that fines or not?
3) What is the process for the deer to be depopulated since this administrative rule is causing the killing of my herd not a
4)
5)
6)

disease?
Is there a fining process after you are declared non-compliant?
Who determines my farm is depopulated under this new rule?
Since my deer have tested clean, what can I do with my farm and fencing after the depopulation and I am out of the
deer hunting preserve business?
This is a major loss to our farm's income. We live on a farm that has been in my family since the 1890's. Our family has
learned to diversify and think outside of the box to stay on our farm. We do 200+ acres of row crops, Pheasant Hunting,
Deer hunting and Sporting Clays. It's this diversity that will help us weather this political rule, just like it has with
weather, low commodity prices and markets. But please consider the families, our rural farms and how this rule impacts
them vs. if this rule helps stop the spread of CDW in our state considering the areas it has popped up in wild herds with
no FRD herds around.
Thank you for you consideration,
Scott Goetzka
Woods and Meadows Hunting Preserve
N4335 Potter Rd
Warrens Wi 54666
608-343-4603
woodsmeadow@centurytel.net
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July 7, 2018
Regarding: DATCP Rule ATCP 10.58 Enhanced Fencing
In reviewing this proposed rule, I am opposed to enhanced fencing for FRD herds that do not move deer
or have not had a positive CWD animal on their preserve.
Our deer are on a 520+ acre hunting preserve licensed by DATCP. We have 4.3 miles of 8ft high tensile
wire, which exceeds DNR fencing rule NR 16 standards. We have been CWD testing our animals since
the program started in 2003 never having a positive deer.
The enhanced fencing rule offers no protection from my deer getting CWD from the deer/elk and
environment outside our fence. If a person is going to invest the capital and time into our farm you have
to look at some kind of payback or justification. Other than staying in business for another year or two
until another political rule moves through there can be no other reason to double fence. The economic
return in doing the additional fencing does not justify expense. Even though the 3-wire electric fence is
much less expensive than the 8ft tensile, there would still be a significant expense incurred.
High Tensile 8ft materials and labor would cost us over $118,000.00 alone, not including the land
preparation cost. It would take two winters to accomplish the project, so we are in violation before we
even begin without even putting the cost of the enhanced fenced.
Electric fencing would require 14 miles of wire, insulators, and additional posts. Power would have to be
brought in, and significant labor cost incurred.
Materials: 14 miles - 14ga wire - $128.00/mile = $1,792.00
Additional Posts $1,230.00
Insulators 3 per post @ $3.50 (4600) (15ft post spacing) = $16,100.00
Electrical = Trenching and electrical service hook up and electric fencers $9,800.00
Labor@ $22.75 per hr. Est. 160hrs per employee= $7,300.00

Total Est. Cost $33,522.00
The 90-day period to complete could not be met. Fall is our crop harvest time, pheasant hunting
preserve and deer hunting. We do not have the staff available to accomplish what would be asked of
us. Plus, the electric fence according to DNR and USDA damage people will have minimal effect on
whitetails and no effect in the winter. I have personal experience with this through the damage
abatement program in dealing with the Jackson County Elk herd and our farms. So why would a person
want to invest capital into a fence that has proven not to be effective? The only reason to force a rule
like this one on non- movement hunting preserves with acreage would be to prevent nose to nose
contact correct? I do not see any sign of deer in, or outside our fence having this type of contact, very
easily observed during winter with snow, and doesn't occur.
I will not be doing the enhanced fencing for reasons stated above. Please have an exit plan for the farms
that don't comply. This is the questions I have for these new rules on healthy deer herds.
1) How long after the 90 days before we are declared non-compliant?

2) Once non-compliant how long before action is taken to de-populate my healthy deer, we cannot
be asked to kill heathy does with fawns in spring or summer, the love for my deer won't allow to
do that fines or not?
3) What is the process for the deer to be depopulated since this administrative rule is causing the
killing of my herd not a disease?
4) Is there a fining process after you are declared non-compliant?
5) Who determines my farm is depopulated under this new rule?
6) Since my deer have tested clean, what can I do with my farm and fencing after the depopulation
and I am out of the deer hunting preserve business?
This is a major loss to our farm's income. We live a farm that has been in my family since the 1890's. Our
family has learned to diversify and think outside of the box to stay on our farm. We do 200+ acres of row
crops, Pheasant Hunting, Deer hunting and Sporting Clays. It's this diversity that will help us weather this
political rule, just like it has with weather, low commodity prices and markets. But please consider the
families, our rural farms and how this rule impacts them vs. if this rule helps stop the spread of CDW in
our state considering the areas it has popped up in wild herds with no FRO herds around.
Thank you for you consideration,
Scott Goetzka
Woods and Meadows Hunting Preserve
N4335 Potter Rd
Warrens Wi 54666
608-343-4603
woodsmeadow@centurytel.net

To whom it may concern:
CWD Rules, we don't even know 50 % about CWD and we are making rules
mainly affecting captive deer farmers financially.
Problems we have,
1. Car kill: Pick the.m up, not let them lay to spread CWD that have CWD.
" High percent of problem"
2. Predators eat infested deer, birds of pray fly over or sit in pens,
"deposit" and we have infection. No double fence will cure this.
3. Second fence will cost$ 80,000 to $100/000 labor, material,
landscaping.
4. Electric won't initially cost as much , but maintenance will be very
costly. Two to three miles of fence with wire six inches to forty eight
inches from ground unrealistic. Wire running through woods, marsh,
lowlands full time job cutting grass and spraying fence lines very
costly. Also fire hazard when dry.
5. Non infected herds, State should pay 100% for fencing to protect our
deer that don't have CWD.
6. Non infected Preserves are going to be limited where they can buy their
animals from.
7. Wild versus captive deer , almost never mingle.
8. Ninety days to do new fence, unrealistic.
9. A very big dig fron1 the "State" captive farmers pay for states
transportation to check our deer ?
10.
Effective counties won't be able to move within counties, what is
the difference , you already have them restricted.
I think we should look at how to cure our problem by working on
research. All parties involved , not put sever cost on captive farmers
which no one knows if it is to be cost effective or not.
Thank You,
Balsam Hollow Ranch
Wayne and Shirley Hamann

Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Julie Harrison <jharrison@ci.verona.wi.us>
Wednesday, July 18, 2018 10:09 AM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
Reindeer in Wisconsin

Dear Mr. Girard,
The Verona Public Library has been working with Reindeer Games from Hartford, Wisconsin, for the past four
years. Over 1200 people attend our annual reindeer event at the Verona Public Library, which last year was in
conjunction with the Verona Road Business Coalition's Jingle and Mingle event. Attendees came from up to an
hour away, which had a positive economic impact on our area.
At the library, we offer live music, crafts and hot apple cider inside with the reindeer outside. The Phillips
family and their staff are kind and generous, care greatly for their animals, and educate the public on their
unique features. It is our most popular program of the year, and a festive, happy time for everyone who
attends.
Please reconsider the restriction of their movement in our state. If ATCP 10 is released as written, they will not
be able to operate as in the past, and their business will be in jeopardy.
Sincerely,
Julie Harrison

Julie Harrison
Head of Youth Services/Assistant Director
Verona Public Library
608.845.7180
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Becky Heath
W13055 Akron Ave.
Plainfield, WI 54966
zaneka@uniontel.net

Dear Alexander Girard or to whom it may co ncern,
I am mystified by this whole process and totally confused. The proposed emergency rules and now
permanent rule are just wrong. I understand you have a process that has to be completed, but without
studies, facts, or some reasonable amount of assurance, how can you tell that these rules will make a
difference? I thought the lack of facts would stop or at least delay the extinction of the deer farm
industry.
I was hopeful when both the DNR board and the DATCP board agreed, not enough wa~ known about
what caused the transmitting of CWD. Both boards wanted some science or facts to help make their
decisions. They got no facts or science but have continued to make the rules that imply the deer farmer
has a direct impact on the wild deer hunting in Wisconsin even though our deer are contained in pens
and trailers during movement.
We do have impact on hunting in Wisconsin but it's an impact on captive deer hunting. We supp ly
hunting ranches with the deer, the out of state hunter comes to hunt, and when they do, they stay in
hotels and eat at our local establishments. You will not only cut off our market for deer, but could affect
the business of other establishments.
I ask you again, please, do what your mission statement implies. Work with us on future solutions and
research on CWD and protect our fair market. We have the legal right to raise deer within pens and by
your rules. Now protect our rights and give us our fair market to sell the animals we raise. It may be too
late for many of us to survive with all of these implications that the deer farmers are guilty of
causing/spreading CWD without the proof to support it. Come on and work with us and reread you
mission and the direction DATCP was working for.
Thank you,
Becky Heath.

Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection
Our mission is to partner with all the citizens of Wisconsin to grow the economy by
promoting quality food, healthy plants and animals, sound use of land and water
resources, and a fair marketplace .

My name is Brad Heath and my family, and I operate Orion Whitetails. I would like to comment on the
proposed permanent DATCP rule relating to Wis. Admin. Code Chapters ATCP 10 (Animal Disease and
Movement) and Chapter 12 (Animal Markets, Truckers and Dealers. We have been raising whitetails for
over 20 years. We were raising whitetails when CWD was first discovered in Wisconsin. Deer farmers
have been concerned about this disease since that time. We have watched the progression of the
disease thru our state always worried that our animals could somehow catch it. Thru the years we have
continually done everything we could to keep our deer healthy and protect them from this disease. We
routinely vaccinate and worm our animals. Our farm has been a closed herd, TB accredited, and
Brucellosis certified since 2001. Because we are a breading facility we also put up a second fenced in
2005. Even with all the precautions we have taken I can honestly say that I am more worried about CWD
showing up in our facility today than ever before.
CWD has been spreading across our state and it has not been from captive deer. The deer farmers have
been very heavily regulated for a long time. When we find CWD on a farm it can be controlled. The
problem is there are so many vectors that can spread CWD and it is already across our landscape.
Putting more restrictions on deer farmers will do nothing to change the course of this disease in our
state.
More regulations and a second barrier will only put more hardship on an industry that has been
struggling. Because of CWD in the wild in Wisconsin I have lost Thousands of dollars in sales to other
states. The expense of a second barrier, along with installation and maintenance will cause many
preserves in Wisconsin to close and us breeders losing even more market.
I would hope that science and common sense would prevail with the permanent rules. Deer farmers are
not the problem and more regulations will not stop CWD.

Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Steve Hookstead <dochook@netwurx.net>
Monday, August 27, 2018 3:06 PM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
Rules

To whom it may concern,
My name is Steve Hookstead. I've lived in Helenville Wi for over 32 years on the same farm. I have raised Elk,
Bison and whitetail deer for almost 25 years. Before that I was a dairy farmer (all my life, grew up in
Whitewater Wi.)
Also I am the agri representative on the Jefferson CDAC.
First let me say that having been a deer hunter since I was 15 and I am all for stopping/ slowing CWD. I learned
years ago how important the deer hunting is to the State and the people. I tell everybody that even though it
is the 21 century and we live with things that our grand parents only dreamed about. That hunting is still in
our DNA. Whether it be for the socialization of it or feeding our families. The fact that it has turn into BIG
business for a lot of people - the facts are still the facts.
Lets then agree we all want the same thing here. But we will disagree when it comes to the enhanced fencing.
The science doesn't prove this move to have any value. Look at the last few positives on a farm. Most were
double fenced and had not added animals in years. It is also safe to say the county's that have not yet had a
positive CWD have done very little testing done to date.
Lets look at what we could/ should have done for the last 15 years but we didn't.
1.AII the stores that sell deer bait should get it off the shelves. We (wisconsin) sell more deer baits today in
every county in every retail out let then we ever have. Yet only 20 % of the county's can still bait and most of
them are limited. Why is this??? From where I sit it is just another law that DNR has made -yet either can't or
won't enforce. Making criminals out of good people as they see and hear that their friends ignore the law.
2. Why for the love of god do we not shot White deer at least in positive CWD county's??? This spring next to
my farm/ deer farm there were 10 deer in the neighbors field and 8 were white .... So put the white deer back
on the harvest list- don't be spineless about this- are we trying to slow/stop CWD or only doing what gets us
elected?
3. Last but not least lets think about this- The state of Wisconsin's generates 2.54 billion dollars a year with the
deer hunting. DNR figures not mine. The farmers for FOX CONN got 10x the going rate for there land
(50,000.00 an acre) and the realtor/ broker got 30,000.00 an acre to put the deal together. FoxConn if you
Google it -their project revenue to the state of Wisconsin will only be 3.41 billion dollars a year and that's
when their up and running at full strength. That will take a few years I've been told. Fox Conn didn't know
where Wisconsin was 3 years ago and when it goes down -and it will - then what?
My point is this. Do the right then here for the people that for DECADES have been doing what is right for
Wisconsin. Putting people to work,tourism,restaurants,supply stores, feed stores ect ect. The people that will
be here long after FOX CONN will be gone. Buy us out! Don't squeeze every dime out of us with ENHANCED
1

fencing. Only to put us out of business anyway. Only to find out there is Nothing you can do to stop CWD like
Colorado.
Because if your not going to stop baiting and not put the white deer on the harvest list then really what have
you done?
Thank you
Steve Hookstead
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Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
Le Jordan <ljordan@veronawi.com>
Tuesday, September 4, 2018 11 :53 AM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
Please let Rudolph join in the reindeer games to aid our community

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear Mr. Girard,
The story. of Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer is a staple in our holiday history. As such, children of all ages
love to see live Reindeer and let their imaginations run wild about Santa and Christmas. My own twins - now
21- still love to go see them each year at the library's event.
Our local library here in Verona - Verona Public Library - has been working with Reindeer Games from
Hartford, Wisconsin, for the past four years. Over 1200 people attend their annual reindeer event, which is in
conjunction with the Verona Area Chamber of Commerce's annual Hometown Holidays Weekend and Tree
Lighting and the Verona Road Business Coalition's Jingle and Mingle event. Attendees come from up to an
hour away, which has a very positive economic impact on our area.
At the library, they offer live music, crafts and hot apple cider inside with the reindeer outside. The Phillips
family and their staff are kind and generous, care greatly for their animals, and educate the public on their
unique features. It is our most popular program of the year, and a festive, happy time for everyone who
attends. The uniqueness of this event helps our tourism industry.
Please reconsider the restriction of their movement in our state. If ATCP 10 is released as written, they will not
be able to operate as in the past, and their business will be in jeopardy.
I would be happy to discuss the impact this event has on our community and our local businesses.
Sincerely,
Le Jordan
Le Jordan
Executive Director
Verona Area Chamber of Commerce
120 W. Verona Avenue
Verona, WI 53593
(608)

845-5777

ljordan@veronawi.com
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Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Tom Justmann <tomjustmann@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, August 29, 2018 3:13 PM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
Farm Raised Deer Proposed Double Fence Ruling

Dear Alexander;

As a concerned farm raised deer hunting preserve operator I 1 rn sending this email in hopes
that science and objective evidence prevail in limiting the wasteful and unnecessary
expenses the WI government is proposing to impose on me and my operation, as well as the
rest of our industry in Wisconsin.
I am pleased to hear that DATCP is proposing to remove the requirement for. a full 8 foot
second fence if two wild positives are found within 5 miles of my farm.
DATCP is rumored
to be replacing that language to allow for an electric fence as another option.
If the
Governor finds funding to assist with the second fence, this could be a positive change
for numerous farms that are located close to CWD in the wild. This also would apply to
any CWD positive facilities that have decided to remain in business rather than
depopulate.

A second fence will impact my business with an added cost estimated to be in the range of
$25,000 to install. An 8 1 double fence is estimated to cost $125,000 for my operation. I
installed my fence just 10 years ago and built it according to the rules and regulations
in effect at that time. If the State of Wisconsin is going to change the rules now, I
think they should have some responsibility for cost reimbursement of at least one-half of
the cost to install the necessary fencing approved by the State.
I have not seen or heard any objective evidence to suggest that a second fence of any
sort is going to stop the spread of CWD in Wisconsin. In addition, I only know of two
fence companies that do a good job servicing the needs of our industry so 90 days is
unrealistic to have any fences complete. A 90 day period to install may simply be a means
to extract more funds from deer farms, why? We cannot under any circumstances expect
farms to have secondary fences installed for 1-2 years based on available businesses to
install fences to approved standards {depending on the number of farms driven out of
business by the ruling).
Even better would be to have an exemption for 11 non-rnoving herds 11 such as hunting ranches
(like mine) and hobby farms, they pose a very low risk of spreading CWD, thus should be
exempt from the second fence requirement.
Fence line contact with farmed deer/elk and the free ranging deer/elk seldom takes place
therefore spending millions of dollars on a second fence is a waste of valuable
resources.
According to Dr. Nicholas Haley, a CWD researcher, a carcass from a CWD positive deer
or elk may contain a million-fold more infectivity than an equivalent weight of urine
and 100-1000 times higher infectivity than an equal weight of saliva.
This is proof
positive that carcasses pose a much higher risk than any live deer movement (free ranging
or farmed) or deer touching each other at the fence line!
Best regards,
Tom Justmann, Owner
1

Tomorrow River Ranch
Amherst, WI
925 890 6936
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Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

thealdos01@core.com
Saturday, July 21, 2018 12:03 PM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
ATCP 10 Reindeer Games

I am Dwayne Ketterer, President of Germantown Kiwanis and have had reindeer games at our Breakfast with Santa
events for the past 4 years.
Their appearance affect our community's economic impact. Last December, our event drew more than 1000 people.
am convinced that reendeer games played a huge part in drawing that many people. Please reconsider restricting their
movement in our state. If ATCP 10 is released as written, they will not be able to operate as they have in the past.
Thank you
Dwayne Ketterer

1

Dear Governor Walker,
My name is Sara Kroll and I sta1ted my own reindeer farm at 17 years old in the town of
Luxemburg. This will be my third year of my business, after much investment I am equipped to
do events safely and compliantly with my animals. During November and December, I have so
far visited 16 communities in Wisconsin with my reindeer.
If this were enacted, it would end my business. I could not continue as I have in the past, nor
could I afford to feed and care for my animals. It would prevent me from moving my reindeer to
many of the Christmas displays that I do.
I have been very mindful about biosecurity of my animals when traveling and never co-mingle
the herd with other animals. My herd is CWD ce1tified and complies with keeping records of
animals up to date. This ruling would prevent many people and children from enjoying the sight
of reindeer, adding to their Christmas spirit. Communities come together and some businesses
profit from having the reindeer.
Please reconsider this rule. After the three years of growing my business I have established
something that I once dreamt of, but this ruling would take it all away. This not only affects me
but many others as well.

Thank you,
Sara Kroll
Owner
Santa's Crew LLC.

Santa' s Crew LLC. • 482 S. Sugarbush Rd. • Luxemburg, WI 54217
(920) 639-3420 • santascrew.sara@gmail.com

Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Bruce Krueger < bruce@kruegerlumber.com>
Tuesday, August 28, 2018 12:53 PM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
Permanent rule comment

Mr. Girard; My name is Bruce Krueger, I have been involved in raising elk since the l 970's in Manitowoc
County WI. We have never had a CWD positive animal on our farm.The enhanced fence fencing rule for double
fence will cost me about $5 per lineal foot plus labor with the estimate I got from a fencing contractor. The
electric fence option will have a lot ofmaintence with snow depth,vegatation growth grounding out the fence. I
have seen no evidence presented at any of the hearings that this enhanced fencing will reduce the spread of
CWD. The 90 day timeline is not possible in my case as I have over a mile of fence to consider. I think DATCP
should put a 365 timeline on the fence rule as the NRB has. I don't think that there was any due dilligence done
to verify that any of these proposals will slow the spread of CWD. As Dr. Mcgraw has said the reason you
haven't found CWD in a ce1tain area is that you haven't tested enough animals in the area. I think the DNR
testing in most areas is below 5% of the harvested deer. Thank you for your time.
Bruce Krueger

I

I'd like to thank the Department of Ag for this opportunity to comment on the proposed permanent rule
changes to WI ATCPlO and its economic impact.
I am co-owner of K & M Whitetail Ridge, LLC located in Green County. We are a three- generation family
run business. My daughter, her husband and six-year old daughter are partners with my husband and
me.
I am fervent believer that requiring deer farmers to enhance fence will do nothing to stop the spread of
CWD. As we are already doubled fenced, the proposed changes regarding enhanced fencing does not
affect us. We naively believed that double fencing our farm would protect our deer from the wild herd.
With the June depopulation of an Iowa County farm and the finding in the same month of CWD in a
Dane County farm, both double-fenced operations for many years, we now all know there are no
assurances. I realize the Department is now proposing enhanced fencing in lieu of a double fence but
even that is a pointless, expensive exercise. While it makes great headline news for the ill-informed, it's
only true outcomes will be an ongoing maintenance nightmare for deer farmers/ranchers and many
hunting ranches will be forced out of business due to the enormous cost involved. Hunting ranchers in
Wisconsin each have many miles of fence, I spoke with one ranch that alone has nine miles of fence. If
the hunting ranches go out of business, so does our deer farm along with many others. Without
ranches, we and other deer farmers will have no one to sell our deer to and support our operation. We
alone will be forced to euthanize eighty-five whitetails.
There is no scientific evidence that supports that enhanced fencing of any kind will slow down the
spread of CWD. A more effective method to curtail the spread of CWD is to address carcass removal.
Carcasses are allowed to lay across the landscape for weeks providing numerous opportunities for
animals of prey to feed off of and then spread these prions across the landscape. Earlier this week, I
travelled south on 139 and Hwy 51 between Minocqua and Madison, I easily counted nine carcasses
laying alongside the roadway. Many of these same deer were there when I drove north the week
before. We travel this path on average twice monthly and this was no new observation. In fact, one
can see this anywhere you travel in Wisconsin. DNR's attitude that is already on the landscape so
carcass removal or having hunters leave the prion infected body parts on the landscape is ludicrous!
According to Dr. Nicholas Haley, a CWD researcher at Midwestern University Arizona, a carcass from a
CWD positive deer or elk may contain a million-fold more infectivity than an equivalent weight of urine
and 100-1000 times higher infectivity than an equal weight of saliva. This is evidence that carcasses on
the landscape pose the real risk and that probability of deer infecting deer at the fence line is extremely
low.
If the State persists with imposing enhanced fencing on the captive deer industry, the State should
completely fund this "do nothing, little approach" requirement. Secondly, a ninety-day time frame for
installation is unrealistic and more time is needed especially for large hunting ranches. Further, hunting
ranches are non-moving herds posing a very low risk of spreading CWD and should be exempt from any

enhanced fencing requirements. Fence line contact with farmed deer/elk and the free ranging deer/elk
seldom takes place; therefore, spending millions of dollars on a second or enhanced fence is a waste of
valuable resources.
Though I disagree that live deer movement between counties is or even contributes to the spread of
CWD; I am grateful to WIDATCP that it has listened to our concerns about the ban on live animal
movement and now is proposing in the permanent rule to allow movement between CWD affected
counties. This provision will allow our family farm that we have invested our heart, time, effort and
financial resources in to survive.
CWD is a concern to deer farmers and ranchers. There is no evidence that captive deer are spreading
CWD in the wild. When CWD is found in a captive environment, it is easily contained and the herd is
depopulated. The captive herd represents one percent of the total population of deer in the State. I
find it frustrating that the State believes that CWD crisis can be slowed by mainly focusing its attention
on this one percent of the population while not truly addressing the other ninety-nine percent of the
population with the same urgency. What predicament can be solved with this approach? We all need to
work together and spend our financial resources to develop strategies that really can decrease the
spread of CWD. K&M is doing its part, our farm is already working with Dr. Haley's genetic research and
will be utilizing his research in our breeding program this Fall.
Let's not support regulations that will have little to no impact on CWD other than to cost small
businesses and the taxpayers of our State.
Thank you,

Carol Casey Kubly, August 28, 2018
K&M Whitetail Ridge, LLC
W3796 County Road EE
Monticello, WI 53570

Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

afabwhitetails@aol.com
Wednesday, August 29, 2018 8:22 AM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
Fwd: Farm raised deer

-----Original Message----From: afabwhitetails <afabwhitetails@aol.com>
To: AlexanderCGirard <AlexanderCGirard@wisconsin.gov>
Sent: Tue, Aug 28, 2018 10:46 pm
Subject: Farm raised deer
I do not agree with the proposed rule emergency rule changes. I believe it was an emergency in 2002 when it was first
discovered, at that time we should have restricted movement of deer and elk carcass's from the western states. I am a
small deer farmer trying to suppliment my retirement income and with the cost of feed and having to raise a typical deer
for 4-5 years to get to a break-even point if the deer doesn't die for a multiple reasons and now having to double fence I
am being forced out of business. I don't understand that if CWD is so contagious that a farm or ranch that has hundreds of
deer and find 2 or 3 deer with CWD why don't they all have it I think it is natures way of reducing over population. I also
think the DNR will lower license sales big time when the hunters find out they cannot process there own deer without
disposing of the bones in a licensed landfill which maybe 20-30 miles or more away. Thank you for letting me
rant
Do
n Lessor co-owner AFAB Whitetails
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Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

roxanne lotts <indianheadwt@gmail.com >
Monday, August 27, 2018 12:50 PM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
Code Chapters ATCP 10 - economical impact of proposed rule for deer fencing
CWD and Natural Urine Fact Sheet.pdf

I am responding to the proposed rule that will require all farm-raised deer herds to install enhanced fencing.
We own and operate a Urine Collection Facility, we own over 550 deer, and our farm fenced to the wild deer on many
sides. We do not see wild deer on the outside of our pens at the fence trying to touch our captive deer nose to nose. If
j ust isn't done, so a double fence will not stop CWD. If it did occur, we would see it as we check every fence line every
day 365 days a year. We have 400 does in heat in outside pens in the fall that do not get bred and we do not see wild
bucks wa lking the fence (even on our trai l camera's on the outside fence line at night) trying to get close to the does
ready to breed . Deer also do not lick unknown animals that are not in their immediate family, such as fawns. We know
that deer do not lick nose to nose as we have over 100 pens for urine collection and we see these deer every day, 24/7,
they do not lick each others mouths or noses.
By requiring the Captive herds to double fence you are caving to the pressure of other agencies who would like to see
deer farming done away with . You are not using scientific studies or facts to base your regulations, your allowing politics
to sway you . Get the facts, talk to the farmers who work with these animals everyday, many have more than 30 years
experience. Do a study at a facility like ours to see what is natural for deer and elk and what is not.
The current rule specifies one of the following systems, or a combination of any of the following systems:

l.

A double fence that meets all of the following requirements:

• Each fence is at least 8 feet high at every point.
• The 2 fences are at least 8 feet but not more than 16 feet apart at every point.
2. A solid barrier that is at least 8 feet high at every point. The proposed rule requires that all farm -raised deer
herds be enclosed by enhanced fencing that meets either the requirements listed in 1. or 2. above, or have:
3. At least three strands of electrified wire on the inside or the outside of the entire length of the perimeter fence,
including gates, at heights ranging from 6 inches to 48 inches from the ground. The proposed rule requires that
enhanced fencing be completed within 90 days of the effective date of the rule, or other timeline as approved by the
department. Upon request, farm-raised deer keepers must provide transportation to department staff to inspect the
enhanced fencing.
6 inches from the ground - keeping the growth of brush from touching a fence at 6 inches from the ground will be a
constant challenge as well as keeping snow from touching the hot wire at 6 inches from the ground.

12 inches from the ground or 18 inches from the ground would be a better height if this is passed. Deer do not crawl
under fences, to get from one pen to another.

90 days to complete fencing - we could not get fencing, posts and do the work ourselves in 90 days as we already w ork
full time jobs and doing this work on the weekends would only allow 24 days to work on fencing. Because we can not
hire a maid, a landscaper, a personal grocer, or any other person who could do our weekend chores, we wou ld only be
able to commit 1 day a week to this project. 12 days ....

1

If you have ever put up deer fence you would know that it takes at least 2 people and best with 4 to do the work, and
that is only putting up the posts and hanging the wire. So we would still need to hire weekend help and work around
their schedules. We would also need 7 to 14 days of clearing brush, removing trees and leveling the terrain . We know
this because we own our own fencing equ ipment to allow us to expand and repair our 2 deer farms and our Elk farm .
Because some of our land is on the property lines, we will not be able to fence on the outside of our current pens. We
will have to put the second fence inside the existing fences. This will create additional time and materials as we will
have to tie into all inner fences.
Upon request, farm -raised deer keepers must provide transportation to department staff to inspect the enhanced
fencing .
This is unreasonable, we are having to put up the fence and now we have to giv~ you a ride to our farm to inspect

it. We do not offer transportation services, how can you expect us to leave a full time job, drive to Madison, pick you up
and then drive you back. That would put me behind the wheel of a vehicle for 4 hours down, 4 hours back to the fa rm, 1
to 2 hours touring the fencing, 4 hours back to Madison and then another 4 hours home. That would be 16 hours
behind the wheel and my COL does not allow that, so now I would have to stay overnight in Madison and return home
the next day. Not that I would mind vo icing my concerns for the 8 hours we will be driving together. If I have to comply
with this you w ill be seeing the inside of our farm truck (that you might not like it) and we wi ll probably be praying we
make the trip with no difficulties.
Enhanced Fencing. Currently, the department has registered approximately 370 locations as having farm-raised
deer. Some of these 370 locations are already enclosed with enhanced fencing. Of that total, approximately 244
have white-tailed deer and 120 have other species of cervid. Locations with white-tailed deer have
approximately 30,300 acres. Fencing costs will vary depending on the acreage and terrain of the land to be
fenced, labor costs, and type of fence to be installed.
Fencing materials included 8' tall woven wire high tensile fence (2096-6) 20 horizontal wires with vertical stay
wires 6" apart and 96" tall.
Set post was 6" x 12' treated wood post, and corner braces post were 6" x 12' treated wood post with a 5" x 12'
treated wood post as a brace and 12 Yi ga. brace wire.
Line post was spaced 20' apart and were 4" x 12' treated wood posts.
There were 4 gate openings 14' wide and 1-14' pipe frame gate and wire over the pipe for each opening.
Labor costs will presumably be less if the owner installs the fence. Using fencing materials provided by
Kencove.com, the department estimates fencing costs to be as follows per one square acre:
1. A second fence would cost approximately $1,556 per square acre ($1.85 per foot), not including labor,
gates or shipping and handling, calculated and using materials as follows:
• Using Fastlock Deer Fence, 20 horizontal lines, 96 inch height, 6 inch vertical spacing, 12.5 guage high
tensile wire, 330' roll ($363.50 per ro ll ) and 5" x 12' tapered pine wood post ($15.15 per post).
• One square acre would require 836 feet of fencing or 2.53 rolls of fence ($919.65) + 42 posts (20 ft
spacing) (42 x $15.15 = $636.30) for a total of $1,556 per square acre .
I obtained a quote from Kencove directly, (not off the internet) and the price you got off the internet is not
the cur rent cost of the fencing or the posts. It is much higher, $405 for wire and $18 per post and the cost
to ship a roll of w ire to Wisconsin is just over $100 per roll. So your total cost of $1556 per square acre is
way off and must be re-evaluated. A more accurate price per acre of outside straight line fence is $3023
with shipping costs. This does not include installation. Some costs will be associated with installation even
if the farmer does the fencing, as I stated above, 1 person can not do all the installation . The quote is also
for the incorrect fence type, the item you priced is for keeping deer out of a ga rden, not for keeping them
inside a pen .
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CWD Herd Status Program Suspension.
Current rule allows the department to suspend enrollment in the CWD herd status program under certain
circumstances. The proposed rule adds to the list of reasons enrollment may be suspended: a farm-raised
deer keeper who fails to renew (maintain) his or her farm-raised deer herd registration .
16
The current rule has a note that no live farm-raised deer may be moved from a herd while a suspension is in
effect. The proposed rule includes that language as part of the official rule, rather than a note.
Having been in a few trace out quarantine's DATCP has only put a stop movement on the anima ls directly
involved in the trace out, not the entire herd. This new language should not be included. We have tested
over 500 animals for CWD from our farm and are now a closed herd coming into our farm, we should not be
further restricted for animals going directly to a hunting ranch as we require every animal from our farms be
tested 100% for CWD. Maybe that should be included in your proposal, that eve ry animal leaving be tested
100% still allowing movement if under a quarantine.
ATCP 10.92 (3) Misrepresent to any person the age, identity, origin, or disease status of any animal, or of the
herd from which an animal originates. {4} Falsify, remove, alter, or tamper with any official identification or
official back tag required under this chapter or ch. ATCP 12. (5) (intro.) Fail or refuse to permit reasonable
department access to premises or inspection of any of the following: (b) Relevant records related to the
health and movement of animals, including health or shipping documents related to animals in transit, and
any other records required under this chapter. {11) Cause or permit the commingling of different livestock
species, other than sheep and goats or different species of fish, poultry, South American came lids, or ratites,
during transit. (13) Falsify, or fail to submit to the department, upon request, any record required under this
chapter or ch. ATCP 12 or prevent the department from taking such reco rds off site for copying if deemed
necessary for efficiency.
We are willing to allow copies of any records pertaining to our deer herd to be copied at our office, but we
can not allow our computers that we use to operate our businesses to be removed off site. All our
customers confidential information is in our systems and we are by contract now allowed that information
to be released .
ATCP 12.06 (2) RECORDS RETAINED FOR 5 YEARS; INSPECTION AND COPYING. A person who is required to
keep records under sub. (1), (lm), or (ls) shall retain those records for at least 5 years, and shall make them
available to the department for inspection and copying upon request. The department may take records off
site for copying if deemed necessary for efficiency.
We are not willing to allow original paperwork to leave our premise, but are willing to provide copies of any
and all paperwork related to our deer or elk herds. This shou ld be reworded to say" The department may
require copies of all necessary records re lating to your deer keepers license".
Chronic Wasting Disease Testing (CWD). The current rule requires farm-raised deer to be tested for CWD. In
most cases, 25 percent of deer sent to a slaughtering establishment must be tested for CWD. The proposed
rule includes deer slaughtered on the farm within the 25% mandate, provided that the department conducts
an ante mortem inspection of the deer and a post-mortem inspection of the carcass(es). The proposed rule
also requires a farm -raised deer keeper whose herd is enrolled in the CWD he rd status program, and who
moves a deer to another location owned by the keeper, to test that deer for CWD upon death.
This proposed rule should not be included. If I own a breeding farm that has CWD status and I move animals
to a hunting ranch that I also own I am now required to test at 100% instead of the lesser % for hunting
ranches. I might as well _drop the CWD status at the breeding farm if this is passed .
3

Conclusion This rule will not have a significant adverse effect on "small business," and is not subject to the
delayed "small business" effective date provided in Wis. Stat.§ 227.22(2)(e).
I can only assume this is a mistake, because anyone with common sense can understand that this will have a
huge impact on the deer farming industry. If we can not afford to double fence our herds, we will be forced
to kill healthy animals and will loose "everything" we have put into these farms. If that is "not a significant
adverse effect" I do not know what is . It will be a shame if any farmer is force out of business by this
needless enhanced fencing rule.
7. Anticipated economic impact The Department expects the rule to have minimal to no economic impact
statewide and locally.
Once again you state in your findings that this rule will have minimal to no economic impact statewide and
locally.
Putting businesses out of business is a huge impact and our farming industry will be forced to incur
millions of dollars of expense to stay in business. This will impact local and state economy.

I am also attaching a scientific paper put out by the leading experts in CWD. They state that CWD from
carcasses are 1 million times more likely to transmit the disease than urine or saliva such as nose to nose
contact.
We contain our animals behind fences and can contain the enviroment if it becomes infected unlike the wild
herds. If we are required to install enhanced fencing to protect our herds from infected wild herds the state
should pay all costs associated with the fence including labor.

Thank you for the opportunity to respond.

Roxanne Lott,
lndianhead Whitetails and lndianhead Elk
2644 10th ave Chetek, WI 54728
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NATURAL DEER URINE
AND CWD TRANSMISSION

FACT

SHEET

Leading scientists on the subject of CWD transmission and natural deer urine provide their risk assessment.
FACT: CWD in urine can not be d etected without amplification.

THE CHANCE OF BOTTLED
URINE* TRANSMITTING
CWD IS VIRTUALLY ZERO .

Urine from even clinically sick deer must be highly concentrated in order to
produce enough prions to test. The popularly referenced study for CWD in deer
required a dosage of urine concentrated TEN TIMES GREATER than normal and
had to be injected DIRECTLY INTO THE BRAIN.

FACT: Even under experimental conditions that were extremely unnatural,
•Urine bottled by ATA Deer Protection Program producers.
11 facilities in the ATA Deer Protection Program p rovide 95% of

ONLY 1 IN 10 subjects proved infected.
Haley NJ, Seelig DM, Zabel MD~Telling GC, Hoover EA (2009) Detection of CWD Prions in Urine and Saliva

of Deer by Transgenic Mouse Bioassay. PLoS ONE 4(3): e4 848. doi: 10.1 37 1/journal.pono.0004848

commercial unne.

BRAIN

RANKING THE INFECTIVITY

HICHST WECTMTY :
I

Barely detectable levels of CWD prions have been round in whitetail deer
urine, requiring million-fold or more concentration methods to identify
experimentally. The volumes of urine required for experimental infection
and detection make the likelihood ol urine serving as a natural route route
of transmissibility infinitely small.

CARCASS

I

- - - - - - - - - - - : • • • O ccurrence of CWD
prions is 1 mlllion

LYMPHOID TISSUE

----------.-.:.
DEBONED MEAT

times higher than in
urine

I

Research shows that urine is the least likely carrier of CWD prions.
The experts believe deboned meat and tissues of the digestive system

DIGESTIVE TISSUE

:· · ·u~to100,000times

---------..:.
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{stomach, intestines) contain up to 100,000 times more CWD prions than
lound in urine. The brain, carcass (particularly if the carcass contains a
brain), and lymphoid tissue contain an exponentially higher number of

SALIVA

CWD prions, believed to be 1 million times more.

l=ECES

FACT: The experts, with over 50 years of collective research knowledge
In whitetail health, consider urine the lowest risk for transmitting CWD.

URINE

-------------------··- ..... ..
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,

more CWO prions
than in urine

It would take
over 33,000 gallons
of urine from a terminally
infected deer to equal
the infectivity in
1 gram of brain.

FACT: ATA DEER PROTECTION PROGRAM EXCEEDS USDA STANDARDS

THE EXPERTS

• Greater monito ring for more t horough t esting
• Closed to animal importation/ severely restricted exportat ion
• Double f ences to prevent interactio n between captive and wild herds

HARRY JACOBSON, PhD
Professor Emeritus
Department of Wild life, Fisheries and
Aquaculture
Mississippi State University

Dr. Jacobsen has over 40 years of experience
researching captive and free -ranging deer.

• Annual facility and herd inspection s
Participating ur ine providers must be whole herd certified participants in
g ood standing in the Federal APHIS CWD program and/or related state
programs. This ensures that t he participating provider s have at least a 5-year
history of no positive CWD findings within their herds.

FACT: The 11 participating facilities have bee n in business much l onger
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Department of Microbiology, Immunology,
and Pathology
' Colorado State University
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FACT: Pa rticip ating urine providers undergo annual inspections from an

1.·
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.

.

than five years and none have ever had a p ositive CWD finding.
DAVIN M. HENDERSON, PhD

Dr. Henderson developed the next·
generation tests to detect and quantify CWD
prions in the saliva, urine and feces of deer
and elk. He has authored or co-authore d over
13 studies on CWD prions.

accredited vet erinarian. This includes a review of animal records, state and
federal documents, an inspection of the perim eter fen cing and physical
review of 20% of the he rd. Additionally, every third year will include a 100%
physical inspection of the herd.

FACT: Urine-based scents from ATA Deer Protection Program participants
are essentially triple-insulated _from CWD:

NICHOLAS HALEY DVM, PhD
Department of Microbiology and
Immunology
Midwestern University · Glendale Campus

Dr. Haley authored the seminal study which
first reported CWD prions in urine. He
currently works with wildlife and agricultural
agencies on developing live animal testing
strategies for CWD in deer and elk as well as
methods to identify CWD-resistant animals.

1. Due to the inherently low risk of urine transmitting CWD.
2.

100% mo n itoring for CWD at the urine collection facilities further
reduces any possible risk.

3.

Additional requirem ents of t he ATA Deer Protection Program that go
beyond USDA standards takes the risk to VIRTUALLY ZERO.
A ll major man ufacturers participate in the program and use this seal
on product packaging.

learn more about the ATA Deer Protection Program at archery ttade.org/deerprotection

Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Quinn Musch <lloutfitters@ymail.com>
Wednesday, August 29, 2018 9:57 AM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
Comments on proposed double fencing rule

Cade Musch and Quinn Musch
Long Lake Whitetails
7649 s Najt rd
South range ,WI 54874
Douglas County

Good morning Alexander,
My name is Cade Musch, I'm a new deer farmer in Douglas county.
Here are a couple comments concerning the proposed fencing and transportation rules facing the industry.
1. Putting up a second fence of any nature would be crippling to our operation. Since we have only been farming for less
than a year and have no money coming in yet, the added expense would be detrimental.
2. Also a 90 day time frame to up that fence is very unrealistic.
3. If a second fence is to be added, the state would need to fund at least the materials.
4. I do believe stopping the transport of dead deer carcasses all over the state, and in and out of state ,by hunters and
others is one of the best places to start. As research from Dr Nicholas Haley shows,that a carcass from a CDW positive
deer can contain 100-1,000 time the infectivity as the same weight in saliva.
Thank you for reading,
Cade Musch
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Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lynn Peterson <dr1ynn.89@sbcglobal.net>
Thursday, September 6, 2018 10:30 AM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
Fwd: Reindeer movement in Wisconsin

Re-sending as I had initial email address entered incorrectly. Dr. Lynn Peterson

-------- Forwarded Message -------Subject:Reindeer movement in Wisconsin
Date:Wed, 29 Aug 2018 12:00:44 -0500
From:Lynn Peterson <drlynn.89@sbcglobal.net>
To:AlexanderC.Girand@wisconsin.gov
CC:Phillips, Jeff and Cindy <cindy@reindeergames-wi.com>

To Whom it may concern:
As a large animal veterinarian, I have the opportunity to work with a
reindeer farm in the Washington county area.
I have worked with them
for 12 years.
They have been very conscientious in maintaining and
meeting all the requirements of the State of Wisconsin for fencing,
premise maintenance, CWD and disease control. The only time the animals
leave the farm is for exhibitions, parades and shows.
They are always
in portable pens or on halter and back home the same day. All manure is
cleaned up and disposed of properly.
In my professional opinion, they
pose no risk to the general population or to the state cervid
population.
The exhibits are a major part of there income.
If they
lose the ability to exhibit and show the animals, they would most likely
depopulate most of the herd and close that portion of their business.
The rules being proposed are an excessive b~rden and unwarranted as
they are compliant with all current regulations and of absolute minimal
risk.
CWD is a complex disease to control.
However, until the baiting and
feeding of cervids in the wild populations are banned/restricted, any
other attempts to control the disease will be seriously flawed.
Research shows when deer congregate together, this is a major way the
disease is spread. While on the surface this may look like a good thing
to do, its like trying to plug the hole in the dam from the backside
using a finger when your missing the opportunity to plug the bigger hole
in the front of the dam that would be much more effective.
Without the
latter, the dam will break anyway.
Feel free to contact me if you have further questions.
Dr. Lynn Peterson
License #403756

Lynn Peterson DVM Kettle Hills Veterinary Service 232 W. State St.
Hartford, WI 53027
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Alexander Girard
Legislative Advisor
Office of the Secretary
Department of Agriculture, Trade, and Consumer Protection
Dear Alexander,
RE: PERMANENT rule relating to Wl's Admin. Code Chapters ATCP 10 Animal Disease and Movement
We own a reindeer farm in Erin, Wisconsin. We are actively involved with Reindeer Owners and Breeders Association; Jeff is a
board member and we also mentor new reindeer owners.
We do holiday events with our reindeer each November and December. We are in 29 communities in WI, providing a positive
service by drawing shoppers and media to downtown events. If ATCPlO is released as it's currently written, we would not be
able to travel to many of these locations, since they are in CWD clean counties. CWD was found in our county, more than 15
miles from our farm, this past March.
The reindeer's absence is a huge deal. These communities count on us for their holiday celebrations- reindeer are
their main draw. Those we have contacted are very surprised this could possibly happen and they are disappointed. They have
spoken in our favor during this process by sending in their comments. And we have their support at we proceed.
In addition, if we can't travel, we cannot afford to keep our business open. It would affect our family negatively in that regard
as well. Currently Reindeer Games is a business with sales of approximately $70,000. We do not make a profit since that's
what it take to maintain our animals, farm and equipment. All our dollars goes back in our local community,
We have been compliant with state and federal regulatory programs for close to 20 years. We have been double fenced and
CWD certified for over 10 years. Which by the way, when we doubled fenced, we were given a verbal promised from the Dept
of Ag that double fence will protect us from any type of travel restriction or quarantine.
After a recent visit, our insurance underwriter said he was convinced that we do everything that a best in class operation
would do to prevent unnecessary claims. That is how we run our farm and treat our reindeer on and off our property. We
have safe exhibit procedures in place, and insist we are never near other animals.
It took us 16 years to develop our clients for our display work. A majority of our business is repeat, communities of Delafield,
Kohler and Port Washington, as well as corporations such as WeEnergies and American Family have been with us since the
beginning. This ruling will eliminate 30% of our business. We do not have time or financial ability to re-build our business only
in the counties you allow us to travel. Why would we be punished? We do not have CWD on our property. Please exempt
reindeer from this ruling.

Jeff and Cindy Phillips
Owner
Reindeer Games

Reindeer Games • 5751 East Waterford Road • Hartford, WI 53027 • 262/670-9515
www.reindeergames-wi.com
"Believe"

PIERCE WHITETAIL FARMS INC.
W4661 PIERCE ROAD
SARONA, WISCONSIN 54870
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
I am writing to you on behalf of our farm and family. The proposed rules that are being offered
will most definitely put my husband, myself, my son and our grand children's future to an end.
This is my husband and my retirement, we have no bonds, cd's, or 401 K's this is our life's
savings our farm. If implemented the additional fencing requirement will put us in financial
ruin. I do not see how this will stop the spread of CWD, the birds will still be able to come into
our pens and spread whatever they have eaten by feces or by picking in our pens from eating
on wild dead deer. We live% of a mile from HWY 53 interstate, where dead deer litter the road
for miles all year long. Apparently there seems to be no concern about these wild deer with
CWD, this has gone on for years and years.
The movement restrictions will as well put us out of business. I cannot see how we will no
longer be able to ship to a non-affected county. For one there was only one wild deer with CWD
shot in Washburn county in 2011, not tested until 2012.
Our farm has been on the CWD program since 2001 testing every animal 1 year of age and
older. We have been on every program out there, TB and Brucellosis also since 2001. I believe
our farm has been very vigil in doing all that is to be done with keeping a healthy herd. We
vaccinate as any farmer does and make sure our animals are fed a quality feed, and alphalfa.
Can you explain to me how, if making it so we cannot sell to another county because of maybe
a spread of CWD what is stopping the wild deer from going county to county? This is absolutely
absurd common sense will prevail if someone will just think about that for a minute! Let it sink
in.
We are not an enemy of the state or of CWD, as people want to put us out of business for
political reasons.
Please consider what you would do to fight for your business if you were put in our shoes.
Thank you for your time

Mary Pierce

715-296-2432

Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
Friday, July 20, 2018 7:03 PM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
FW: (ATCP 10) Reindeer in Wisconsin

From: Jim Plaisted <jplaisted@historicthirdward.org>
Sent: Friday, July 20, 2018 2:53 PM
To: Girard, Alexander C - DATCP <AlexanderC.Girard@wisconsin.gov>; Cramer, Megan J - GOV
<Megan.Cramer@wisconsin.gov>; Fuller, Lucas N - DNR <Lucas.Fuller@wisconsin.gov>
Subject: Reindeer in Wisconsin

Good afternoon,
My name is Jim Plaisted, Executive Director of the Historic Third Ward Association in Milwaukee. We utilize
Reindeer Games and I'd like to share with you how they impact our community's economy during the holiday
season.
This year, the Historic Third Ward Association will be celebrating the 30th Anniversary of our signature event,
Christmas in the Ward. This event brings the community together for an old-fashioned tree lighting ceremony
in the heart of Milwaukee's Historic Third Ward neighborhood.
Last year's event was, by all accounts, the biggest and best event in recent memory attracting nearly 5,000
visitors to downtown Milwaukee and the Historic Third Ward. Neighborhood retailers and restaurants benefit
directly from the visitors attending the event. And in 2017, cookie sales at the event allowed us to donate over
$1,700 to Ronald McDonald House Charities of Eastern Wisconsin.
In addition to the tree lighting, we offer chestnuts roasting on an open fire, horse-drawn carriage rides, a
cookie sale, fireworks over the river, photos with Santa, and live reindeer provided by Reindeer Games located
in Hartford, Wisconsin.
We've worked with Cindy and Jeff Phillips from Reindeer Games since 2006. They are an absolute delight to
work with and their reindeer are an essential component of our event. Part of the allure of the event for
parents is helping their children believe in the spirit of Christmas. When the children see Santa's reindeer and
get to whisper their Christmas wishes to the jolly old elf himself it provides the children with a sense of magic
and wonder around the holiday.
Since reindeer are a separate animal from white-tailed deer, I respectfully ask you please amend the order to
allow for movement of reindeer. This change will allow the reindeer continue being part of making children's
holiday dreams come true at community events such as Christmas in the Ward and others around the state.
Sincerely,
Jim Plaisted, Executive Director
1

Historic Third Ward Association
525 E. Chicago St.
Milwaukee, WI 53202
iplaisted@historicthirdward.org
414-273-1173 w
414-916-897$

C
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Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Willis Qualheim <willis.qualheim@qualheim.net>
Wednesday, July 18, 2018 1:47 PM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
ATCP10 and Reindeer Games

We have had Reindeer Games at our holiday event for approximately the last 15 years. Their appearance here
is deeply appreciated and looked forward to by our employees, customers and community. We have people
coming from up to 45 miles away to see the reindeer. Please reconsider restricting their movement in our
state, If ATCP 10 is released as written, they will not be able to operate as in the past. The reindeer will no
longer be available for our holiday event.
Sincerely,
Willis
Willis Qualheim
Qualheim's True Value
1345 E Green Bay St.
Shawano Wi. 54166
715-526-6108 Fax 715-526-2319
Willis.qualheim@qualheim.net
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526 Sandy Lane Mosinee, WI 54455
715-693-3322 or 920-290-2108
www.empowereddreamhuntsinc.org

HUNTS Inc

joeandlaurieramsey(Wgmail.com

July 23, 2018
Dear Rule Committee,
We want to "DREAM BIG".
My name is Joseph Ramsey, and I am representing Empowered dream Hunts Inc.
To all that will listen:
Why has it come to this!
WE are against the over regulation of deer farms and the double fencing!
I hope that those who are leading this push to make more regulation really understand that it
have done more harm than good. Yes, I keep hearing that we are making hunting better; I
believe we are working against each other in finding common ground in enjoying the hunt. The
DNR keeps trying to get more hunters in to the woods, but the CWD scare has had a negative
impact. The ttuth only comes from the side that wants a "VOTE".
As a boy, I helped put posts in the ground in Merrill WI. I asked why we are doing this. The
answer was that we can. That was back in the late 1980' s ...
Now, why has it come to this! Deer herd up in the winter; people feed deer, hunt deer and have
ranches. I say, ifit is so bad for us, "Then shut it down and don't let anyone hunt.

Empowered Dream Hunts Inc., a non-profit organization 50l(c) (3) that was created to help the
disabled outdoor enthusiast to overcome nature's challenges, break bmTiers, and develop
friendships to fulfiH their dream
Fulfilling one dream at a time ...
Joe and Laurie Ramsey
Empowered Dream Hunts Inc.
Founder/President and Treasurer
Empowered Dream Hunts Inc. is a State of Wisconsin Charitable Organization No. 13955-800

Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ryan Rodenkirch < ryanroads32@gmail.com>
Tuesday, August 28, 2018 4:46 PM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
Comments regarding ATCP 10 & 12

To whom it may concern,
This comment is in regards to the proposed permanent rule. I see a number of challenges with the
proposed rules that will create both economic hardships to the deer keepers as well as create challenges for
DATCP management of said programs. Please see below.
•
Changing of the expiration date for registration from March 15th to August 31'' will cause issues for
both keepers and DATCP officials. When asked by DATCP for opinion regarding this Whitetails of
Wisconsin asked for the date to remain in March, which clearly isn't being done. No justification has
been provided for the movement of dates, especially for an industry that is in its busiest time of year at
the end of August through September.
•
Enhanced fencing- For herds that are enrolled in the CWD program (most of which since 01-03) are
being forced to enhance fence the government should be prepared to pay for such requirements.
These animals are in a federal program and need protection from wild deer, who can be found to have
a 25% CWD prevalence rate in some counties. While my herd is and always has been double fenced,
my county found its first CWD positive animal last fall in the wild. Since my herd has met this
requirement prior to its enforcement, if my herd is some day found to have a positive is the state of
Wisconsin and the Department of Agriculture prepared to be held liable for the loss of my business
(animals)? The wild animals are free to walk across county lines and are even spread by carnivores and
plant based products. A double or enhanced fence will not prevent the spread of CWD. The 90 days is
also a bit on the ridiculous side. My farm buts up to corn on three sides, am I supposed to endure more
economic hardship during growing season (150 days) in order to meet this requirement. Some farms
will have to clear trees and brush. 90 days is not possible.
•
Movement-Why are FRO who are enrolled in a federal CWD program not being allowed to move to
counties that are unaffected? It is implying that are animals are sick, yet they are the most regulated
agricultural industry in the country. Why is WI trying to supersede the federal guidelines? If my farm
meets the federal rules for CWD standards and is double fenced I should be able to move my animals
to any county in the state. Why is the Department of agriculture trying to limit the trade and
commerce of farmed goods? This will create incredible amounts of economic hardship and could cause
hard working families to lose everything. It makes zero sense why my program (2003 CWD accredited)
is hurt because Dodge County found its first wild positive deer last fall. Why should these wild animals
affect my business? How could I have prevented this? The DNR and its wild animals should be classified
completely different than my farm raised herd.
I hope these comments are strongly considered and that more farming families are not lost due to
unwarranted politics with no scientific justification. Sincerely, Ryan Rodenkirch
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Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cheri R. Schadeberg <cheri.schadeberg@fbfcwi.com>
Friday, July 20, 2018 1:13 PM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP; Cramer, Megan J - GOV; Fuller, Lucas N - DNR
Ruling ATCP 10

Hello Mr. Girard, Ms. Cramer, and Mr. Fuller,
My name is Cheri Schadeberg-1 am currently a board member of Germantown Kiwanis Club in Germantown, Wisconsin
and chairperson for our annual Breakfast with Santa event.
Kiwanis of Germantown has had the pleasure of working with Cindy Phillips of Reindeer Games in Erin, WI for the past 6
years. Cindy's crew and her wonderful reindeer have been a fantastic addition to our annual Breakfast with Santa
event. Their professionalism with our guests and the fun that they bring to our event would be very hard to replace. At
our December, 2017 event held at Florian Park in Germantown-we hosted over 900 adults and children. I can tell you
that the live reindeer were definitely as appreciated as the visit with Santa!
This Breakfast with Santa event is one of the major fund raisers for Kiwanis of Germantown. The net revenue that we
make from this event helps us fund many of the youth and education projects/scholarships which our club supports
each and every year. If this ruling is passed and businesses such as Reindeer Games are not allowed to bring their live
reindeer to the many events around the state-it will certainly have a negative effect on many levels. Their business will
be profoundly hurt with a huge reduction of events (and therefore revenue) and may make it impossible for them to
continue their business.
Please reconsider restricting the reindeers' movement within our state. If ATCP 10 is released as written-it will have a
detrimental effect as it trickles down to each economy affected by this change throughout the state.
Sincerely,
Cheri Schadeberg
Board Member
Germantown Kiwanis

Tllis e-mail and any fi!es transmitted with it are the property of First Bank Financial Centre, are privileged and confidential, and are intended solely for !he use of
the individual or entity to which this e-mail is addressed. If you are not one of the named recipients or otherwise have reason to believe that you have received this
message in error. please notify the sender at (262) 569-9900 and delete this message immediately from your computer. Any other use, retention, dissemination,
forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mall is strictly prohibited. Thank you.
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Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Laurie Seale <maplehillfarms@centurytel.net>
Wednesday, August 29, 2018 10:59 AM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
Response to DATCP rule
CWD urine fact sheet.pd/

Dear Mr. Girard,
I would like to submit this email correspondence and the attachment as a comment to the proposed DATCP
rule. The first part of this email is an email I received from Dr. Nicholas Haley (one of the researchers who
helped put together the urine fact sheet that is attached) regarding the risk carcasses left on the landscape
pose vs. the body fluid from a live deer. The second part of the email is a press release regarding the
fencing rule written by the board of Whitetails of Wisconsin with assistance from Dr. Haley to get the
science portion,
Thanks,
Laurie Seale
From: Nicholas Haley [mailto:nicholas.j.haley@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2018 11:31 AM
To: Laurie Seale
Subject: Re: FW: FW: Response to fencing rule

Morning Laurie,
Got your message then got tied up with samples and forgot to respond.
I'm estimating here, but the first thing we need to do is get everything on a standard volume or amount. For
carcasses, we can roughly include a little bit of muscle, fat, brain, lymph nodes, gut pile, etc. Let's set the
average infectivity of a typical carcass at 1 m1it of infectivity per gram. With that standard, I would estimate it
is 100,000-1,000,000 times more infectious than a milliliter of urine, 100-1000 times more infectious than a
milliliter of blood, 100-1000 times more infectious than a milliliter of saliva, and 1000-10,000 times more
infectious than a gram of feces.
I think it's also important to consider that a lot of people from out of state come to Wisconsin to hunt deer, and
those carcasses leave the state and put other states at risk. I would guess a lot of deer hunted on preserves never
leave the state, apart from the cape. Wisconsin's wild deer herd probably poses the biggest risk to the rest of the
country as far as infected carcasses moving around.
Let me know if that helps answer your question!
-N

Nicholas J. Haley, DVM PhD
Department of Microbiology and Immunology
Midwestern University - Glendale campus
(c) 970-219-2420 (w) 623-572-3710
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Press release regarding the fencing rule
The Wisconsin DNR Board recently passed an emergency rule imposing costly and
unnecessary new fencing requirements on Wisconsin deer farmers. The DNR's rule requires
an additional fence on all deer farms-an expensive and redundant measure to farms, which
are already fenced. While misleadingly promoted as a measure to fight Chronic Wasting
Disease, deer farms are already required to test for CWD and have to follow stringent rules in
order to move live animals within the state. This measure does nothing to address freeroaming deer that have spread the disease freely in Wisconsin and other states. Further, fences
are easily bypassed by birds of prey or water drainages that contribute to the spread of CWD
from decaying carcasses.

However, Whitetails of Wisconsin is glad to see the DNR finally address the high risk that
CWD infected carcasses play in the spread of CWD around the state. But the DNR needs to go
further by requiring hunters to remove the carcasses from the landscape in the CWD-affected
areas and dispose of them properly at landfills or dumpsters. Until this happens, the infection
rate is going to continue to climb and the disease will continue to spread. According to Dr.
Nicholas Haley, a CWD researcher, a carcass from a CWD positive deer or elk may contain a
million-fold more infectivity than an equivalent weight of urine and 100-1000 times
higher infectivity than an equal weight of saliva. This is proof positive that carcasses pose a
much higher risk than any live deer movement (free ranging or farmed) or deer touching each
other at the fence line!

There are a lot of out of state hunters who come to Wisconsin to hunt deer and many times
infected carcasses leave the state and put other states at risk. Hunters need to be informed of
the high risk carcasses pose in the spread ofCWD. Unfortunately, in most states, wildlife
agencies have failed to relay the message and therefore hunters continue to blame deer farms
for the CWD fiasco.

In response, Laurie Seale of Whitetails of Wisconsin offered the following statement:

The DNR 's rule threatens the livelihood ofsmall businesses while bizarrely focusing on
only the 1 % of the deer population in the state that exists on farms. Given the stringent
regulations already in place on deer farms, this rule will do nothing to stop Chronic
Wasting Disease. The only thing this rule will do is to make uninformed people think
the state is finally doing something to stop the deer farmers from spreading CWD
throughout Wisconsin. Deer/armers have been made out to be the scapegoats in this
disease. All one needs to do is look at a Wisconsin map showing the distribution of
CWD in the free-ranging herd and compare it to where deer farms are located in the
state to see that deer farms are not the problem. Instead ofregulating deer farms out
of business, the wildlife agencies should fimd more research to help eliminate CWD
2

from the landscape. Deer farmers are currently engaged in funding research and
breeding for animals that are more resistant to CWD, using an approach that the sheep
industry is currently using to eliminate scrapie, a prion disease very similar to CWD.
With any questions or to schedule an interview, please contact Laurie at 830-928-3143 or
maplehillfarms@centurytel.net.

NATURAL DEER URINE
AND CWD TRANSMISSION

FACT

SHEET

Leading scientists on the subject of CWD transmission and natural deer urine provide their risk assessment.

THE CHANCE OF BOTTLED
URINE* TRANSMITTING
CWD IS VIRTUALLY ZERO.

FACT: CWD in urine can not be detected without amplification.
Urine from even clinically sick deer must be highly concentrated in order to
produce enough prions to test. The popularly referenced study for CWD in deer
required a dosage of urine concentrated TEN TIMES GREATER than normal and
had to be injected DIRECTLY INTO THE BRAIN.

FACT: Even under experimental conditions that were extremely unnatural,

'Urine battled by ATA De er Protection Program producers.
11 facil1t1es m the ATA Deer Protection Program provide 95% of
commercial urine.

ONLY 1 IN 10 subjects proved infected.
Haley NJ, Seelig DM, Zabel MD, Telling GC, Hoover EA (2009) Dotoction of CWD Prions in Urintt and Saliv a

of Door by Tramgenic Mouso Bioauay. PLoS ONE 4(3): e4848. doi:10. 1371/joumal.pone.0004848

RANKING THE INFECTIVITY
Barely detectable levels of CWD prions have been found in whitetail deer
urine, requiring million-fold or more concentration methods to identify
experimentally. Toe volumes of urine required for experimental infection
and detection make the likelihood of urine serving as a natural route route
of transmissibility infinitely small.
Research shows that urine is the least likely carrier of CWD prions.
Toe experts believe deboned meat and tissues of the digestive system
(stomach, inteslines) contain up to 100,000 times more CWD prions than
found in urine. The brain, carcass (particularly if the carcass contains a
brain), and lymphoid tissue contain an exponentially higher number of
CWD prions, believed to be 1 million times more.

FACT: The experts, with over 50 years of collective research knowledge
in wh~etail health, consider urine the lowest risk for transmitting CWD.

BRAIN
CARCASS

I

- - -- - -- --

LYMPHOID TISSUE

H ARRY JACOBSON, PhD
Professor Emer itus
Dep artment of Wildlife, Fisheries and
Aquaculture
Mississippi State University

Dr. Jacobsen has over 40 years of experience
researc hing captive and free-ranging deer.
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more CWD pnons

than in urino

It wo uld take
over 33,000 gallons
of urine from a terminally
infected deer to equal
the iofectivity in
1 gram of brain.

FACT: ATA DEER PROTECTION PROGRAM EXCEEDS USDA STANDARDS
• Greater monitoring for more thorough testing
• Closed to animal importation/ severely restricted exportation
• Double fences to prevent interaction between captive and wild herds
• Annual facility and herd inspections
Participating urine providers must be whole herd certified participants in
good standing in t he Federal APHIS CWD program and/or related state
programs. This ensures that the participating providers have at least a 5-year
history of no positive CWD findings within their herds.

FACT: The 11 participating facilities have been in business much lo nger
than five years and none have ever had a positive CWD finding.
DAVIN M . HENDERSON, PhD
Department of Microbiology, Immunology,
and Pathology
Colorado State University

Dr. Henderson developed the nextgeneration tests to detect and quantify CWD
prions in the saliva, urine and feces of d eer
and elk. He has authored or co-autho red over
13 studies on CWD prions.

FACT: Participating urine providers undergo annual inspections from an
accredited veterinarian. This includes a review of animal records, state and
federal documents, an inspection of the perimeter fencing and physical
review of 20% of t he herd. Additionally, every third year will include a 100%
physical inspection of the herd.

FACT: Urine-based scents from ATA Deer Protection Program participants
are essentially triple-lnsulated from CWD:

NIC H OLAS HALEY DVM , Ph D
Department of Micro biology and
Immunology
Midwestern University - Glendale Campus

Dr. Haley authored the seminal study which
first rep orted CWD p rions in urine. He
currently works with wildlife and agricultural
agencies on developing live animal testing
strategies for CWD in dee r and elk as well as
methods to identify CWD-resistant animals.

1. Due to the inherently low risk of urine transmitting CWD.

2. 100% monitoring for CWD at the urine collection facilities further
reduces any possible risk.

3. Additional requirements of the ATA Deer Protection Program that go
beyond USDA standards takes the risk to VIRTUALLY ZERO.
All major manufacturers participate in the program and use this seal
on product packaging.
Learn r_nore about the ATA Deer Protection Program at archery trade.org/deerprotection

AA
ZOOLOGICAi. ASSOCIATION
OP AMERICA

Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection
ATTN: DATCP Board Members
DATCP Board Member
PO Box 8911
Madison, WI 53708-891 l
August 28, 2018

Dear DATCP Board Members; Miranda Leis, Andy Diercks, Dennis Badtke, Dean Strauss, Nicole Hansen, Paul
Palmby, Greg Zwald, Kurt liallstrancl, Paul Bauer, Dr. Darlene Konkol

Zoological Association of America (ZAA) is a zoological trade organization that represents professionally
managed zoos, aquaria, conservation breeding facilities, wildlife conservation ranches, and conservation
education-based animal ambassador programs. With more than sixty-accredited members, the ZAA is the second
largest trade association in the zoological sector. ZAA accreditation of professional zoological facilities is
predicated on promoting the highest standards of animal welfare, as well as public and staff safety. ZAA suppotts
professional animal ownership and the concept that animal care and management is most effective when it is
tailored to the specific needs of respective collections. Our leadership team is comprised of experienced
zoological professionals having decades of firsthand experience.

ZAA is proud to inform you that one of your very own, Wildwood Wildlife Park Zoo and Safari owners Duane
and Judy Domaszek located in Minocqua WI, is an accredited member of ZAA since 2008. Wildwood Wildlife
Park went through another intensive reaecreditation process in July 2018. Wildwood Wildlife Park is the 2""
largest private zoological facility in the state of Wisconsin and is ZAA accredited assuring the public that when
they visit we meet the highest standards.

ZAA seeks parity with the Association of Zoos and Aquarium on preferential exemptions as listed in Agriculture
Trade and Consumer Protection (ATCP I 0) Animal Disease and Movement. ZAA accredited facilities follow
USDA/APHIS policies and protocols for animal health and movement. The movement of wildlife including
Swine and Cervids requires pre-shipping health screen accompanied by a veterinary health certificate and a 30day quarantine for incoming animals. This is the same for AZA accredited facilities.
ZAA is on par with the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) animal welfare standards, safety and
accreditation. ZAA has the best safety record of any zoological trade association in North America and an
accreditation process to establish an extremely high bar with respect to professional animal standards, best
management practices and exemplary animal care and welfare.

ZAA s stringent accredilation focuses on staff: animal and guests' safety; animal care, welfare,.and husbandry;
state and federal compliance; veterinary care; nutrition; enrichment; security; facility maintenance;
recordkeeping; and a review of policies, procedures, and protocols. The accreditation program maintains a
1
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benchmark for standards of operation and surpasses the standards of the federally mandated USDA/APHIS
Animal Welfare Act.
Accreditation is an extremely intensive, multi-phased process that may take up to one year or more to complete.
The first phase of this process requires an application that may reach more than one hundred pages or more in
length. Applications, which must be sponsored by two existing ZAA members, undergo internal peer review, site
inspection, accreditation committee approval and full Board of Directors approval. Following approval of the first
phase, a three-month review period is required prior to pursuing the second phase of the application process.
During this period, ZAA works in partnership to ready the applicant for the formal accreditation process, which
includes a second site inspection, accreditation committee approval and full Board of Directors approval.
ZAA recognizes that exotic animals are wild animals and their care requires specialized training, housing, safety,
veterinary attention, and compliance with state and federal regulations, therefore, ZAA condemns the keeping of
Class I animals and primates as pets.
ZAA accredited members are professional institutions that set the bar high with respect to professional animal
standard, best management practices and exemplary animal care and welfare. USDA/APHIS Animal Welfare Act
regulates all the zoos in the United States and all the zoos hold the same licensing through USDA/APHIS to
operate their businesses.
ZAA has been in existence for 14 years and is an inclusive trade association focusing on responsible animal
ownership while serving the needs of its members. ZAA accomplishes this through an objective facility
accreditation process and animal welfare standards.
Please visit htlp://zaa.org and get to learn more about our association and its membership. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Sincerely,

f:Aw1A(}}yy/dl,ul:
John Seyjagat
Executive Director
Zoological Association of America

john({Yzaa.org
hllp://zaa.org
4433925897

Jt~~gg~

Owners/Directors
Wildwood Wildlife Park Zoo & Safari
Minocqua, WI 54548
n~_t \1rc@_,y iIdw rn1chvll ~l_l_i _repa rk_. com
715-358-7808 or 715-892-0215

• Attachment (2 pages) Economic Impact
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RC Ranch LLC

May 30, 2018

My name is Richard A. Sitarski
I came to Wisconsin from Illinois to start an elk farm 15 years ago. My goal was to
establish the farm, gain a deep understanding of the industry and then get serious about
the elk farming business. My approach has been methodical, structured and sincere.
I have worked to insure the quality of my fencing meets Wisconsin Department of
Agriculture standards and guidelines. I have been diligent in making cetiain our farm
follows the rules set by the Department. I have kept all my required records and the
Department has inspected my records without any noted problems or concerns.
Additionally, I am in the process of sta1iing a much-needed new butcher shop business in
the town of Soldiers Grove WI. The new company plans on providing needed butchering
service to the areas, beef, hog, lamb, cervid and bison farms. We plan on opening later
this year.
Up until this point in time, I have looked forward to working with the Department of
Agriculture at a deeper level with the start of a new butcher shop business. My past
experience with the department has been that this department utilizes logic and scientific
evidence based on research. That makes the Department a pleasure to work with.
However, this "unfunded" mandate does not seem to follow the departments past
operating logic.
I have invested quite a bit of time, effort and money into Wisconsin.
The additional enhanced fencing rules that are being considered for the proposed
permanent rule has made me question as to whether I should continue to move forward
here in Wisconsin. If after following all the current rules and regulations, I will now be
forced to comply with additional very costly and burdensome regulations, I cannot see
the logic in moving forward. Where will the new rules and regulations ever stop?
This "unfunded" very costly and burdensome mandate is not founded or based on
science and research. I have attended the public listening meetings that were held in
Madison and Sheboygan WI. One of the questions that the advisory board asked
Department of Ag Veterinarians: "Has there been any study done anywhere to prove that
double fencing can help to stop or mitigate the transmission of CWD?" The answer was
"no"? ls this "unfunded" costly and burdensome mandate going to be proven ineffective
in the years to come? There have already been a few farms that have been double fenced
for nearly ten years with closed herds and have tested positive for CWD?

21142 Little Haney Road, Gays Mills WI 54631
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RC Ranch LLC

May 30, 2018

The board did point out that there have been research studies that prove the CWD prion
will exist in the soil for many, many years. My concern is that if the prion can exist in the
soil for many years, logic dictates that double fence cannot and will not stop soil
movement. CWD will continue to expand regardless of whether our industry is forced to
double fence and or shut down. Good cervid farmers are the best guardians of helping to
make sure this disease is monitored properly. Nature will continue to expand this disease
thtu multiply paths that fences will not stop. CWD will also continue to expand by deer
carcass movement, wild animal movement, and live animal relocations to WI from other
states.
The wild cervid herds that the DNR is responsible for are roaming the landscape unimpeded? This natural movement of nature will move disease and nature will address this
disease. Additional testing of the wild deer herd will continue to find this disease in every
connty of the state.
This disease has never affected a human. I am more concerned with Lyme's disease than
I have ever been about CWD? Lyme's disease has had severe effects on many ofmy
friends here in WI. Yet you don't ever hear about Lyme's disease being a concern of
government regulation. This makes me wonder what is really going on here?
My hope is that Wisconsin will work with the cervid farmers rather than literally
mandating them out of business. Cervid farmers are very interested in providing the
farming community alternatives to the struggles that traditional fa1ms are facing.
Cervid farming is better for marginal land, provides competitive alternative products, and
can become an American faim success story if the government allows this to happen.
I urge the department to reconsider this mandate and realize that our industry is already
under enough regulation.
Thank you for hearing my concerns.

21142 Little Haney Road, Gays Mills WI 54631
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Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Karen <karen@kfspr.com>
Friday, July 20, 2018 11 :03 AM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
Live Reindeer Displays a Plus

Dear -As president and owner of KFS PR, Inc., a Shorewood-based public relations agency, I've had occasion to hire Reindeer
Games for client Holiday events for the past 10 years. I have nothing but praise for the professionalism of the Reindeeer
Games organization and their top flight team. Their live displays are always a huge draw, thereby enabling our largest
client to "give back" to the communities in which it works. Similarly, it appears that other organizations in our area
recognize the benefits and importance of live reindeer during the holidays, including our local government.
Unfortunately, we now learn that you are may be restricting where displays are allowed in our state. It's our
understanding that if ATCP 10 is released as written, Reindeer games and similar businesses will not be able to operate
as in the past. The result? Reindeer will not be available for holiday events in many locations and much of the spirit of
the holiday will be lost. Therefore, I urge you to carefully reconsider placing any restrictions on their movement within
our state.
Please keep in mind that live reindeer displays attract families of all ages and are considered a beautiful holiday tradition
for many. These people look forward to visiting the Reindeer and their handlers and to having pictures taken with them.
Indeed, losing this tradition would be a shame, especially since the Reindeer are isolated from wild animals, are shown
in safe environments, and have a positive economic impact on the communities where they appear.
Sincerely,
Karen Strom,
President, KFS PR
A Division of KFS Creative Services, Inc.
4490 N. Prospect Ave.
Shorewood, WI 53211
414-962-0417

1

Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Rep.Swearingen - LEGIS < Rep.Swearingen@legis.wisconsin.gov>
Thursday, August 23, 2018 9:34 AM
Ripp, Keith - DATCP; Girard, Alexander C - DA TCP
FW: ATCP10
ATCP1012Economiclmpact.pdf; ADTCP 10 AZA Exemptions_compress (dragged).pdf;
ADTCP 10 AZA Exemptions_compress (dragged).pdf; ADTCP 10 AZA
Exemptions_compress (dragged).pdf; ADTCP 10 AZA Exemptions_compress
(dragged).pdf; ADTCP 10 AZA Exemptions_compress (dragged).pdf

Good Morning Keith and Alex,
Below is an email my office received from Judy Domaszek, the director of the Wildwood Wildlife Park in Minocqua
regarding ATCP 10. Keith, I know that you and I talked about this a while back. I would really like to see the ZAA receive
the same exemption status as the AZA. I think this would solve a few reoccurring headaches.
I would appreciate hearing both of your thoughts on this issue. Anyway we can move forward?
Thanks,
Rob
From: Judy Domaszek [mailto:nature@wildwoodwildlifepark.com]

Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2018 3:32 PM
To: Rep.Swearingen <Rep.Swearingen@legis.wisconsin.gov>;
Subject: ATCP10

Hello All;
The department of Ag is revising chapter ATCP 10 and I was hoping you could help me get Zoological
Association of American (ZAA) in the exemptions just like the other trade organization is in the docs. Every
year for the past 5 years we are fighting for our business to survive. The AZA exemption comes up every
time. We spend a great deal of time every year fighting for our rights. Both organizations report to the same
inspection governing agency APHIS. We both hold the same USDA licensing to operate. It is just the trade
organization name that is the hang up.
Please let me know what we can do. This is the time to address since the revisions are open for comment.
DATCP requests comments be communicated by August 29, 2018.(attached)
I Put the page numbers on the left top comer and highlighted them in the documents.(attached)
Thank you
Judy

Judy Domaszek
Park Director
10094 Hwy 70 West
Minocqua, WI 54548
715-356-5588
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Definitions 1,nd General Provlslon.i.

,-'fffP 10u!l4{, ~ IJ/H11:m)(l,1) !., Stit~ .• \/:cF,1t.r. -\J" ,J, \'.!)J. :,.;,-,, .H·..., C1~1
,\l'CP !011, ~ O,hlel.!,:m Sit~"i JO.. 20()'., W,iJ; l~.iltJ ;,;ml/! nt'*dwpi,:r t\1tP
m ... a,n..:-M:J f.',,)11"-~' Sq1l(,,,,-i-,:, .;1r,; 1'.'., Ntl. fff.',,'m<' U)-1~1}6
~u,lt: Th~ Wi.s>;.:1$-~i11 ~lm,rt!l nf ,1t,trk11)tu~. tt.uk ~ ~·,mton:t:r rrn)4c{(i.;wl
b-a.;;,k,p1M fhi\;:M:ftl,.'r !.:>tl1re1p-e1 J:<.)fll>,)tl~()fcl. 9.\ Su:-.. V'il~<,,c,(thiid14r
«'.ff!"')', air,:att( ((hct thltif1, u,l!Jtil lt11: 1"~1.Clo:r t,11-.:mttltk, J.H.1 " ~ ' ' yr()\fk.J

m "- •;s.·~:. Sut11. :,,.;-,)tliiu, i~ 1hh d'Ml'«f ,xm,tiHt<-"- i 11.=.;my, trr1tv. Wl.r;:;,f\l,h,
rM,1k1 ('I' tbt dtfillllr.tnl. ult'kd lil 1hc l1r:1hk ,ti.fo> ,)l :t11:1 ,:.Uu,ul.
h1Jtrn f",'lle!i• :.it,..I «•11':Uli.lli.:'Ah-ni, rcl.$:,l ~;, thh ,11,'f~I w,1y to; ,k'<:,.·s;.J \,J M)'
,)f 1;\<;' f.--l'i<wiii)'. :e.h.1J,:,w1, e\CX'.pi wh{,( 11"~ di,11to!'( '-f!n:llio i!d,ffmnl il<k!rtw
W1~,>11~n IXp-.1,11/fi;:-i,t d i\pi~vln,1c. Tu,k .t11J (\,u111r.:t l',Nc. 1\.:,u
l)j1;\k,11u{ ,t,niL-.1l lk.tlth

l'.0. IJ.in ~"JII
~i~"W>.. \\'15~7\JR-.\911
N,1.-W!: illllh 2}J -.ls:12
E1-l: l6(ifJ) U,4-U11

V,111,.:.·,Li.:1•«!,)'/•·•

ATCP 10.01 Definitions. In this chapwr:
(1} '",\(.·~rei1h¢tl tul>e1\.'.ul1)~i:s-fo:c hcfd" mc.i.1H, u hi:1\I of
ll<lwfnc. ,mirnat~. fann"'"ra\5-c.J deer. or goa.tJ. that h ,~t1ifo.•d ii"
1uhcn:ulosi\-ftee by 04\(' of 1he foll-owing:
{a} TheJ1:par1ment undc-rs. ATCP !iU,t, liH 1),or 10.7.~.
(b) Tire ,1uthori1.ed unlmat ht.1llh ag1.'ftC)' in tlw stl'il¢ \\hi:1.: lN.'.'
herd is located, unMr standJnh tttuivalrnt 10 tht)M~ In \, AH'\'
\0. 1-1, HU'). or ltl.1-1,
(2) "'Accrc·ditrd \'e!ctimirian" lhClltll"i :1 Vt!lNinnrinn who i:..

both of the foHowing;

(11) Lice11.\ed lo practk~ wtcrinury medi-dne.
(b) Specific4lHy authori,.00 b)' dw federal bumiu and rcspan5.:iblc Mate <\&CllC)', 1xnuiu'lt tu\J CPR lf:,O m 16?, to ptrfonn 1mlm,il

Publlshff:/ urtd4r s.. 35.9'3, Sta1s. Updated on rtw first dsy ot e.1c:h ownrh. Entire c ~
ts tM dale lllllchapier was l:.tst publ/Jlwd.

n .itl!'fa)'R cun1f'ttf.

Tho R#gi1t111 date on o•ch
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(3) l'EEDU 5.'.\1NE l~'\'.OOJ,lAllli:S \to\l'Wtm!> /tf.R!i Tht
J.::partmc1H n1,ay ccnify 11 l~nl of $.Will<.· a.~ a kcd<:r ~wine J)5eudo··
rnhk, 100J1lhJ1t-<l lwrd if the herd qu.1lil/C':i; fur tltm: ce'rtifk;1tlon
un<lcr lhe pseu1k,c.1bie~ Olllirn;;:d en1dil't1lko :.lun<l;u·J:,, Every ccrl1fic:;1tion applie:iHion ~b::dl ir,du-dc a nonrcfund:thk~ fee ofS50 for
t.1d1 ycurof rmilkati<1)11, To m.aintair1 lh(' cc·rtiliciltion, the n~·nl

owner ihal! comply with 01J11licahk H'{jllirtll'rtnh undn tlw fht'U·
dombie,; national emtlkation :i>la.nr.fanh.
NIA.~: lbe~k>!id1t¢l 1""11nr'11 ~'l'..hlli.Mi,,i,> >liii!)J;snb .,,.

1un1 ~/10 lli.:' ki:+.tu,,e

r-t:!f.nr..'<: l:,m~,1u. ( '•i'''-'"- m;;i

,~1 nk w,1.rr. ~.:kf~·

1,.- ,,ix,;"'w fr,m, if<., t '.S.!)A

U(b\.11,: :ii: ~,,1 -.,-.· .tf,'h·, )'"b >'."''-·wr /p.'.'1.,1 ·.,!"-',i~-\,11 h..:u,i .."i"dl,1-,111 Cn1Wi.
IM) h's' fi:--t-ffl!K'41 bf "'i'illi.g I:(, l)w:: l~16:n.>,u1g ;,,llicn:
Wb:-•!'--1 TJ<p,,,;;tr>\t!ld ,,( ,\_-:1;,.t,.J:m<. lr·...W .;rid l \m,u,..-,a J'ro,t',-<(h,'JIS!
f!!,~hioJA of Mlrn;d lk.ttlh
l'.1). B<H l!i'?II
!.tufh,>n, \\'I .HJi~-~<Jll
0

(4) SUS,PL'-lDl"WOK REVOKl:,,.'G CEIWJ'i("AHON ta) Thcdqm.11"menl m,1y $.\IITm'<rrily iw,pcod or rtvokc c111y ..:(·rtilication undcr

lhh SCl.~llon if iin)' nf the following rx..::or:
I. An animal in the h-.:rJ k.\ts po.tith\.~ ((){ 11'-ctrtlorahk'>.
"2. ·niC' herd owner foils to (('lllt)l)" wir.h c1..'t1ifirn1im1 rc-quin··
ru-e-nts.
(b) ·n1c :-.111tc "'ctt'rir1,11i;,m may h.,u? a ~umm.iJ)' ~u~pelhk1t1 or
11:-vocali-n-n notice undc·cr p;ir. (a}. 11~ n-1.1lict~ ,;hall ,tak tht n·ll"-flfl
for the sui,wt1,ioo rlf n:.·n~s\tion,
~·ow ,\ httd f.?Wf)U .teffi:x-t(J b1· ll .\Wip(1l{k'fi ("of «:H>,~1fl t\lJ)' r ~ I A h{;1Ii11g

N~tlk-Jcy.:uln..'N\i,:,;_k-(f:t,_ "!J?.-t!, Suu. ,1,n.Jch ..-\l( l' !. A~,t~-'r"'-~'
li,s ,ix-,; r..:,1 ;mk,i~iJly
tk::
10,:...-->fr-'-"(l
Uht-0ry: CK L•, ,~:o. (t.
f\·-,. U!'i. di. l(J., l,-1¥~ I "l<
Ill S;,,\:UT1.(I\U{3J!k,stc\,:<'
/ .. \--(>/.

ATCP 10.28 Swine brucellosis; t•stlng and conlrol.
A jN'fSOfl who, (Crl!{'JC!S a
swi~ 1,rncdlo~i'!- lt<;,l s:~mpk. for purpo~e~ of this ~lu1p!1;r or di.
ATC!' f ?. shall be n-ne of the fr1Uowing:
(a) An a.c.:rc<litcJ \·~k-rin8.ri11r1. 11 lhc Ydtriruri1u1 \."1'.Jlli:rts !he
10l l-<1ntJ)k frum a l>-Winc in 1hJs ..;;tak, the 1.-et,•n-ntulan ... h:ill :dw
be a Wi$>C-On1c.in .;:C'J"tifk-d vc1crio11riM.
(b) An nmhori1;cd m111k1y,:c or ;;;g,;:rH tJf tlx- llcp.1.rtmtn! w d~
(1) \Vito MAY (.'()IJ£CJ TfST !SA\ll'tFS

fl.'<ler:il bur~nu,

(2) TEST P1-t.rx:H,rnu,s Swine hrm-.,.. l!o.. is tc,t j;...1n1pk ff>lftx·,

;,,I; "',.,, ..q-fn,

t..:nl-~i~;JI,~

Wli-nu1l:, D.:p.iitt"lli:'nt ,)I ,\J,)J",uhei,~, lh,:\c =.I C»n<o«;{..-1'/'<",ks:t"~.,

1>1~tsh111;.f A~iu-d Htc!.lih
1'.0. l~nt"Jll
~hdi1t'41, WI 53'7/rl ·&'111

(d) A :-wine (1Wfl('f mr1y 1·et}OC--SI .a.n indemnity w1<l.:r :... i;;, .~1,
? ), Stiih., for a hru-.'.dk~~is n.·:KWr s.l:mg:htc-rcd umkr pm. l l>i i,
'Hw :rni,-u:d o·wne'I .1,l:iaJI fik !he H,\JU.::sl with 1hc Jt•p;:trunetlt. on a
fum1

prnvhJc<l h;· the- t.kp;trt1n~n1, 1111:: ownt't shall include, with

ll1se ri:-qui:ss, .J 1laugh1l~f r-,.mfimi;1.Ii,on :i-i_gnc<l hy ;,;n authoriud
rmptoy·,7t. of the dcpartnlet11 or th: f«li:rnl bm1:m.1 A ~wUw (1w11er
th·:,. 1101 qualify for atl im.k·mnlty if 1}w ownrJ' foih. lo c1m1ply ..,.,i1h
p.ir. ih),
fflt-t-al'}: (_ H ;,-, P'L .r. k<:;:,+:r >+-p!rn~':--·, Jt!i, ~;,,

for cuch W\u nf n::nilli.:atfon. To m~imain lhc h.:nl .:fxtifiui1ion, tlw herd ·0,1/hi:!I' ih;11l C<)lllply with-11pplicablc tt'qtsittmtnh
u.n<lc-t tJ}( bru-rdlllsi:. unifOfm methods and rulcI.

u{ $50

!\°(111: Th, hnxdkwi, 1>n<km1 me1.~~-h.md nil¢.; Wtf>,; f,k wi1h lk_dq.-x,,<1trwm
;,_,;J

i.tc k"fl.ll'.iir:i,·(: rdt:r(l>i:"( IM't.tl.l. n~ "~Y be (btdr.4<l fr.:1,·1 thJ IJSl)A 11,wi41:
rv-,_-y. p, ;.,n. ,l:1crt,1-, ,,urf-.~ .,.,;.,,.,,,ndh<. ·hn. n-~e\ m.~) J1v,

111c "·,." -rhi ;,sis.b

l:,r oh11fo,:-J hi "<>11tioi; Ii) ch~ blkM·i~ .rllr,:..,,.:
\\'i,,.,.·¢Un [~tim<d! of Agri.:1.1¥•.,u.-,,. Tr..:k ::wid t"m1,H111n,n f<;,.,1c,;:ti,;.;

lk,t~hll'! .-,f AninuJ 11,r..;ht,
l'.0. B,,;,\ 8:911
M:dt-...m, WI H/{J>;- fill I
(2) SUSl'IC!.l}JKO OR l(f.1\'0Kt"SG CU(HFlC\llON (n) llw.· detM.rt,

llle'nl may mnuunrily ,.u;,p::wl or tcw>fa: [I n•rtifict1tim1 untkr ~uh.
{ i J if l."lny of lhe fol11Jwing rn:oir:
! . A ~win{~ in 1t-ie herd k:Hs pt)~iti, e for bro,:;clkt~i-.;,

2. Tlm hl."fd ownl.'f' faih tn comply with 1>ub. \ l ).
(h) Th-c '>liik~ veterin.ruian Hill'/ i;.sm• H sm11m11!)' sU>!X'Ihi(lfl or
rcVfKt1lio11 no\ke undN par. 1,;;). TIN- nu1i,e l>hul! ~tatc !he rN.'>on
for· the rnspe11~ioo or r.:vot.nli:m,
N~1es A t/ct\l (l•Mtcr ;1!i"'-wsJ by .t \"'-f"-""'~ili1 (.-/ rv,-«_;i1'.'xi 1n,1:,- r-xp,:w1 J. t,tMil11
l1tk!1t ttirlkp!£1'tlmu1u1~;k1 ct,_ ::n.1i. ~bf<., ,mdd1, .',!( '\' !. A rt'F'1 l--c":1~·

1io1i and tes1in_g ~halt 1..'omply wilh lht bni.:.-:i:llol>-i~ onifoon nleth-

I~&:...-~ C.YI l>Clll'4-%!ib:Jfly

i,'

Nw,;,t n,~ N,,c;dl,$,.h WIH:im, JJ:i:®.,;..1,; J.!'liJ n0.::~ th:'. ,m fii;:: w..ti 1!!«: \Wp.)nri1eflt
m.J o;c. ki_hlltJ1·;: 1dm.'lXt l:u.""1,',r.. n."l--...« !>Ill)" I~ ol..-..U11t<! fl'Xl1 the t:Sf)A "~tnn:w wc:v,.,,('h; \',A-":.,,,_,., \l'-"J<--,hf ,..,,J1\,,,";(;,,;,,v,.,nn-d\,-.,!\)i (\11l-0 J'f"1.)" l<,k-iafo-,,1J t:,y 1Hitifi$ k> I~ IC!Jk>""-c&$ ;tll!T>\
\\"l\>:~rr,in Dtpa,"1nv-t1 ,,f Ap~;,_,ti,,.,_,.._ 1·n1k :m.t (',m,ur-1,tf r-,,-,1,:,.::!io->
lkvi,;,,)!liJi Ar.irw.l lL';),\Lli
P.O. IJ..!lfi'Jfl

)..t.1,,,-th,:vi, wr .ffAM-~9ll

(3) RVi'OkTl'.'-.G nsr RE.Srt:J~ A vcierinari:m who ;;;-(:,lkc·t<. a
swine P-ru-:dJzy,.is lc:,.t s.amplc from a '.'iwi11C" In thh st.He thr1II rt:'f.>(x-t
the k~l rc~ulh lo the tkpann,...nl a111.l lht· iwinc owoer an:on.ling
ID!-.. AtCP IH.!J,l i !J.
(4) R1u,c101ts. (a) The-dtp:i.nm-¢nl 01

th{'.

fodcrnl hur\\tU ~hall

hru,;dk;,,;i~ lt'",\Chlf, any s\!.ine- llut qu:tlific-;;. ~~ a 1'1-"JW>
tor w1dcr 1hc brt.l('cllmi!. uniforn, rn<:dklth an<l nJk.-.,
{b) \Vi1hin 15 dftys ;1f1i:-r1hc.dcrurtmcnt or lht frd.:rnl burt;tU
das.1ifies a s.winc a, a hru;:dlo..--.i-. n~,1ctor, the had nMier \hall tk)
hll lhe following:
1. I-lave tJ1e ~win-c iden1if1tJ a,; a H·n...-1or. and 'ihipfX'd 10 ~
fJaug.htt.'ring tS1t;\bfohn1t.~nt f11r !-taughH"r, ucrnrding to the lm1<:el·
lo!.h uniform 1n.:1ho<ll and ruk,;. "fbt~ Ofl('r/llor ~hall obtain a
department j)<:rmit mMr "· A! ( ·p IH 0~ l .1 J thr lk ,foughkr ~hif)merH,
2. Ck;m and lfoinf.::d the premis("~ wherr ll"k! s•~irte \~.ls 1-t-'·pt
(c) "l'hc lkp.irtmcnl m;iy. fof' gootl i..<lll!>t'. c:i.tt:nd a t.kadlint
unde-r p.ar. 1h). but may ,wt r-xtcnll a ,kadline uixlcr r};-lr. ib1 \, b)·
rnocc th;m 15 days.

das\if)·,

tt\

a

Ntit-rt IM t>f'o:-dks-,11, u..;101111, 11>,td'k.J, a1J n,.k$ ,,;;:,t '"" fl.k "'Hh 1h,; IWj:Attn<'"M
i.r.J 1ht lvJ_kll!lv;: rd,:ct~<: lu1·t"4l. Cnp;r;i tti.l.y be ol$1io.!d fn.¥11 tl'm l,::r,jl},\ wl~.

W-1-<Jri.

ATCP 10.29 Swine brucellosis-free herd; certlfica,
tlon. (1) CEmncAnoN. nre tkpartme,tt may c,·rtify a tK>rd of
~wine a~ a valii.fati.'.d hnR1.·lloth-fro: herd if the ILcrd qu::i.lifits fof
th.:it l.."t'rtifica1ion wi,kr !.he hrti,;:clt\\~i.."' onifrtTtl rll<tht.xls .inJ rule~.
fan) (~llifiotiou :11i1'.llk,11ioo ~hall i11dutk a 1mnre!Un1..lablc for

o::h 1mJ rtJle$. A laboratory app«)>cd by the tkparhn~1rt or !he

k<lcrnl hure1m -~ball conduct rn"inc bn.;cclfosi-~ test.\.

Ut!, ,;ff_

JIJJ.1,;r'l': <dl
,,-,1;..rn./11

;, lk!.!hti;\IJ llt>j>rn"d~, Ot fh,XJHJ!I

:;,:,-,,.·n,h"t .\H)IJ :,,·,,. Uti, iff. !O I
,,.;o,d(,7-1-{N.

{>$:

r·p.

ATCP 10.291 Swine porcll10 r,,p,oduc11vo ond rospl·
ratory syndrome and swine- ontoric cor-onnvirus dis~

oase: testing and control. (1)

W1mMAYc01.1s(:rn:A.;_r~AM-

PLL A p,:rion wh,;J l..'1>11~:b a pordn¢ rc-pn:Jduc1ivc ar.J

fC-~pfrM1)1)'

ands.wins: eotcrk tot\1oavlrus Jhiea...;c lCH :\..1.mpk. l"<)r
fllifj)US('-S of lhb. dlUf{t"f ()f(h, A 1 ('l' ! 2~ ~hall hi: L';(k' of the folt1)W·

i>JlHh'\m'u.·

ing:
(a) An acc.n:.Jih:-<l vc-h.·1-inarfan m1tl, if the ~('f('~Jitcd \'dcrirtar·
ian ,;:olkch \I)(! tc.sl \ample from ,;wine in thh &Lll(', a Wi<:L'rnt'iin
n.:-r1HiuJ wtc,in:iri;m,

(b) A Jk:r:-.on working 11w..kr the direction of a ,·ett'rinruian
under r~ar. , ,H, provided lh;u 1hc v~1.c·rin,a.rfan 'lohrnit.. lhc ~ample
for h'Hing.
(c) Ao s1ut.h'l.11"i1.e-d empt,oyee or agt:m u.f d~ dep.-utrn<:nt nr 111,,~
foJi:r:11 bureau.
(2) l'LS-l !"R0(.1Jtx<Kt. A test unJ ~1 su-at\"F.)' ust;'tl to J..-1.c,rni1w
,..,11,1;1hc1 the p.)rdu-c rcpnxJu\'.:thc :ind re.,,·piratmy ,yndrumc and
lhe :1-wine rnf,;ric corona vim~ di...;!11'«' h, in 1he hml or n,ii;in s..hall
11'¢ appnwi:-J by !he dcpartmc-nt rmd d1all 1wt..l\'1<k-9(1'h 1.:onfoJern:t
thtu the dil,(:a.W \•Mulll be idt•mifk•d if pre.sent al '.\(P.\'; p<cvalrnc.;
in the herd by using \ltK' or the following:
(a.I Colt-t-cting a poo-k<l sampk of ;.wine by h;uiging a cotton
mpe in a &m\Jp of :,;win1..~ a~ follow!\.:
I. For hen.I'> wi!h ks!'. tJl.'ltt 150 swine. one J'.11.J<Ok<l s.ampk or
1,wlne ...-Judi l'N: collede~J mul l\~~tttl. The numl1<er or r.wine to h\l
p,,;nkd for Sample:'> ~hall bf.- 1k·tl."m1int.·-d by liW' OWll('f iu forn.111!.a,
lion with his or her h<rJ vctcrin.irian.

Prib11$hf!d 1,;flder s, J5.9J.. Stltl!t, tJpdatk.l oo the first day of fh1Ch month, En Ure cede Is always CINJWII. Thi, lhigl.sttH' date on each pag.q
Is the dale the chapter wu IJJSf pubJllhi!'t'L
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(bl . .-\ fam1,-raised Jtcr impat1;'.'(J direct!) to .1 .,laugh1aine
c~luhl1~hment for .slaughter sfo;.U n)111p!y with 1111 of the following:
t. nw farm-mb.ed J~,r ~kill be U...'t.Xlrnp;mic-d hy ,1 nm1pkted
fc<lcral hun'm1 f<mn VS 1-27 or a v:11iJ ttr1ilkr1te of \Ctnilt:tr)'
iotp1..-.,::lion.
. Solt: f,•,knl ,hirr-w k,(l:n_ \'S, 1-<H nv.s..t h" ,,,mpi:1,,,J hy .i,,; ;,,:..,,,,fo,,f -.rw,.
11\.l.fii!h. w-i JtttbnnuJ t!a!r ~iwual h,:;dth nffid~i. (-( th:' k,f,:rd hsm:,11J

2, The fr1m1-n.titcd tk\.·r :1-hull he t<stctl for chrnnk vrit,ling
dhcasc under the tc-.1ing i,.Unrbrd, C\lahtii..lk'<l b) the '>lak nf orl·

gin.
(3} CE.1mHCAT1; n-,, Vhlf.~n.Au¥ 1~•sn:cno~. n,.,n-:xrn A i:x·r·
1ifii.:t1ti: or \dCT'it1ary imp,,·-1."tiun urn.11."r sub. , .') 1.11 \Judi im.:ltii.k :111
l)f fhc ii1!1uwi11g:
(:1) A luh4'1\'Ull>~i,;. t.."'Ctti(k;.i(irnl under ~uh,< -1;
(b) A report of \'.nmpli.if\;;:c wi1h bnH~l11n\i, !es.ting itquirc·
m?nh S-f~dticd, in I.he hnKdlosi( uniform n.rthr,d:. :-1,nd rnk,., frn

imcnt.:lle movcmen1 offaml . "f;tis.t"tl dca.

,w,

Svh: The t~Kdki,h w-.ifN11, ll\<~l!h"~hllhj ml« ;ut
1ifo •;.·1th Hi_t dqmrt=t
mild,,,. kf;_,Lui:,<.' td........-1-...·.: lllw,:,s>-o C•>j>10 nkl) b,: ,_,bwJ111,,,,J rrix"' tm t:.ilM ...ct-...iic
->,,hi,~ "L l:• ·,.-v, F'-'1~-1 tX.1;-l',1,.\-,,u :''..,:,. ,/--,i:i: ,,JL,--:,:1:,. (\1l¢."'I w.ar .i:l"'J
b~ ,,hufovJ t>r 'Jc.fhll~ I<) t'.k Wh) .. ini il.JJfl:M:

Jj: ·,.. 1,w

Wn,"()!t.l/l lk{'~L"i.."nl t\f A,:.:rbiltitt\!', !J,.Ja,:-:i:t-<l (\1/i,.lOZ)ld l"tuU\;lk)t,

,\niru«J 110!11"
l'Ji.lk,1.1';911
M..Jiwi, WI ,HiOi-SNI I

1)1\h(i'*'l <J(

(J)

Onida! iJldividull-1 idi:11tifi.::11tion on th-\' fom1-n1ist<l ,;kvL

'\olt: Me ~1. ,\J( -1, 111 S"/ 04nt;!l$ 1ao.:hn\-. J{l_U (;i,m,k w;,-'1il't tfo..t·'1..-,;r;ki:nl
IC• S4 (lk.:1 ict::nu(i<.tth.ml fr,, rt"1;pi1-m;n,h hlf 2
!um-,-;,;iu:-,J ..J\csrf

,Wt,~ fl_(Jt,""41 cni\'>l!rtia!ll. g,J

fo1<11~ d ifi.llvUu.tl i;ln'/U[',;;";1(.)..:11 1:t1

(c} ll1c folluwing ~tntcmcnh 01 suh~la1t1ially \imll.u ~latcOlC'nl~;

I, "All tcervi<ls identified on !hi~ C(·11ift1.::ote Ot"i.glnate fmm .l
h~rd cnrnlk<l for the fx1);.t 5 )"\'~tr:> In a Ha~ thmni\' W:rtling Jisc;i~
pfngrJ.rn meeting the fi.'J.:nll hurc.au st.art<.fanh.''
2. '"All t'ervid..: iJcntificd on this c<>rtlfo.:ate migln:stc from a
herd dHll h:Lt shown 110 clinical \ign. oi t+1rnnk ws,ting <li.,easc
in the pa..'i-t 12 niunth\,"

J. "All ar\·idj id.:.•Mitkd on thit, calin•.\!il('. origl1rntC" l'nwn 11
herd rhat is. udequ..Hdy S(:p;uatcJ from any wild Jct'r herd kn{W,.'fl
ll) be in(ccte-<l with 1.:hrnok W~\ling Jh,s"11~(' ,"
(4} TUti'flllTLOSl'l S7An:~. A c.:itifkak ot· veterinary in~p,;:.;lion umfor wh. \2) (~! !-hall \.'tftity noe 1)r thi.' followi,1-g:
(al The fom1~rniscJ Jeer l:>tl~ina.tcs from o 1--wrtl !hat qu;i.lifi~·\
ui. an nc;,:fe-Ji1«1 tubf-1L'\Jlo-..is-fl\'C h-trd urnkr s. \l< ·I' Ill -fl/ i I 1
1

(:1).

(b1 '111c fonn-rai~J dtc, (1dg.ina.t-cs frnm J. hl't'd th:1t qualifo:.'-'i
:u, a 1Uherc11losh <1ualifkd httnl, has,:d on ;1 whok: herd k~ t(1m·
ph!'ll'.1 \\iOiin J65 day;; prior to U.e imp011 tktlc.
lll,klf)l l V, !L 0-r.1;

,r.

a. At k.-ist 12 mHnlh~ ofd ;u;<l oriii:irut('~ from a hi:-rd cnrnlkd
lrt thc duonk win.ting dh.ti..bC hrrJ :Uahu pwgnun rn'K.li:-r s, A!\ <I'
l!l .'i-.1.
b. t\t k;t\l 16 monlh!i old and tloes rm1111igin.:1tc fn)l"n a l..:rd
t.•nrollctl in the chronk \\-aqing dis.ea~ l\('n] ,-t;itu~ p1ngram unJt-r
~. AfCP HU:.
3. The- f:mn·~rnhi:d !.k--(r htt5 Lt.lcm!licathm rC\JUircd umk-r s.
•\'l('j• iO.;\\ (/}{::i),

(b) A forn1-mis--e-<l tkcr 11H1v,:J, pur:.u.int It~ it penni1 \ll\lkf ,. ~ '
A! ( ·p I !"l,!L\ (.·1 ), betwcl;'n i1htlh1tt01u !hat are ;1c.:rcditi:d by th&: ' .
:H...:..x:i.ilkl!l of ,01:.t<> nml :1qu;1ritum:.
'
k) A fonn .. rnlsc--d d¢.;r 11"1-<"Wl·(J l..:lwN·n 2 k,,:;11i~}n; that an~
co·,t·n'\I by the .,,unt~ n:gi~Uatf1m cn1iti-1.~~1c ml<)ly ~. Yf( ·p !n .fo
1_ ll (_hL

(d) A f<t1tr1··-rais\.•J di:cr mon·n1e,111hal is 111:;1.tetl as n movt"·
mrnl wil.hiu a sing!-e herd fo< ptUfOS\\~ of:,... Ar''C!·' m.,16 f:'i 1(h),
(2} Cun!Flcm:01F VCJT.R!f-;,,\R\' l!'-Sl1.(T{l.)N. CONH-:?'>/"IS. Acer•
L!fk:itc of vekrinMy imprdicm tmd.cr ~ub, i l; sh:ill lx; }igned by
,1 Whttllhilll:Cllifkd ,-..:tedn.mi,m who b, the lu.•n.l vcte1ium!m1 !ix
the hctJ 1>f (1tigin. Tit>t.' (t"1tific~1~ sh-:tll induJ,,~ nil of lhe fn!low
ing:

(a) The tuhcrculo..i~ cc1ilfkatioo urnkr rnb. i .\1.
(h) The chronic \l.il;:.ling diH_•aw ,·enill{-Jtioo uo<l.-:r ~uh" 1-1 /.
(c) OHidal in-Oivlllu::.I idcntilit:ntio11 l1f lhl~ fmm··ruhc<l 1.ltcr,
Sok: Th<- .-,a1lf>e.'Al'<,I Y;--Jr,i~ IJ,,,p..,,1;.,-,,-,r,u} ,iJ,J,)iJ1:fudt n•i;. ~,nili.:,;-y i,.lc--;,.
ti ill,-Mi.:-o ,-m 1k forn1 .. -nhM ,k.a.

(3) itmrncoU1$1S: n..1mfl<'Al!ON A certifkatc of vc1i:rlna.ry
ln~pe,:-li(~l un-dcr Satib, 1l J 1,1) s}111II ce-nify one l)(lhc follm,lnt::
(~) Th<: ln.ml""l.lhtd d\X'f fniginak.s from r1..n :ie\.'ri.'d.Hc1J tuber·
01lmh-free lwnl m"f1kr \. /ll('P WA'),
(bJ TI-ie fann-rni~J tker oritinu.lcs frnm a h<.'n.l that is dtl!,.1ii11e,I n, u tulwn:ok~I.~ i1ualifit(l lwrJ un<l('r ,., ATC!-' \li.-t'.J, bn,..-<l
(in a whole hcnl test cumple[C"J wilhin the p,rc1..·;:•,ding 365 dap.
(c) The- fom1•-r,1it<"il d<.•tr meets all of 1hc following rc,1t1irc-rntnl~:

l, It o~-iginak,;. from a 1ubcrt't11o'1h, monitored herd under 1;,
;\ l l 'l' )\).,l'}_
2. 11 h:u tc.-.lt'd nt'gatiw on a tuhe-ri:·ulosi~ ten wmlti~·te<l 110
nmrc th.an 90 d;.1y1 prior m the movcmc-nl date-,
j, It h;tt be,:n ;:ontinoou,;.jy h.ol.iie-0 s[Jl(C the te:-t uru.k-f ,;.ubd.
."; .• in a n.:uirwr thai pr-cvctW> it· 1hm1 cuntractlng tub<-rcuto~ii frum
olh¢r ccrvith.
(dJ 111c form-rahed Je.:1' nk'(h ill! of lhc following ft-~Uif(ma1h:

Fq·,•s;·, .\qsc.:-0/-,_-1 ~,~:.- c,-,_ 1,1,.>, l~'l. 11}·1·-'iX•, ("I<

1)/ \11t: t.OHn, !\l,1, \-t_)k). (,l11md(:i). ,\_J,1, 1-l) I.bl J.:,,i'«'o"f 'ls>ss'W,-k, >·,i;; ~~ ••
i,:,\ df. jJ . .j..U,i;(. R l i ii.\">: ;£111- d-lit) !sc/,-ln Ji.,:, ?JcL' !<,1, l,J';J, di.~·· l-12.
( f1 ! 1. oSS, ~rt (:'"JIM(iiam,), t., L tr. !.1;(;!1. Mf/L f)lfr/ t-!,--, ;-._r,, I.\.,-_ 1, _',fH .\,
t,'iJ, t'ff.f)-1-14; t ~: I> ~fl.': f-d!(tll 0Jln t,;, L\J kl ii1t11v.) wt<! I ;p_; i!lll-, ,r. n1
(tl 1 . J_H,·r<'·''~! J,,i; .!Oh -·~,, ; 2 i.
JO · i .. It>.

,o'.

ATCP 10,56 Moving larm-ralsod door in Wisconsin.
(1) ('r-:.1mnC'AlT Or' Vl'."TUONAN'' IN:O•ITllOS 11.FQUJUJ), A \'3lid

rcrtilkatc of Yetcrin:ar>' im1X'clion !>hall ;1,;_\,·1impany 1.•wry fam1-~
rai~ed deer thal i;, 1nt)\cJ from a h(•.1J in 1hi,;. ~lulc, n;t1.:p1 dud no
c:ertifkatC of \C'k1i1ttry imt)('(til"m i<; H'(jUil"Cd for any of lh1.•- lnllowing:
(:1) A fo..rrn-rais.e-~I t.k·cr moved di1e<t/y ll) s!.1ugb1,·t. If ,ti! th~
following ll.pply;
I. The fa:rm-·rnhcd t.lecr h ~t{:i-umpankJ h;• a i:-oinplctcJ kdt'"1;1l Mu~au form VS 1--27, or a <ltp1mnen1 p.:n11i1 un<ll't i. . .-\ f( -1,
10.m-.11).
N~tl l'<\kral t.<11"('.l.U bnn \'S J,s]/ ffJ..y t-e (·-Yllijit(N t,)' ,u1 K~IO<lmtl ~--c-u,rinmJtn. !<h 111,1h,:int..'\J "1111~ :.ii~ he-.,;';th .;111".iJl ,;:,r 11,,c lnk1.J tt<n:'¥>--

2, l'h1.~ lium"rnb.c~I deer i\ t6tt'<l l(1r dm.ii:1k v.-a:ding Jisc;t_<.\'
after lK'ing :i.laughlcTcd 11--<; n..."'t1ui1-cJ und-er !.. ,\1·1_ ·p l t l. 'l ). I l rn I f ,1 I
or (h). if th~ deer i:<i any 1.1f ll!-.! foilowing:

I. h ha, lc---SlL--<l nq_!ativc on 2 tubct\.'Ulo:,h tc~l~ t\)1'tl.lui.:-1cd 90
to 270 day" upan. nnd lhc sewn..! {c~I wns pcrfoirn1cd within 90
dtiy'> prior 10 the rn<w(•111eu1 tl-1ht,
2. It hu\ bc,c-n i~olalC'(I since the fu~\ tC;:<;t under ~uhd. I , in a
m;mni:-r 1hat pto::vr-nts ii frnm i:nn1r;1rting luh,:n;ukn.h from oth("r
\'("(Vi-th.

Nott: ll,;, ,'kp.i111t'l{'"t ,,ifrn II r(.:mrMct •hriblo;t ''iJ;t"Klt'J l"-:r-,«t!l:""i1y =.i

>ulci 10 r,rnct~ the tlM,'411:;HJM c~f tul'm~d<:<"4"i. \'oo ru) uhl.olia s (i'f"f t,> cdlH\j':
!(/Rj 71,!•AX,J,h~- ,i<ltin_g&..-,kf>~IU'>d·,_,Jk;,.i h-;, ,1,"<1-.11 •.--' .... ,., mb•;"--Til,ni 10 ti\<: l,1!11.wk¢ ;1d,_lfcH'

\l(ti..:tm,ia !)tjWtl-""'ht ~,! Agri..\ilw;,:, Tnis:k ;,;t,<l r,:.nwmn l'Nt«tfon
l),,!thl<) of Aniin!>l I lulth

P.O . lk1!i911

M..Ji"s.t1,WIFICtt-·l\"i'll

(I) 'DIB ram,-mh~d lker Uk'<:ts all of 1hl."! fo\l~)wlng refrmr-e·
111,;nH:

I. The f;um-mix-ll ,kxt· i!> moving into ,1 hunling r,,1111:h hn-ld·
i11g u c<"Itiricatl:' 1m<ler !;, ArCt' !0..1"'!,
2, It l>r-iginutt'S frurn a heal thnl htl~ t.:-rnnpkled a whok lw:nl
te~I.

l h ha~ ,i::~1cd r...~,;a1i\-c- nn a 1uhi'rc11lo~h t<c'>I ,;(}ndur~cd 11n
mnrc th:m 90 Ja}'s prim In 1he nkwt'mcrtl d:.Hc.

Publlf.hed undM s.. J-5.ffa:J, Sta11. UpdAIH on IM I/1st d;1y ol e.sch month. Entire cod.I Is alwwys: Ctn't'Mf. Tho Regltto1 dal& Oil i#J·c-h page
I# tilt dll, thtJ chapter WU lUI pubNJ:hed.

AGRICUITURE. TRADE AND CONSUMER PROTJ:CTION

5fr-9

(1.:) r\ gtml im1i..1r1,;J fnun a moi.hfi,·d a,::n¢Jit.:-d ii.Ill'.' ma>' tt•:>I

ht·

frum the prcmi1>e~ whl."rc ii h lint n•,·,:-ivtd in thi~ SlilfC
uni..-~:-. one of lhe following applii·~:
I. The goat test ncgali~·c for tubcr..:uto:sii tHtder pnr. ldJ.
n:lllOYC\I

2. 'Ill'"· _gllilt i~ sh1ppcd <lue(!ly lrrn11 the J:lfettl!S("i to :1 ~bUJ:.-'1l·
t.:-ring ..-... t.abliilm1-t"l\l for sh1il£1il1er,
.l. T!w v.(~at i• irnportc<l din.-c1ly 10 an t':>..hihilion in thii J.iiHc,
,mJ i~ tdumc-d din~1..,1ly from that nhihitimi 10 it;, 1;1ate- ohifigin.
(d) Tti.: O\\ nc, of :l gi.l.:H tl11JKtrl1.>xJ fmrn t1 tubeJcu)oli~ m(~lifird
.!L\:rr.-dired ~1,ite ~hall hu,c the gDal ttsK"\J for !uhfn.'uh:isi~ nol
th;;u1 60 d,ap 1101 11\l'li1; 1.h1m 90 da)"~ afll·J it h l111p;.1He-tl

It,-.

llhtllf)I ( i{!<,-1.-f!;u H,·,_:Hh.l '>q~,,, 1~u .'!Ii>:,:., H.•i.df.10-.1-{):',:\ !{
! I •.'!~:: #11. nJ iH .t .i'.!Jt_nld. t,1nirrM,.~) ~ ·,,, .... , J, "- >il .' ):., ,.,;,,,. ~ff. f··1-!.\
,>'!1 \\liH•I il"O,,,LI. 'iHh'-:.
',,ITln·l,,J./\

rn\s ,r:,,

ATCP 10.77 Moving goats In Wisconsin. (1) Empl
fll{l\llk'<l in tub. i) i, n0 pcr)(_Jn m.ty :,,ell oi 111'!\'C a ~·uat wilhin
!hh :..Int(' unk:\S thtil goat O'rlut an oflki::I individual identificail.s.

tion,

(2) :Sub~1k111 ( ! .i tkx·s m~l .ip-pl)' IL> any

u(

lhc following:

h

shiprx:<l directly 10 a

\luughkring r~lnblh,hrncnl for slullghl\':r.
llh-ttol)f \Ti;¥, llh: p_ V.<":,•· ln '"tq''<··,i«·i :n,,, 's,, UC;. di JO I "ti).

Suhchupter XI -

ctr'>, tod<'.:'<.>, ,>1· m-enag:trie ;1.nimul inll'J thb !>litlc withnut :~ wrill>':n
J)(;fmit from iht lkpm1rni:n1 t111di:r s. Al!. 'f' lO 07 L"'..1,
(2) PERMIT co~nmo\:S. A j"X'mlil Ut'!lkr ~uh. (I) i~ \Ubj.._-.c{ tn
the folltm'ing n.m<lilioos:
(a) Evn)' anirmd ~hall he ;m:umptmkd by a \·oilid t'.ntifi-1.:a.(c
,1f \·dtfinary frnp«!klli. Tlic <:Cftin.:;1!.c i.hull indt11.le !.he numt>.~r
of lhi: impor1 p,mnlt i~!itJc<l by lhe dtpartm-;,.•nt under rnh. I l \

(b) All nnimah \.h;11! rn,:;-i;t :ippHrnbk import rcquiwrneni.,
un1kl' thh dlaptcr,
(c) AH animal!> $hall be i~Jla.ti:d from 1ion-drn.1.~. mm-·n1<.k-<1,
11..n<l ni.m~nw:n.ag_l•rii:- :mim:sh, :u1J fn'!l\1 n:iti\'e w-ild!ifc in th~ ~rnk'.
Fit..:ilitk:> :md v.:hkk5 u.~J ford~ llnimal~ shall be 1'.kww<l :md
ttisinfci:.·tctl h.ct1H't'.' hcing u:..c<l for o!hcr animal\.

Otht.•r Anfnrnls

ATCP 10.82 Exotic ruminants; Imports. (1) l'fkrn1Nu pctl>0/1 mny impori an ('\utii:
1umimrnt into thii;.. ~L'l'ic unlt'J\S. a ya\id n:rtifirntc of \'etcrimuy
in5-j)c'Ction m.-c-ompiltlies lhe a.ninml. 111<' certifica1e !s.i1;11I indu..i~
1hc followil1t; infmnm-llon:
(a) The impoll permit number unlk·r !.Uh. {21.
(h) A t'("f>(:»1 ofu rwgt1tivc tullertulo;;i~ t.:.;i.t umkr ,uh. L'i.
lt') A rl~~11l

ATCP 10.80 Dogs and domestic cats; Imports.
(1) C!]<TJH{'AlldW Y'LH.Rl~Alff 1:,,rsv1:cno.~ b,n:,p\ R', ..,p~ifh:d

umkr ~uh.\.\ 1, no pc,son m:i.y imp1.!rl .my dn}; ,,r dmrft'~tk· ~;it into
1hh, :.rntc unlei<~ i1 i\i'. at,."'~,111pank-d by u vnHd t'rrtifil:ct.k nr n:teri
nary illSl}C(lion. Thi: l'CltilkiltC ~hall iruJk;1W all or tiK' folkiwing:
(a) lite :1i.-~ of the dor or <lnme:.tk i:aL
tb) A report or rabic-:1 vaccination if r~<]Uircd under wt>, 121.
The rqxm 1,hill iocludt the Ua!t oo whieh 1hc dog or U(lnh·s1k c;1t
wn~ laft \'OU.'{'im11c-d for mhit~ by u UcemnJ \t'krirurin11.
(,;;) The dnr.(i oo which lhe lkig ot drn:11<--tic ml 1,., due lo be \'&ecinat\'d or rc-vmxin4li."-d for rnhic~.
{2) RABU::i VACCISATIO!'. REQFIJiltMT:,"d (a) Except a~ [l'H.'·
vl&d m £)4!. lh). no Jk:l'iim nrny impo1t u Uog tw t!o-nk":,.ti.:: cat into
thi~ :-.tide unk;;s the 1lt1g or 1.lo11~1.1V.:: ~-.'lt Im~ u current rnbit'\ vr,.,.:

dtuliM
(b) t\n imp~111ed dog of \km..:i;tk l'.!t that i·~ urakr 5 month.~ of
age 11111:y Ix inlportcii witJmul a cunent rahk!- v,K·d1ia1in1i 11Jmin·
i,tcrcd by a lic~n"A::d \'cl«i1tad:m, rruvidc..l th.it the nwn-:r ltiL\ 1h1;
tlog or l:al v;u:x:ina((•.d by a lic(OseJ \'dt>dl'larfon h>· lhe d2it;.• on

whkh the dog or c.it 1'\!.ii.'ll-N- 5 mnnlhj of ag~.
(c) A rnhi,:s vaccination urwk:r !his s.r-.ction s.hall comply wi1h
lllbcl in~U"tlcli<ms. ;1gc \IJnJ:m:b. i'lttd !inn.~ sumda:rds approv('{I by
1hc fo<lrral bureau for the type· or \'.:tcdnc ll'!t.('11
{3} A n~nilicau of Wlt'Iinat)' in~p,.,_·lim) it ,wt 1t~1uin•1l tnut("r
'>Uh. l l I for any of th: following:
ta) A d~Jg impo1«."-0 Jirn::tly 1,,"' n.·te1in1i>)' fodlity fo1 treat,
1m•11t, JWO\Hk'J that Ilk' dog ,s r~imw:d ti1 its rhti::.: ol origin inun..-~
dillldy fo\kw."!llg lh'Jln'l<'nl anJ tlll·rl' b h<"i d-mn1-;e o( o\\.'11.:r..hip
whik the dog is in thh Malr,

lb) A lb)g n::tumin,r dirl'X'lly 10 its plao: o.f onirin it\ thi.,- slalc
following ir~.1l1l\<Ctll in a Ydttina1)' (acility ouhitk thh ~t<ll(\ pm·
vh.Jcd that the dog Wili\ t11ki•n tlh«tly tu the vctc-rinmy fodlily nnd
thtil! wa\. no ch:mgc .._,r o\~·1..:-n;hi1, wh1k llw ~klp; wa~ outside the
slut~ lt'!f v.::1,:rina1y tn:almt-nt.
IH'-i(ll): d{ 1,f:· -1Ji_l: H, 1'·7;Jh'U S,·11,;wd), I :'ll ,·, ;-,;.,, (,',•/. r/f. J(J-~1-{X',; I H
; 1 (Hi: ,r. ll) (li:f.;:,), !. ~»J rtu. It! tll) . .BT!. (I Hhl. k). f i,;6-J f«t !H fl;'tr.lM, 1.l)

!,!,1 ht 1211,r l-'."rH:r ki·, ;111: -""' 1,;,,,1, tff Ii ·!~ti. n, !.\ oe).':
;:,, IJ) !{c;1i•'-c( f1rij ;·iq6 \, ,, ':,I, d'I. IO ·I

ATCP 10.81

~

·

N,:;t,; ,\nhn,th oM'U hli: r,;;.•ut 1:\1.'$1~ i:,;,i,t \'"''trf} v.;lh $«,' rn4~.ut tn,,,,(tt~'>t">w,

fo<' thM \ix-,;ki ur1>-:kr d>"• ~ lo,.l:fll1i'.
lll~l0-1): { U ')<·, !l<F:. a. 1-1c:-;,,.1H •.. ,_.,vnJ~.., ~~;v, ;;,, uv\dl. W·-1·'"1.¢>; (. >
! 1 q;(, ;mu11tl,1;). !('5)t!M. d)(~)!<l h~ fl )00J:m1 .1.1 l')th)..«01.ll){J/ F, ,,,I"', J,.
.'>;I i \.{.,, ii',''J, df. li··I- D: • P. l \ /}\•;: l~U!\l, II) i~ j tu (I) N.n(l•.Lf 1.1 "· \. :O!J I 1
,,, r,,,,i,,:tf &~1-·H

t'AJL011 Vl.TERUfAf{'{ l~Sl'fCllON.

(a) A rk'utcl'e-d go.H under 12 m0Hd1~ ol&

tb) :\ go-,a1 un(kr 12 tni''4Hhs ukl th,·1t
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Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Rep.Swearingen - LEGIS < Rep.Swearingen@legis.wisconsin.gov>
Tuesday, August 28, 2018 5:17 PM
Ripp, Keith - DATCP; Girard, Alexander C - DATCP .
FW: DATCP Testimony from Judy Domaszek
Wildwood Letter.pd!; Wildwood Wildlife Park Economic .pdf

Good Afternoon Keith and Alex,
I wanted to forward the attached testimony from Judy Domaszek, the Director of the Wildwood Wildlife Park, regarding
certain zoo exemption provisions under Wis. Admin. Code Ch. ATCP 10.
I know we touched based regarding this issue last week, but instead of submitting another full testimony, I wanted to
make it known that I wholeheartedly agree with Judy. It is my hope that we can find an adequate solution on this.
Thanks again. Have a good week.
Rob
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ZOOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA

Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection
ATTN: DATCP Board Members
DA TCP Board Member
PO Box 891 l
Madison, WI 53708-891 l
August 28, 2018

Dear DATCP Board Members; Miranda Leis, Andy Diercks, Dennis Badtke, Dean Strauss, Nicole Hansen, Paul
Palmby, Greg Zwald, Kurt Hallstrand, Paul Bauer, Dr. Darlene Konkol

Zoological Association of America (ZAA) is a zoological trade organization that represents professionally
managed zoos, aquaria, conservation breeding facilities, wildlife conservation ranches, and conservation
education-based animal ambassador programs. With more than sixty accredited members, the ZAA is the second
largest trade association in the zoological sector. ZAA accreditation of professional zoological facilities is
predicated on promoting the highest standards of animal welfare, as well as public and staff safety. ZAA suppo11s
professional animal ownership and the concept that animal care and management is most effective when it is
tailored to the specific needs of respective collections. Our leadership team is comprised of experienced
zoological professionals having decades of firsthand experience.
ZAA is proud to inform you that one of your very own, Wildwood Wildlife Park Zoo and Safari owners Duane
and Judy Domaszek located in Minocqua WI, is an accredited member of ZAA since 2008. Wildwood Wildlife
Park went through another intensive reaccreditation process in July 2018. Wildwood Wildlife Park is the 2"'
largest private zoological facility in the state of Wisconsin and is ZAA accredited assuring the public that when
they visit we meet the highest standards.
ZAA seeks parity. with the Association of Zoos and Aquarium on preferential exemptions as listed in Agriculture
Trade and Consumer Protection (ATCPlO) Animal Disease and Movement. ZAA accredited facilities follow
USDA/APHIS policies and protocols for animal health and movement. The movement of wildlife including
Swine and Cervids requires pre-shipping health screen accompanied by a veterinary health certificate and a 30day quarantine for incoming animals. This is the same for AZA accredited facilities.
ZAA is on par with the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) animal welfare standards, safety and
accreditation. ZAA has the best safety record of any zoological trade association in North America and an
accreditation process to establish an extremely high bar with respect to professional animal standards, best
management practices and exemplary animal care and welfare.
ZAA's stringent accreditation focuses on staff, animal and guests' safety; animal care, welfare, and husbandry;
state and federal compliance; veterinary care; nutrition; enrichment; security; facility maintenance;
recordkeeping; and a review of policies, procedures, and protocols. The accreditation program maintains a
P.O. Box 511275 • Punta Gorda, FL 33951-1275 • (941) 621 R202 I
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benchmark for standards of operation and surpasses the standards of the federally mandated USDA/APHIS
Animal Welfare Act.
Accreditation is an extremely intensive, multi-phased process that may take up to one year or more to complete.
The first phase of this process requires an application that may reach more than one hundred pages or more in
length. Applications, which must be sponsored by two existing ZAA members, undergo internal peer review, site
inspection, accreditation committee approval and full Board of Directors approval. Following approval of the first
phase, a three-month review period is required prior to pursuing the second phase of the application process.
During this period, ZAA works in partnership to ready the applicant for the formal accreditation process, which
includes a second site inspection, accreditation committee approval and full Board of Directors approval.
ZAA recognizes that exotic animals are wild animals and their care requires specialized training, housing, safety,
veterina1y attention, and compliance with state and federal regulations, therefore, ZAA condemns the keeping of
Class I animals and primates as pets.
ZAA accredited members are professional institutions that set the bar high with respect to professional animal
standard, best management practices and exemplary animal care and welfare. USDA/APHIS Animal Welfare Act
regulates all the zoos in the United States and all the zoos hold the same licensing through USDA/APHIS to
operate their businesses.
ZAA has been in existence for 14 years and is an inclusive trade association focusing on responsible animal
ownership while serving the needs of its members. ZAA accomplishes this through an objective facility
accreditation process and animal welfare standards.
Please visit htlp:/1;,_aa.org and get to learn more about our association and its membership. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Sincerely,

Awb-,/Vvr!#~I:

John Seyjagat
Executive Director
Zoological Association of America

john({~zaa.org
http://zaa.org
4433925897

J~~~
Owners/Directors
Wildwood Wildlife Park Zoo & Safari
Minocqua, WI 54548
naturc@~yildwoodwi_ld\il'epark.com
715-358-7808 01' 715-892-0215

• Attachment (2 pages) Economic Impact
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Wildwood Wildlife Park
10094- Hwy 70 West
Mh1ocqua, WI 54-54-8

Judy at'ld Uuat'le l10111aszek
Park 0wt'ler/l7irector

flhot'le (715) i56-5588
E-Mail t'lature@wildwoodwildlifepark.co111
Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection
ATTN: DATCPBoard Members
DATCP Board Member
PO Box 8911
Madison, WI 53708-8911
August 28, 2018
Dear DATCP Board Members; Miranda Leis, Andy Diercks, Dennis Badtke, Dean Strauss, Nicole Hansen,
Paul Pahnby, Greg Zwald, Kmt 1-Iallstnmd, Paul Bauer, Dr. Darlene Konkol

For the past five years I have been engaged in legislative hearings in regard to more restrictive animal rules. At
eve1y heming the following exemption is discussed:
EXEMPTIONS. 1. An entity that is an accredited member of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZAJ
I have asked several of the DATCP Board members many times why the exemption was in place and not one
person could give me a reason why.
Given the cutTent statutory recognition by Kansas, Texas, Nevada, Arizona, Arkansas, Ohio, Oregon, Nebraska,
Connecticut, lllinois, South Carolina (Beaufort Co.) and Maine, which uses its written standards, it would make
sense for the current DATCP 1ulemaking to include an exemption for facilities accredited by the Zoological
Association of America (ZAA) as well. The second-largest zoological accrediting association in the nation has
equivalent standards for animal care and a better safety record than the currently exempted older association.
As upgrades to Adm in. Code Chapter ATCP 10 (Animal Disease and Movement) are considered in this ru!emaking, parity with the Association of Zoos and Aquariums on preferential exemptions as listed in Agriculture
Trade and Consumer Protecting (ATCP\O) is clearly wairnnted as state-ot:the-art regulation.
We are a privately owned zoological park and have been accredited with the Zoological Association of America
(ZAA) since 2008. As you can see 1 do not fit into any of the exempt categories, which literally threatens to run
my family business out of business.
Wildwood Wildlife Park has been a cornerstone for the community for over 60 years. Tourism plays a critical
role in our community and Wildwood Wildlife Park is the #1 attraction in the Northwoods. Our park draws by
itself over 169,000 tourists ammally from local and surrounding communities, Wisconsin, Minnesota, lllinois,
Michigan, Iowa and many other states. Lodging, restaurants, retail shops, grocery stores, and gas stations are all
beneficiaries of this zoologically inspired tourism. Wildwood Wildlife Park also positively impacts the
education industry by providing a learning environment for over 18,000 elementary, middle, and high school
students and teachers. Wildwood Wildlife Park also provides valuable internship programs for university
undergraduates.

Wildwood Wildlife Park continues to offer zoo memberships with over 4,000 zoo members that come back to
the community endless times throughout the season, bringing additional revenue to the area.
Wildwood Wildlife Park hosted an annual Halloween Zoo Boo event for one day that brings over 5,000 people
into the area during late fall which is very helpful to the community since the tourism season is winding down.
We always hear from the surrounding restaurants thanking us for giving them one last shot of tourist revenue
before winter.
Wildwood Wildlife Park employees 40-45 people consisting of college graduates in Zoology/Biology/Animal
Science (Zookeepers) Commercial Construction (Builders) and many seasonal employees.
Every year Wildwood Wildlife Park tourism attendance has grown 2-3%, which in turn brings more people into
the area spending more money keeping the revenue at home!
Wildwood Wildlife Park continues to grow and expand the park. In the past five years 15 new building/exhibits
were completed. These projects have a major economic impact on construction plmnbing/electricians, concrete,
landscaping, painters, excavators, and fencing. We have 26 family-owned and operated businesses that we
network with for all our zoo projects. The DATCP rule making would impact not just our business but also a
huge number of businesses in our conununity.

ii%:~
Judy and Duane Domaszek

Markor, Kelly A· DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Gary Thompson <gwdjthom@comcast.net>
Sunday, August 26, 2018 5:41 PM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
Emergency Rule regarding Deer Farm Fencing

Dear Mr Girard,
We have a 700 acre deer farm with probably less than 20 deer. We have a current annual farm raised deer herd
registration. We have tested 128 deer for CWD since 2002 and have had all negative results. We have no other farm
raised animals.
There are 5 miles of fencing around our 700 acres. It is It is expensive and impractical to even think of the suggested
options for new fencing. According to Dr Nicholas Hailey the risk for infection of live deer through urine or saliva at the
fence line is very low.
We do not not move deer. Non moving deer or hunting ranches such as we have, have very low risk of spreading CWD.
We would hope to have an exemption for this very low risk situation from the new emergency rules for fencing.
Gary W Thompson,
Twin Lakes Camp,
27260 Thompson Road
Webster WI
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August 29, 2018

Division of Animal Health
Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection
P.O. Box 8911
Madison, WI 53708-8911
TO: alexanderc.girard@wisconsin.gov
RE: Public comment on Wis. Admin. Code Chapters ATCP 10
The proposed Emergency Scope Statement Regarding Farm-Raised Deer Movement and
Fencing

Mr. Girard,
It has come to my attention that the Department of Agriculture is again seeking input from the public
regarding the economic impact of the pending permanent rule regarding to WI Ad min Code Chapters
ATCPlO (Animal Disease and Movement).
As I commented on this issue before, I'm the owner of Tannenbaum Acres, a choose-and-cut Christmas
Tree Farm West of Janesville. We are also a Wisconsin Licensed Deer Farm because of Reindeer on our
property for marketing purposes. Even though we grow Christmas Trees on our farm, what we really sell
is a Wisconsin Ag-Tourism experience of Jump Starting the Christmas Holiday Season by shopping for
and cutting down a Christmas Tree in our field. We have customers coming from all over Southern
Wisconsin and Northern Illinois in November and December to find a tree and make their annual visit to
see our Reindeer.
As for CWD, Wisconsin Licensed Deer Farms are very much aware of the current situation and are very
concerned about it's continued progression. In our situation, our farm is a little different than most
farms in that we are not in the business of buying and selling deer. Our deer are more like pets and are
esthetically appealing to our customer base at the farm and are frequent subjects of customer photo
shoots.
As for the double fencing proposal, it makes sense for us because it would protect the captive CWD
Certified Deer from the unknown, untested wild deer that may be infected with the disease. Thus, it
could be viewed as a way to protect an investment. Although, our farm is quite small compared to some
deer farms that occupy several hundred acres. For us, the investment of constructing an additional
fence would be nowhere near what some deer farms would have to pay to double fence their farm.
Maybe the state can come up with some type of program to financially help or assist these larger farms
double fence their property. If the state can help Giant Foxconn, why can't it come up with some way to
help it's own Wisconsin Licensed Deer Farms.
As for the proposed rule of banning the movement of farm-raised deer in any county affected by CWD, I
am in total opposition. First of all, this would devastate Wisconsin Licensed Deer Farms financially

because unlike my little farm, most deer farms thrive on the ability to buy and sell deer which results in
the ability to move deer. It has been estimated that this rule alone would force 80% of Wisconsin
Licensed Deer Farms out of business because they could not afford to feed their herd, Now this would
qualify as a major negative economic impact! Farms would be forced to put down their herd and
possibly file for bankruptcy!
On the non-financial side of the issue is the fairness of the movement issue. Here we are looking at
banning deer movement for Wisconsin residents owning Wisconsin Licensed Deer Farms which have
been paying taxes and complying with current DATCP regulations with their registered herd while Wild
unregistered deer roam the Wisconsin countryside at will with no accountability, no testing, spreading
the disease at will. I am constantly reminded of this every time I drive a country road in Wisconsin where
I come across deer hit by cars laying dead along side the road for days and weeks.
In closing, I think the proposed ban on the movement of farm-raised deer is not the solution to
preventing the spread of CWD. If we take away the ability to move farm-raised deer, we are shutting
down the farm-raised deer industry which could possibly eliminate the controlled herd. Why are we
penalizing the Deer Farmer here when they are probably the potential solution for the problem? The
state needs to work with these farmers to eradicate this disease. If we put the Deer Farmer out of
business, we will still have CDW in the wild herd.
Thank You for the opportunity to comment on this issue
Mark Utzig
Tannenbaum Acres

Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

John Wetzel <john769@centurytel.net>
Saturday, July 21, 2018 1:27 PM
Girard, Alexander C - DA TCP
Wetzel, John
Comments - Statement of Scope

To: Board of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection

July

21,2018
Subject: ATCP 10 (Emergency Rule) - Animal Diseases and Movement (Statement of Scope)
I am very concerned about the spread of CWD in the state's wild deer herd. I live in La Crosse County and with a CWD
positive deer found last fall only 3 miles south in Vernon, County, we will soon have CWD here.
As CWD spreads (51 counties presently have baiting and feeding rules), it will dramatically change our long tradition of
deer hunting and will greatly impact our smaller and northern communities as well as this overall billion dollar industry.
We can't let this happen!
I therefore urge you at your meeting on July 24 to adopt the Statement of Scope to enhance fencing on all cervid deer
farms and prohibit movement of deer and all cervids from deer farms in CWD affected counties.
We need to all work together to prevent any further expansion of CWD and protect our wild deer herd and our deer
farms.
Sincerely,
John Wetzel
N8020 Amsterdam Prairie Rd
Holmen, WI 54636
608-526-4238
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Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

cathy wilger <cwilger@sbcglobal.net>
Tuesday, August 28, 2018 8:44 AM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
Allowing Reindeer to appear at Port Washington's Christmas on the Corner

Good Morning Mr. Girard;
My name is Cathy Wilger and I am a Co-Director/Event Coordinator of the Port Washington Main
Street Organization in Port Washington, WI. I am writing to you today regarding the ATCP 10 ruling.
Annually, the first Saturday of December, we have an event called Christmas on the Corner. For over
10 years one of the highlights of the event has been the Reindeer from Reindeer Garnes. Reindeer
Garnes has been a wonderful business to work with. They conduct themselves professionally and
have always kept the safety of the event attendees and the safety of the reindeer a #1 priority. In the
10+ years working with them, we have never had an incident to have concern for the safety of our
patrons.
This event kicks off the holiday season for our downtown businesses. Roughly 1500 -2000 people
attend this event with their families. Not only do they shop in the stores that evening, but many return
before Christmas to purchase something they have seen during the event. The reindeer are a big
reason why people attend Christmas on the Corner. Their appearance has an economic impact on
our community. People come to our event because they enjoy the feeling of a small town USA
Christmas and how it puts you in the Christmas spirit. Not having the reindeer will not only take some
of that Christmas magic away but it will have an effect on sales at our businesses.
Please reconsider restricting their movement in our state. If ATCP 10 is released as written, they will
not be able to operate as they have in the past. Reindeer will not be available for holiday events.
Sincerely,
Cathy Wilger
PWMS Co-Director/Event Coordinator
262-416-8031
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Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Brian Wolf <bwolf2@frontier.com>
Tuesday, August 28, 2018 10:19 AM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
Public Comment relating to the Animal Disease and Movement... Rules
Public Comment of Animal Movement Legislation 08292018.docx

Please see attached comments.
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8/28/2018

Alexander Girard
Wisconsin DATCP
Office of Secretary

Dear Sir,
Following are comments on proposed, permanent rule-making related to Animal Disease and
Movement and the economic impact these changes will incur upon the producer.
1.

If 2 CWD positive deer are found within 5 miles of a cervid farm, the DNR must be required to
Put up a fence around the cervid farm to protect it from the spread of CWD to the fenced-in,
Monitored cervids at their expense. This is only fair as currently a CWD positive animal found
within a fenced-in ranch results in the farmer having to bear the cost of double fencing along
with the devastating effects of being quarantined. The DNR is failing in protecting the farmer
But excellent at shifting blame and expense to the monitored cervid farm operation.

2.

Movement restrictions. I believe the proposed rule will prohibit the movement of a live animal
from a cervid farm to slaughter if the farm resides in a CWD-affected county. This must not be
allowed to happen. Paying for an inspector to come to your farm would be cost prohibitive,
Expecially if the slaughter facility is a considerable distance from your farm. Also, the butcher
shop needs the inspector at the facility on the kill floor on the scheduled day. If a cervid farmer
requires need for an inspector to come to his farm, the slaughter facility will refuse to butcher
the cervid animals so that the schedule of the inspector's schedule is not disrupted. Working
slaughter into the butcher shops schedule is already difficult, and not being allowed to bring our
Animals to slaughter live would be a huge burden. All my animals heads are then taken to the
veterinarian and hour drive away. I have never had a positive in 15 years.
In addition, killing a cervid on the farm and then transporting the animal to a butcher facility
Will turn a half day job into a full day job. This will be time consuming and the quality of the
meat may be affected.

3.

Enhanced fencing. The cost of enhanced fencing is prohibitive. Double fencing a 20 acre farm
12 years ago cost about $38,000. I'm sure todays cost is much higher.
The electric fence option, while less expensive to install, is labor intensive to keep grass and
shrubs from shorting out the fence. While spraying the area under the fence with round-up may
seem to offer a viable solution to weed growth, round-up is associated with causing cancer and I
wouldn't allow it to be used on my property. Farming elk is extremely close to organic, natural
farming. Using a chemical herbicide anywhere near the cervids would cause the customers to
loose faith in my product, causing a loss in customer base.

According to your writing, the lower strand would be 6 inches from the ground. This is
unworkable. I would have to be checking the fence daily for grass and shrub shorting the fence.
Why 6 inches? The person writing this rule has obviously never worked with electric fences.
The lower strand, even at 24 inches, would be a burden but perhaps less of one. I suggest 24",
30" and 36" to make it a little more workable.
Unfortunately, none of the fencing is supported by science. I suggest holding off with this
Expensive requirement until more is known about the spread of CWD.

4.

Providing transportation upon request. There is a statement in the proposed rule in the
enhanced fencing section which requires the farmer to provide transportation to department
staff upon request. Is this from DATCP to the farm and back? This would be totally cost
prohibitive.

5.

Change in Deer Farm registration date. Currently this date is March 15th of each year.
Since calves are born in late May and June, the unborn animals do not count in your annual
census until the following year. For a small farmer with less than 15 animals, this could but him
into the more expensive bracket of more than 15 animals. This could easily double the
registration fee for the small producer and be a burdensome expense yearly.

6.

I think DATCP should look at requiring rectal biopsies before animals are sold to another farm or
sold out of state. They are widely used in Texas and there must be considerable data on its
affectiveness. In addition, it can detect CWD months before the animal tests positive with the
IHC test. This would be forward thinking by the department and welcomed by the industry.

7. Wisconsin will have a huge problem with CWD down the road. The problem is manageable with
fenced-in cervids, but not with unmanaged wild deer spreading the disease. These regulations
are killing a wonderful industry. The industry will lead the way to solving this issue for the state.
There is much interest in breeding animals resistant to CWD. Industries success would
eventually transfer to the wild herd. Putting the cervid industry out of business is not the
solution. My gut feeling is that this whole issue is a front by the DNR to bring in more wild elk
into the state after the cervid industry is put out of business. Then they can make a ton of
money selling licenses for the chance of shooting an elk. I would hope that DATCP is above this
attempt to put the cervid farmer out of business. All cervid farmers love farming and love their
animals. Please help us!
Thank you.
Brian Wolf
Bugling Pines Elk Farm
414-313-0718
Bwolf2@frontier.com

Markor, Kelly A - DATCP
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jim Wysocki <jim.wysocki@rpespud.com>
Wednesday, August 29, 2018 2:39 PM
Girard, Alexander C - DATCP
DATCP permanent deer rule

I and my two brothers-in-law own a 140 acre hunting ranch and adjoining 20 acre
breeding facility in Portage county.
We do not ship any live deer so our only sale of deer is for hunts or slaughter.
We are very concerned with the enhanced fencing requirements.
Our farm is located in a beautiful cedar and lowland hardwood forest and it is
inaccessible to heavy equipment except for some hard freeze winters.
We currently have a 1O' tall fence (2' higher than required) with 5" thick posts (1"
thicker than required), spaced at 19' apart, and a 22" fence on the ground attached to
the bottom of the fence to eliminate digging animals from making openings. We feel
that this answers the requirement of preventing escapes.
If we end up installing a second interior fence with the sole benefit to stop direct
contact we would like the option of installing an 8' fence with a pole spacing of
50'. This fence is a barrier to prevent direct contact and therefore should have lower
cost requirements.
If we are to install an electric fence to address CWD in this rule then that farmer
deserve compensation of the cost of materials, installation labor, site preparation. The
deer farmer will end up paying the costs to maintain and control weed growth to ensure
it works. The last estimates for the DNR emergency rule only listed materials for
electric fence. Is DATCP doing the same? Is that lying to us? The public? Or just
making it seem like the deer farmers can afford this?
I respectfully ask and expect that he state will reimburse the installed cost of the
enhanced fencing. As I said earlier the deer farmer has preparation and maintenance
costs incurred.
A 90 day or even 1 year installation period is extremely difficult to accomplish
and with the surge of installation the availability of professionals will make it
impossible. Also since ours will be a difficult installation the costs will far exceed what
has been discussed and is more than what we can install ourselves.
Requiring us to provide vehicle transport of DNR employees to fence inspect 12
months of the year is in direct opposition of proper management of a wetland
forest. Damned if we don't and damn poor land stewards/ damned if we do. So how
do we tell a DNR employee that we won't drive in a cedar swamp in the summer after a
rain?
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The worst part is that this enhanced fencing will not STOP, SLOW, or reduce
the spread of CWD. But the leaving of carcasses in the field by hunter, along roads
after car kills, and disposed behind houses or on country roads, by hunters, is a prime
vector of CWD transmission. Yet the DNR is going slow and wanting to not
inconvenience the hunting populations while demonizing our hunting business as the
cause.
Respectfully submitted
Jim Wysocki
StoneHurst Woods LLC
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Wisconsin Bear
Hunters
Association, Inc.
August 29th, 2018
Alexander Girard
DATCP Office of the Secretary
P.O. Box 8911
Madison, WI 53708-8911
Mr. Girard:
The Wisconsin Bear Hunters Association would like to go on record in opposition to proposed
rule ATCP 10.80 (2m). This section of the proposed permanent rule would require all dogs that
are being imported into Wisconsin (unless neutered) to have a recent brucellosis test.
This would place a very undue and unfair burden, particularly on sporting dog owners, who
frequently purchase hunting hounds from out of state.
There is an active and well-developed marketplace for hunting hounds, with well-known
breeders able to command a premium for hound pups with a good genealogy. Most of these
breeders in Wisconsin are hobbyists who only raise a few litters a year, and so do not come
under dog seller regulations. The same is generally true for breeders in other states.
It is current practice for the buyers and sellers to agree as to whether a Brucellosis test is
needed. For many, it is an additional cost and hassle with very little payback as there is very
little evidence of Brucellosis among these breeds of hounds. Hounds are often purchased at the
end of an out of state hunting trip, so trying to get a test done without cutting short your
enjoyment of the hunt would be very difficult.
The cost benefit analysis would show very little need for this new and onerous regulation.
We urge the Department and the DATCP Board to drop this provision altogether from the
proposed permanent rule.
Thank you for your consideration and we are happy to discuss.

Carl Schoettel
President, WBHA

